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...a real-life adventure in space science!
Easy and fun for everyone, this is your passport to the TRUE WONDERS
of our incredible Solar System! Dozens and dozens of dazzling 3-D

graphics and animations. Instantly calculate your

weight on other worlds! See atomic particles collide

in the Sun's core ... the procession of the planets in

their orbits. ..the cosmic dance

of Pluto and its companion,
' Charon . . . Eclipses . . . structures

of the planets

...and much
much more!

f
| Visas Master-

Card orders ac-

cepted. Dealer

inquiries welcome. Allow 3-5 weeks

for delivery. Call or write . .

.

Add $3.00 S/H

for each order.

Introductory Offer: $44.95
Call now! (offer ends date of the August '89 Lunar Eclipse.)

COPYRIGHT © 1989 by WinterTech. All rights Reserved. WINTERTECH and THE

COMPUTER GUIDE TO THE SOLAR SYSTEM are trademarks oi WlnlerTech. ATARI

^AStaiiiuiii I cLn
111 Granada Court, Orlando. FL 32803

(407) 425-1199

Color monitor and 1 MEG RAM required. (512 K version available

June 15, 1989.) Not copy-protected.



BAAL
An addictive mixture of strategy and arcade

n featuring:

* Over 250 highly detailed screens, superb

graphics and sound effects.

* More than 100 monsters and 400 traps.

The future of the world lies in the hands of an elite

squadron of men. YOU are the leader of the Time

Warriors. Can you save the earth from the evil

BAAL?

His army of untiead have stolen an awesome
weapon of destruction, a War Machine,

As leader of the ultimate battle fighters, your

quest is to invade BAAL's domain, fighting off his

monstrous demonic beasts to retrieve the War
Machine . . . but . . . you must kill BAAL in the

process.

Can you succeed? There is no option . . . the

alternative is literally 'Hell on Earth'.

Screen Shots from the Atari ST version

A VAILABLE NOW ON THE PSYCLAPSE LABEL

CAPTAIN FIZZ
Meets The Blaster-Trotis

Tha message is simple: co-operate or diel

It's double fun and double trouble all the way in

Captain Fizz, the most exciting simultaneous two-
player game you and afriendareever likely to play,

it's a whole new world of split-screen, high-speed
action, as both of you take on the nasty Blaster-

Trons infesting the planet Icarus.

Yup, it's a tough mission alright, but you might just

win out with the right bland of co-operation,

courage, laser-hot reflexes, tactical sense. . . and
brains. The action is fast and furious in Captain
Fizz, but if you can't workout the right tact icsyou'll

both be dead meat.

There are 22 levels of savage and relentlassaction

to battle through before you reach your objective,

tha central computer that's causing the evil

infestation. You'll never get there, though, unless
you put your heads together and co-operate; your
buddy can't do it on his own, and neither can you.
This is one program where even the easy games
are hard. So remember — united you stand, but

divided you fall..

.

Warning: this game is impossible to beaton your

Two joysticks required for two-player game.

Screen sliots taken from the Atari ST version

AVAILABLENOW ON THE PSYCLAPSE LABEL

BALLISTIX
Its a whole new ball gams!

Sick of silly old soccer ? Tired of pathetic pinball? Then you

need a dose of Ballistix - the fastest, wackiest, toughest ball

game yet to appear on a computer. Ballistix justexplodBBw"
1"

excitement, puz7les and an amazing 130 different icreans

tioftr simple; score more goals than your

opponent to win the match. Doing it is a different matter as

splitters I, II the screen with dozens of balls, tunnelshide them
from view, bumpers bounce balls all over the show, liendish

red arrows spaed them up to almost impossible velocity,

magnets pull them away from your control, and much, m

edibly ftexible. loo. Youcan play againstthe c

ier player, sat the speed if you can't stand

jhere the balls are fired and their velocity, rac1

bonuses that will get you extra goals and then, at the end of an
exhausting game, set your name in pride of place on the high-

score table, And It's all played to the accompaniment of a

throbbing sound-track and a crowd lhat applauds your every

Two joystick? roc J -i:-;i
:

cr wo player game

Screen Shots are from the Amiga version

AVAILABLE NOW ON THE PSYCLAPSE LABEL

PSYGNOSISLTD,
PO Box 483

Addison Illinois 60101

BAAL Amiga/Atari ST $29.95
Coming soon for C64. PC.

CAPTAIN FIZZ Amiga/Atari ST S29.95
Coming soon for C64. P.C.

BALLISTIX Amiga/Atari ST S34.95



MarkWilliams Raises
C Programming TbANewLevel

New source level debugger, csd,

cuts development time

in half!

$&»
Now, on top of the

world's best C compiler,

Mark Williams brings you
csd, the world's only

source level debugger for

the Atari ST!

With csd, you actually

debug in C. Forget about

trying to find bugs in clunky

assembler and struggling

with long dumps, csd gives

you the interactive advan-

tages of an interpreter plus

the speed of a compiler. An
indispensable companion for Mark Williams C.

Reviewers have been raving about the IBM version

of csd for years:

"csd is close to the ideal debugging environment...

a

definite aid to learning C and an indispensable toolforpro-

gram development"
-William G. Wong, BYTE

"This is a powerful and sophisticated debugger built on

a well-designed, 'serious
7

compiler."

-Jonathan Sachs, Micro/Systemsfoumal

FEATURES
Mark Williams C For the Atari ST

* Mew! Resource Editor includes compiler/

decompiler for direct access to

resource text

-k New! Peephole optimization-taster com-
pile times and (aster code

• Full access to AES/VDI libraries

with complete documentation

and examples
• Source and object code tor RAM

disk cuts compile time in half

• Integrated edit/compile cycle:

editor automatically points to

errors.

• MicroEMACS full-screen editor

with commented source code
• Full K & R plus ANSI extensions

• Microshell Command Processor,

a powerful UNIX style shell

• Complete symbolic debugger

and assembler

^>
dift and more

• Over 600 pages of documentation

with more than 100 sample

programs

ttewicsrfC SOURCE OEBUGGER:

Cuts development time in half!

Debug in C source code not

assembler

> Provides separate source, evalua-

tion, program and history windows

Ability to set trace points and

monitor variables

• Can interactively evaluate any C
expression

• Can execute any C function in your

program

Trace back function

' On-line help screens

MARK WILLIAMS C FOR THE ATARI ST: $179.95

csd C SOURCE DEBUGGER: S69.95
60 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

WE'VE UPPED COMPILER
PERFORMANCE, TOO!

M**

Our new Resource Editor

makes creating window
driven interfaces with icons,

alerts, pull down menus and

dialogue boxes a snap. And its

exclusive compiler/decompiler

lets you directly access

resources, making changes

quick and easy while simplifying project management.

Unparalleled compiler speed, fast, compact code,

complete utilities and outstanding documentation

have made Mark Williams C the preferred compiler

for the Atari ST. Reviewers enthusiastically agree:

"Mark Williams C may be the best implementation ofC
on the Atari ST to date. . . not onlyfor the experienced, profes-

sional developer, but alsofor the weekendprogrammer."

-George Miller, COMPUTED Atari STDisk andMagazine

"... the all-around best choicefor serious software

development on the ST."

-Douglas Weii, Analog Computing

COUNT ON AN UPSTANDING REPUTATION.

Mark Williams has been producing and improving

quality programming tools since 1976. A good reason

why the Mark Williams C compiler is the one chosen by

Atari. And just one more reason you should choose Mark
Williams, too.

SPECIAL UPDATE OFFER AVAILABLE NOW!

If you already own Mark Williams C, a special

update offer is available for version 3.0 and ess by calling

Mark Williams. If not, there's never been a better time

to ask your Atari dealer about Mark Williams C and csd.

Or you can order by calling 1-800-MWC-1700.

I

Mark
Williams
Company

601 North Skokie Highway, Lake Bluff, Illinois 60044
Q 1588 Mark Williams Company

CIRCLE 031 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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A lot is happening in the Atari world these days! From Atari, we hear that the

company is finally pursuing an aggressive marketing campaign to make the ST

line well-known, widely available and affordable. And production is way up!

And if you or someone you know continues to be a doubting Thomas, take

them to a shopping mall this spring- Atari will be showing their products in 150

malls across the country in a joint promotion with Mitsubishi. You or your friend

might even win a free system! Other plans we hear are for an aggressive and com-

petitive leasing plan for small (and large) businesses and a consumer credit plan

for the rest of us. Yes, Atari!

Finally, Atari is doing its best to make being an Atari dealer attractive again.

They still have to overcome the residual resentment over some of their past market-

ing practices, but quite a bit of interest has been shown recently by dealers who
previously had disdained Atari.

Not only do we Atari users need equipment to run and dealers to sell and

service it, we also need software. Unfortunately, once again piracy has caused soft-

ware publishers to look very cautiously at the Atari market. A case in point is what

happened with Spectrum Holobyr.es Falcon: a month after its release, it was

already up on pirate BBS's. Read Gilman Louies Open Letter in the Atari Arts

Forum on CompuServe for the sad story. Please, do your part- don't pirate software

yourself and discourage your friends from doing it.

In our continuing efforts to insure that START meets your needs, we're adding

two new columns this issue -Business Applications and Programming in Pascal.

Business Applications opens with the first in a series on spreadsheets; next month

we'll turn to desktop publishing. Programming in Pascal is one of a series of our

"Programming in . .
," columns on different ST languages. We won't forget BASIC,

however (our publication of three commercial GFA BASIC programming packages

should confirm this), and we'll be adding C and Modula 2 to the list in the near-

future. Let us know your preferences.

We think this is a good issue for you. If you're interested in using your ST in

business, you can check out a wide variety of interesting possibilities -and some

of the software you might need. We have screenwriting macros and more on disk,

as well as features, reviews and columns on everything from games to graphics.

And as a special bonus for disk purchasers, we've included GFA Vector on this

issue's START disk. We hope you enjoy it.

Andrew Reese

Editor



3mDrive
IMarl ST Hard Disk Systems

High performance hard disk drives for Atari ST

and Mega ST computers

DMA and SCSI connectors for daisy-chaining

additional devices

20, 30, 45, 60, 120, and 198MB capacities

NEW!

MeaaDr/Ve
Internal ^SHard Disk System

40MB capacity

Mounts inside the Atari Mega ST case

High speed DMA data transfer

Fast RLL drive — 28ms access time

Leaves DMA and 68000 port free for

other peripherals

Available at your local dealer, or call:

K^H Supra Corporation

Includes these useful utilities:

- Formatting software that allows dividing the

drive into as many as 12 partitions

- Autobooting directly from the hard disk

Battery backed-up real-time clock

Built-in fan

NEW!

SupraDrive fd-w
'10MB Removable Floppy

Uses 10MB removable floppy disks for

unlimited storage

Fast transfer speed and disk access

(80ms average access time)

Reads IBM 360K and 1 .2MB floppy disks

Connects to Atari ST DMA port

Built-in SCSI and DMA connectors

Battery backed-up real-time clock

Useful as primary storage and for hard disk

backups and archival data storage

1-800-727-8772 (Orders Only) or 503-967-9075

1 1 33 Commercial Way, Albany, OR 97321 USA
Fax: 503-926-9370 Telex: 5106005236 (Supra Corp)

CIRCLE 057 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Letters From Our Readers

Software Renters
Aren't All Bad
Your article on software rental (March

1989) contained many truths but was

too one-sided. As a long-time software

renter, 1 hope that no one immediately

assumes me to be a pirate as asserted. I

have found rental to be an invaluable

means to evaluate first-hand the con-

siderable software on the market, so

that I can intelligently choose those that

1 ultimately purchase-

While it may seem to some that the

only obvious purpose for renting is to

pirate software, there are numerous

other reasons that can in fact serve the

ST community. Users can be prevented

from becoming soured on the ST as the

result of getting stuck with inferior soft-

ware. And rentals can serve to create

new purchases by hooking those who

didn't expect to be a permanent user of

a particular product.

I have no doubt that there are scabs

that abuse the system -those leeches

will always find some way to steal. How-

ever, the vast majority of software

renters are legitimate potential cus-

tomers and the software companies are

wrong to assume that renters represent

lost sales. Surely, most of us who are

seriously committed to the long term

use of a chosen software realize that if

we don't eventually buy the product

we're losing support through updated

versions, replacements, technical help,

Bob Wenham

Ft. Worth, Texas

We maintain that software rental does more

harm to the industry and the user commu-

nity than good, but we do realize there are

two sides to every issue. We appreciate your

bringing the other side to light, but wefear

that software rental agencies are used much

more by pirates than by legitimate users —

START Editor.

One Dit Too Many
I have subscribed to your START from

nearly the beginning, and I have been

impressed with both the volume and

quality of the information presented

there. You do a great job in providing

helpful information and programs to the

ST community.

Dah Dil . • . Bleep!

Shortly after the February 1989 issue

reached the newsstands, we started

receiving bug reports on the Dah

Ditter program about an annoying

extra "blip" that sounds after each

Morse Code character It turns out

that the bug only occurs in the com-

piled version of the program. If you

have the GFA BASIC 2.0 Interpreter

(from the January 1989 issue of

START) you can fix the problem by

simply running the program in the

interpreter Run GFA BASIC, click on

Merge and then select DAHD1T.LST.

This file is in ASCII format, so it will

take a long time to load. (If you then

click on Save and type in the file-

name DAHDIT.BAS, not only will it

load into the interpreter much faster

the next time, but you will be able to

run this file in the GFA BASIC run-

only program.)

If you have the GFA BASIC com-

piler, you can fix the bug and recom-

pile the code. Simply replace this

Key_code procedure:

Procedure Key_code(Char%)
Element%#0
Repeat

Dur%=A%(Char%,Element%)
Inc Element%
Sound 1,15, #125, Dur%*Rate
Sound l,0,#125,Rate

Until Dur% =
Sound l,0,=125,Delay*2+Cust_flag%

Return

with these lines:

Procedure Key_code(Char%)
Element%=0
Do
Dur%-A%(Char%,Element%)
Exit If Dur%=0
Inc Element%
Sound l,15,#125,Dur%*Rate

Sound l,0,#125,Rate

Loop
Sound 1,0,#125, Delay* 2+Cust_flag%

Return

The corrected DAHDIT.PRG pro-

gram (complete with data files, in

case you don't have the February is-

sue) is on CompuServe in Antic On-

line's May software shelf. Log onto

CompuServe and type GO ANTIC to

download the file.



I am writing to you about the Dah-

Ditter program that was on the February

1989 disk. I am currently trying to learn

Morse code to earn my Novice Class

amateur radio license. When Dah-Ditter

appeared in your magazine I was ec-

static. Learning code from tapes is bor-

ing and gives you a false sense of secu-

rity since after a while you memorize

the code that is being sent. Dah-Ditter

lets you learn code and to improve your

copying speed all the way through the

Amateur Extra Class license require-

ments. Most of the boredom is removed

because you can send any message you

like.

The problem is that when I run Dah-

Ditter on my 1040ST, I get an annoying

little blip after every message is sounded

out. The Farnsworth method requires

you to learn code by the sound of the

characters, not the dots and dashes that

make them up. Consequently, the pro-

gram is all but useless to me because

the character sounds are all wrong. It

acts as if the sound chip is not being

properly turned off after each character

Without the source code 1 can do noth-

ing. Do you have any suggestions? I

want to make this otherwise excellent

program useful.

John M. Larrabee

La Vista, Nebraska

Thank you joryour praise of Dah-Ditter.

We are aware of the "extra blip" bug; nee

the Alert Box in this issue Jor information

on how to solve the problem.—START

Editor

An Open Invitation

This is an open invitation for START

readers to join GBUG, the international

GFA BASIC Users Group, founded by

RASCOM in July 1987. GBUG publishes

a monthly newsletter also called GBUG
which is loaded with GFA BASIC tips,

tutorials, mini-program listings and

much more

START readers can join at the charter

membership fee of $15 per year (make

checks payable to RASCOM. Our ad-

dress is listed below). This price covers

a full year's subscription of GBUG, a

complete set of back issues and the as-

sociated mini-program listings on a

supplied disk.

Our thanks to START magazine for

making GFA BASIC readily available

and for giving me the opportunity to

spread the news about GBUG. Keep up

the good work.

Robert Smith, President

RASCOM
22128 Newkirk Ave.

Carson, CA 90745

Dialog Box
START
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

SUBMISSION INFORMATION

START Welcomes submissions, Please include

both hard copy printouts ofarticles and pro-

gram listings as well as diskfiles on ST com-

patible disks. Media will be returned if

self-addressed, stamped mailer is supplied.

START Assumes no responsibility for

unsolicited editorial materials,

Want The

GFA VECTOR

MANUAL?
When we offered the GFA BASIC

2.0 manual in our January 1989

issue, we were overwhelmed by

your response -it's now com-

pletely sold out. Now, through a

similar arrangement with Mich-

Tron, Inc. we're able to offer you

the original GFA Vector Manual to

go with the program on the June

1989 START disk.

With GFA Vector you can now

animate objects you have created

with GFA Object (on our May

1989 START disk) and include

them in programs written in GFA

BASIC 2.0. To get the original

MichTron manual, call (800) 234-

7001 and ask for Product

#TH0004. The manual is just

$9.95, plus $3.50 for shipping and

handling. (Only Visa and Master-

Card orders can be accepted for

phone orders.)

To order by mail, send a check or

money order for $13.45 to:

GFA VECTOR MANUAL
#TH0004

544 Second St.

San Francisco, CA 94107

We have only a limited number of

manuals, so be sure to place your

order today to make sure you

receive yours.

START The STMonthly



Zero to Sieve in 5
SeCOnds! Because LaserC is fast.

Really fast. Infact, so fast it can compile and

link the popular sieve

benchmark in 5 sec-

onds! Spend more
time programming
and less time waiting

on the compiler.

Whether you're an

amateur or a profes-

sional, LaserC is the

right C language
development system

for you. LaserC has

everything you need

to develop commercial grade applications or

desk accessories for the ST.

LaserC is the only integrated C environ-

ment available for the ST. Program entry is a

snap with the multi-window mouse and

keyboard editor. Compile and execute your

programs directly from the editor with a

single keystroke!

Perform disk operations such as file copy, or

run any program with just a few clicks of the

mouse— there's no need to leave the editor.

In addition to the large compliment of

UNIX™ compatible library routines, LaserC

allows complete access

to the ST ROM routines

— all documented in

the 650 page manual.

Introducing
LaserDB-the
powerful source level

debugger! Now you

can view your source

code while it runs.

Monitor C variables,

set breakpoints with

the mouse, and evalu-

ate C expressions interactively. Multiple

windows and easy command structure

make debugging fast and efficient.

Get LaserC and LaserDB— the ultimate C
development system for your ST.

"We converted Dungeon Master to Laser C
and doubledor tripledourproductivity. We
now use Laser C exclusively for our ST
Development.

"

—Wayne Holder,

President, FTL Games

Laser C Mark Williams Cv3.0
Compile/

Link Run Error

Compile/

Link Run Error

Hello.

c

2.43 - - 15. SB - -

Apskel.c 8.BB - - 26.5 - -

Sieve.

c

4.59 2.45 - 23.9 2.77 -

AES 35.6 - - 103 - -

Savage 6.31 36.4 1.73x10-'° 30.82 83.0 1.18x10-'

One-pass generating relocat-

able code. Absolute addressing

of globals allows program's

code and data to be as large as

memory allows. Ultrafast linker

accepts both Laser C and DRI

format object files.

IMJ.IMIJIW
Integrated editor and develop-

ment shell. Cut,copy. and paste

between files. Pull-down menus
and dialog boxes to control edi-

tor and run complier. Fast

scrolling and text entry— sup-

ports large files. Special window

can be used as a command line

interpreter. Built-in dynamic
disk cache and facilities for

RAM resident compiler and
other Laser utilities.

Resource Construction Pro-

gram, full-featured Make util-

ity, linker, dissassembler,

archiver/librarian accept Laser

C and DRI objects files.

Source and assembly level

debugger. Evaluate any C
expression to print or set vari-

ables. Source and assembly

mode allows interaction with

complier output. Disassemble

or dump memory. Set break-

points with the mouse on C
lines or machine instructions.

Watch C variables or machine

registers. Multi-window user

interface. Simple command
structure.

All limes in seconds.
AES consists of nine source files totaling 1142 lines of code.
AES is built using Make.
Mark Williams C using RAM disk.

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

Box 851521, Richardson, Texas 75085-1521

(214) 699-7400

:, Inc. 1988, LaserC and LaserDB sold separately.

Ifyou currently own MegamaxCfortheST, update to LaserC

for $20. Call for details. (214) 699-7400. Now available

through distributers. UNIX™ is a trademark of AT&T.
CIRCLE 024 ON READER SERVICE CARD



What's Happening in the Atari World

by Stephen Mortimer

START Contributing Editor

UltraScript
Released
Imagehs PostScript-compatible inter-

preter for the Atari SLM804 Laser

Printer is now available. Released in late

February, Imagen is selling UltraScript

two ways: as a stand-alone package for

$229.95 that includes 17 fonts, includ-

ing Courier, standard symbols and sev-

eral Lucida fonts. Atari is including

UltraScript in their desktop-publishing

packages and in a package with the

SLM804 Laser ($2,195). Several addi-

tional font packs are also available, A

13-face font pack that contains the

original Apple LaserWriter fonts sells for

$129.95. The 35 fonts found in the

LaserWriter Plus sells for $295. Users

may upgrade from the 13-font pack to

the 35-font pack for $195.95.

Approximately 10-12 popular font

families are also available at a price of

$79.95 or $99.95 per family. Families

containing four or more fonts will retail

for $99.95 and families that contain one

to three fonts will retail for $79.95.

UltraScript currently works with all

ST programs that support PostScript

output to disk. Developers are also

modifying their programs to take advan-

tage of a pipeline in UltraScript that al-

lows seamless printing from the appli-

cation. One such program that takes

advantage of this pipeline is Copyist

DTP Dr.T's music-scoring program. Ima-

gen is planning to release UltraScript

drivers for the Hewlett Packard LaserJet

and compatibles, the HP DeskJet and

the Epson LQ printers.

New Softwarefrom Atari
At press time, two new pieces of pro-

ductivity software were in their final

stages of development from Atari: Hyper

Plan and Wordflair Developed by third

parties for Atari, both are high-power

applications that will aid Atari in break-

ing into the business market.

Voming soon

from Atari:

HyperPlan and

Wordflair!

Hyper Plan is a spreadsheet that fea-

tures extensive graphing abilities, fast

operation, Lotus compatibility and

GDOS support. The program offers

multiple windows for both worksheets

and graphs, a database and an English-

like macro language. The commands

supported by Hyper Plan are a superset

of those found in Lotus 1-2-3. Lotus

1-2-3 files may be imported or exported

and 1-2-3 macros are compatible with

Hyper Plan.

Graphing, one of Hyper Plan's

strengths, includes a variety of styles in-

cluding 3D pie and bar graphs, which

can even be rotated on an axis to allow

viewing from a different angle. Graphs

automatically update when a value has

been changed in the worksheet. Addi-

tionally, the worksheet can be modified

by changing the values on the graph. All

graphs can be exported as GEM
metafiles for use in other programs.

Hyper Plan gets its name from the

hyper-link functions that it supports. By

establishing a hyper-link, the final result

of a change in a worksheet can be

reflected in every associated item.

Hyper links can also be imbedded in

cell notes. These links let Hyper Plan

jump from one area of the worksheet to

another, without scrolling.

Another feature of Hyper Plan is the

ability to include buttons in the work-

sheet. These buttons can be integrated

with macros to assist data entry,

through the use of a data entry form.

Data entry forms allow data to be en-

tered into the worksheet more efficient-

ly than the usual method. Hyper Plan

will be available from Atari later this

year at a price that had not been deter-

mined at press time.

Wordflair is touted as a document

processor that incorporates the features

of a word processor, spreadsheet, page

layout, graphing and drawing program.

These different forms of data are

merged together by Wordflair into one

integrated program. Calculation regions

that contain formulas and data can be

linked to areas of text so that if the text

moves, the calculation region also

moves. Dynamically linked pie, bar and

line graphs can be created by Wordflair

from data in calculation regions.

START The STMonthly
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The page-layout program incorpo-

rated into Wordflair allows multiple

page sizes and includes a grid that al-

lows write, calculation, and graph ob-

jects to be auto-aligned, spaced

horizontally or vertically, or snapped to

the grid lines. A simple drawing capa-

bility allows creation of rules, bars and

lines of varying thickness and type.

GEM, IMG and META graphics files

may be imported. Smart rulers can dis-

play measurements in inches, centime-

ters or picas.

Traditional word-processing features

include cut-and-paste to a clipboard

and search-and-replace using various

parameters, and footnoting. GDOS fonts

are used for a wide variety of text styles.

A flat-hie database allows for mail

merging.

Wordflair is claimed to be an espe-

cially versatile program because of at-

tention to the user interface A full-page

preview is one of those nice features, as

is an automatically scrolling window for

uninterrupted typing. Unlike ordinary

word processors, write regions for text

are objects and can be any size. Page

margins and paragraph indentation are

user-defined options. For high-quality

output, Wordflair uses GDOS, and the

entire document, part of the document,

or the database records can be printed.

Context-sensitive online help is avail-

able, and the help windows can share

the screen with the current document.

Finally, templates are included for busi-

ness cards, letterheads, proposals and

several other applications. Wordflair,

like Hyper Plan, will be released later

this year by Atan.

Fat Bits
• Atari Computer and Mitsubishi

Automobiles are currently engaged in a

joint promotion in over 150 shopping

malls across the United States. The pro-

motion began in April and will run

through July. Atari's ST stations will fo-

cus on home use, MIDI, desktop pub-

lishing and more. Go to a mall nearby—

you may win an ST system.

• Qualified new dealers can obtain a

Mega 2, a Mega 4, a 520ST and 1040ST,

a 30-megabyte hard drive, a laser print-

er, a complete desktop publishing pack-

age and one monochrome and one color

monitor all on a 180-day consignment,

if they purchase a specified equipment

package Call Atari at (408) 745-2906

for details.

It .
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• Calamus Outline will be a part of

the Calamus desktop-publishing family

from iSD Marketing. The program is

comparable to Adobe Illustrator, a

powerful drawing program for the Mac-

intosh. Calamus Outline will work in

conjunction with Calamus and allows

irregular text flow and sophisticated

drawing capabilities.

• Double Click Software, creators of

Shadow and many excellent shareware

programs, has released DC PORT, a car-

tridge for the ST that adds two RS-232

serial ports. The MichTron BBS currently

supports DC PORT to allow for three-

line bulletin board systems. With an

AUTO folder program, the user can

switch between RS-232 ports with a key

combination. A tentative price of $200

had been set at press time.

* One of the problems with GDOS has

been the limited number of point sizes

available in some fonts. MichTron has

solved that problem with their new font

editor, HyperFont. HyperFont lets you

create GDOS fonts in any point size

from a font outline

HyperFont from

MichTron, \nc. is the

latest Font Editor/

Designer for the ST.

With it, you can

create GDOS fonts

in any size and
style. Watch for a

comparison of

HyperFont, Fontz

and Calamus Out-

line in the August

issue of START.

Stephen Mortimer is a contributing

editorfor START and lives in Bing-

hampton. New York.

Ifyou have a hot tip let us know at News,

Notes & Quotes, START Magazine,

544 Second Street, San Francisco, CA
94107.
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Antic Software is proud to present

The World's Most Popular BASIC Programming Language for the ST

Here's what you get with

Version 3.0:

• An incredibly pwerful programming language

> Distmctme speed and utility

• Power to access Atari STs innouatiue hardware

and operating system capabilities

•Over 300 powerful commands

' Built-in text editor with syntax checking

• full access to GEM, AES, VDI, and Line-A commands

• Full technical supportjrom Antic Sojtirare

Compatible with all previous versions

of GFA-BASIC program listings &
reference books.

Version 3.0 compiler and

GFA-assembler will be out soon!

GFA

$99.95 (GF9100J

Loolc/or GFA-BASIC 3.0 at

yourfavorite dealer or order

from Antic Sojtiuare tollfree:

(800)234-7001

Antic .Antic Software

Anlic Software and Antic ate trademarks of Antic

Publishing. Inc. GFA-BASIC is a trademark of GFA
Systomtochnk. Germany; Atari ST is a registered

)Tl
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TXeiZ/CDCll For any Atari STVOICE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM ni
/-"-all >J 1

4-OP FM

Sntis'ricsinn (ii

• Clear display

aspects of your TX81Z/DXI1

• Quick, smooth, easy arid powerful

• High resolution sequencer w/overdub,

multi-channel recording and MIDI Stan-

dard File import/export,

• Automatically loads Yoiue, M icro'f uric and

Effects data with selecled Performance.

• Banks and Libraries with sorting and
filtering

• Quick Edii, Randomizing, Voice Mixing
(w/8 edit buffers)

• Printout all screen data, patch data, etc.

These features and more make this the most
comprehensive voicing program available!

NOW AVAILABLE:

VOICE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

Identical Program
*** (w/o TXS1Z features)

S69.00

ORDER DIRECT!
(619) 469-7194

M:
5575 BALTIMORE DR., SUITE 105-127, LA MESA, CA 92042

circle 027 on reader service card
TX81Z,DX11JDX2l,0XJ.'.miei: "<: -cgistered trademarks ol Yamaha Corp.

Computer Garden
WHkes-Barre & Scranton's Favorite Computer Store

Abacus Clnemaware
Forth/MT $33 Det. of Crown $33
ST AssemPro $39 SOI $33
Accolade Sinbad $33
Pinball Wizard $23 Digital Vision
Tesl Drive $25 Conixjlereyes $1/9

Alpha Epy«
Switchback $5/ Arl & FilmDir $55

Antic to*» l"fPl^ S33
Speclrum512 844 FTL
CyberStudio $59 Dungeon rnsler $25
Cyber Control $39 Oids $23
Cyber Sculpt $60 Sundog $25
Cyber Pahl $50 HP
Cyber lexlure $33 Dcskjel $699
Cyber VCR $46 |CD

MIgraph
I ;;sy ijraw

Liisy U;;fc

Fore Pack 1

ntifilrrc-isltrr

SCall

scan

1040ST
Mega 2 ST
Mega -4 ST
Megalile30
Laser Printer SCall

Avant-Qarde
PC-Dilto SCall

Avatex
COOe modem $79
2400mcdem $169
Modemcable Sl5

Backamayar
Hard Disk loots:

FA-ST20M $599

Free Catalog
with every purchase!

FA -ST 30 M
FA-ST 50 M
Intersect
Interlink

Senlty
Toolkit

MT C-Sbell

KCF Scamr

$25

»D Marketing
SI Accounts 2 $95
VIP Prol $65
Calaiiiis

'$33 PJ^30

$45 ">*
$23 LOW Power

8QS

SMS

GfAlfcir,i:3f) £65 Monitor Maslr $45
ST Replay 4 S95 Mouse Masler $35

VideoKey $80
$65 Proeo
S3

3

-1rriC!>py1.60 $30
$25 Progressive
$30 SuprbasPm £229

PersDrawArl 1 $20 Psygnosls
Pro Draw Arl $39 Menace $20
ScanArt $33 CaplainFiz;- $23
SUperaharoed Baal $20
Easydiaw £95 Chrono Quest $33
lek DrawArl 1 $20 Terrotpods $25
Touch-up $119 Cbiileralor $25

QUI
Blood $33 Dcskcarl $70

$33 Saymor-Radli
""" WG-Scan $79

Sierra
Liesure Suit II $33

__ Manhunler $33

$33 Soft Logik
S?5 PafieSireatn $119

$33 Supra
$33 Modem 2400 6139
$33 Cable $15

Timeworka
&•"'> Ja'tt manager $49
^'•''- :fcskk)pPub $79

Partner $33

STIr

Neocept
Fontz! a^j owntcac aia
Word-Up $49 Woidwrilef £49
Panasonic Trio Eng.
1180i prinler $199 Digispec $35
1124 prinler £329 Unispec $45
Printer cable £15 ST Control $55
Prac-Solution Varsasoft
l>rveMasler $45 Db Man 5.0 $150

Order toll-free: 1-800-456-5689
For information call 1-717-823-4025. Mai orders send check o<
money order to COMPUTER GARDEN, 106 W. CAREY St. PLANS. PA 18705.
Be sure to rwlude aufUctem postage Overpayments are promptly refunded).

PA customers add BX tax. Cash COD's OK. 3% charge for VISA- MC-AMEX.

CIRCLE Oil ON READER SERVICE CARD

Thundering Games
and 3-D Music.

Don't settle for monotonous mono ever again! Atari

has hidden three sound channels inside your ST.

Tweety Board unleashes that full sound capability

in minutes, with a solderless, internal in-

stallation that's compatible with all

ST hardware and software. With
Tweety Board, even your old

games will suddenly sizzle and
sound like you've always wished
they could.

"TWEETY BOARD is a cookin
1

fool! You ain't

lived till you heard a fireball in DM let loose

through TWEETY...Wow! I can't believe I am
booting old-timers just to hear 'em., .Music Con-

struction Set is one million percent better than

before!"
-Ralph Mariano, ST Report

^©©^7 ©®Sr?(3
ONLY$5995

.,. . „„. „

For Orders or Information

can 602-322-6100
CIRCLE 033 ON READER SERVICE CARD

1135 N. Jones Blvd. • Tucsoi
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Products Update

What's New in the ST World

Compiled by Tom Byron

START Associate Editor

New Arcade Gainesfor the ST
From Electronic Arts comes miniature

golf with a twist. In Zany Golf, you

maneuver your ball through nine of the

wildest holes ever imagined. Get your

ball past the flashing lights and crazy

bumpers of the Pinball hole, or putt

under a jumping burger at the Ham-

burger hole. At the Energy hole you

must dodge laser beams, particle rays

and transporter pads where balls careen

unexpectedly, or disappear in a burst of

fireworks. Watch out for surprises. Zany

Golf, $39.95. Electronic Arts, 1820

Gateway Drive, San Mateo, CA 94404,

(415)571-7171.

Swiftar. from Accustar. is an arcade

Miniature golf was
never like this! h
Zony Golf, the latest

tronic Arts, you

must skillfully

maneuver
through windmills

and post jumping

hamburgers. Watch
out for some sur-

prises.

COBOLfor the ST
COBOL/MST brings to the ST and Mega computers the power and portability of

the most popular business computer language in a package designed to take advan-

tage of the features of the GEM environment

Major features of the package include: the Edit/M5T programmer's text utility

for full-screen source-code maintenance; the Shell/MST command-line interpreter

that simulates the MS-DOS/UNIX environment; and a fast, specialized assembler

and a compiler that generates native 68000 code. COBOL/MST, $199. Castech

Software Systems, P.O. Box 147, Grandview, MO 64030, (816) 767-1233.

shoot-em-up with 10 vertically scrolling

and constantly changing landscapes.

Stunning animation and detailed graph-

ics provide non-stop action. Swiftar,

$39.95. Accustar Software, Int., Box

457, Rochester, MI 48308, (800)

777-1690.

Psyclapse has just released Ballistix.

a thrilling new game that's going to blast

all the other so-called soccer-type ball

games right off the board. All you've got

to do in Ballistix is score more goals

than your opponent, whether it's an-

other humanoid or the computer Sim-

ple? Well, not quite . . . Ballistix,

$34.95. Psyclapse (a division of Psyg-

nosis), distributed by Computer Soft-

ware Service, 2150 Executive Drive,

Addison, IL 60101, (312) 620-4444.

New Graphic
Adventuresfor
the ST
Zak McKracken and the Alien Mind-

benders is the latest in Lucasfilm's line

of comedy/thriller adventure games. As

the title character, you're a journalist

who writes for a supermarket tabloid,

the National Inquisitor, You love to in-

vent stories about possessed toasters,

two-headed turtles, Martian minestrone

recipes and vegetarian vampires. But

when you discover that an Inquisitor

story about space aliens who've taken

over the phone company and plan to

reduce our IQs to single digits is actu-

continues on page 17

14 June 1989



Tools of the Trade

a
Dr.T's
MUSIC SOFTWARE, Inc.

220 Boylston St. #206
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167

(617)244-6954
CIRCLE 013 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Your music

deserves software that

keeps on evolving. We have

over 25 titles for the Atari ST and Multi Program

Environment, allowing you to buy new instruments, think up

new uses for old ones, and be secure in the knowledge that

your investment will not become outdated. From our afford-

able MIDI Recording Studio and Keys
!
, to Level II, Phantom

Synchronizer, Copyist, and our Caged Artist editors; "we de-

fine MIDI music software. " No other music software com-

pany delivers our value and power. Try us and see why thou-

sands of Atari users have chosen Dr.T's.

Want Color For Under $100?

Unlock the Power

VlPEOKEY
RGB to color composite converterfor the Atari ST

With VideoKey, now you, too, can experience the fantastic

color and sound of Atari's games and graphics on any
television, big screen or composite monitor! Its design

provides the highest quality color composite video and RF
output possible for any Atari ST, not just those that are RF
equipped. Standard RCA jacks allow for easy hook-up.
Optimized for low resolution use.

i Practical

Solution/
602-322-6100

1 135 N. Jones Blvd., Tucson, AZ 85716 CIRCLE 034 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Subscribe to START magazine with disk!

r.
Tutorials on START Disk brings

the expertise of top ST program-

mers right into your computer.

Manage the power of your

ST and make your computing

more enjoyable with utilities

on STart disks.

Outstanding animation and

graphics from the best ST artists

around, from START Disk right

on to your screen.

Stimulate your imagination and
your reflexes with games on
START Disk! How-to tutorials

show you how to write your

own pulse-pounding games.

mom than just a magazine Subscribe today! Call 800 234-7001 use your Visa or MasterCard



continued from page 14

ally true, you're off on the adventure of

your life. Zak McKracken and the Alien

Mindbenders, $44.95. Lucasfilm

Games (distributed by Mediagenic),

3885 Bohannon Drive, Menlo Park,

CA 94025, (415) 329-0800.

The newest game from Magnetic

Images is The Lost Dutchman Mine a

graphic adventure set in the Old West

among the legendary Superstition

Mountains of Arizona. A century ago an

old German prospector named Jacob

Waltz discovered a fabulous gold mine,

but the secret of its location died with

him. Ever since, countless hopefuls have

searched for the Lost Dutchman Mine.

Orbiter, the
Space Shuttle
Flight Simulator
Realism from launch to landing is the

cornerstone of Spectrum HoloByte's

space-shuttle simulation, Orbiter.

Since the 1950s, space flight has fas-

cinated the world. Interest has reached

a new peak with the recent resumption

of space-shuttle flights, but until now

most people couldn't even hope to par-

ticipate in a launch. With Orbiter,

players can command a shuttle launch,

travel in orbit, complete various mis-

sions and return the shuttle to earth.

Spectrum HoloByte extensively

researched NASA's space-shuttle opera-

tion and designed the program to be as

realistic as possible without sacrificing

payability. Players not only participate

in a launch, but actually develop an in-

depth understanding of all steps in-

volved in space flight and missions.

Orbiter. $39.95. Spectrum HoloByte,

2061 Challenger Drive, Alameda, CA
94501, (415) 522-3584.

You get to be the old prospector in

search of the mine. The Lost Dutchman

Mine, $49.95. Magnetic Images Co.,

P.O. Box 17422, Phoenix, AZ 85011,

(602) 265-7849.

Dream Zone is an intriguing new

graphic adventure game that casts you

as the prisoner of your own dreams.

Dream Zone includes over 100 locales

to explore, and you'll converse with a

variety of people, animals and things ei-

ther by typing in commands or clicking

on objects and action icons with the

mouse. Logic, imagination, persistence

and sense of humor are required to lo-

cate and overcome the source of the

dream-zone nightmare. Dream Zone,

$49.95. Baudville, 5380 52nd Street

SE, Grand Rapids, MI 49508, (616)

698-0888.

Spectrum HoloByte

extensively

researched NASA's
space-shuttle oper-

ation and designed

Orbiter to be as

realistic as possible

without sacrificing

payability. Players

not only participate

in space-shuttle

launch, but actually

develop an in-depth

understanding of

space flight and

Overhead Projectionfor the ST
Now you can have flicker-free, evenly spaced, "true" grays for lifelike overhead

displays on the ViewFrame II 4- 2 line of Liquid Ciystal Display (LCD) projection

displays from nView Corp.

Since high-resolution color displays are not yet possible using liquid crystal

technology, nView has implemented its proprietary gray-scale design in their

projection displays. The result is a very realistic and clear projection of a computer

image for presentations at business meetings, trade shows and schools.

The ST version is compatible with all three resolutions and uses a proprietary

scanning technique that doubles the vertical lines. Primary colors and their deriva-

tives are presented in eight shades of gray ViewFrame 114-2, $1,850. nView Corpo-

ration, 11835 Canon Blvd., Suite C-101, Newport News, VA 23606, (804)

873-1354.

Do you have a new ST product? If so, we'd like to hearfrom you. Please send any

press releases and product photos to Products Update, START, 544 Second Street, San

Francisco, CA 94107.
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You Name It

and the ST Will Do It

n ******

by Rob Weinstein, Dave Edwards,
Patricia L. Harrington and Marcus Badgeley

Atari ST and Mega computers havefound

their way into all types of businesses these

days. We take a look atfour diverse uses in

this article—retail sales, small business man-

agement, stock sales and CADD consulting. If

these experiences give you any ideas, then

maybe you, too, couldputyour ST to work!

A Computer That Sells Computers

Several years ago an automobile

manufacturer began advertising

its product, which had been

chosen for use by the California

Highway Patrol, as the car "which

chases other cars for a living." Now a

similar claim can be made by Atari

about the ST.

No. The ST does not chase cars for a

living. This computer sells other com-

puters for a living!

At least that's the case at Real Com-

puters and Electronics in Petaluma, Cal-

ifornia. Here, in a store which also

builds and repairs IBM-compatible PCs

(clones), the computer of choice for

their point-of-purchase and inventor)'

control system is an Atari 520ST with a

Supra 30-megabyte hard disk.

"When we started out," explains

store manager Chris Watson, "we were

looking for some programs-relatively

inexpensive -which would take care of

our point-of-purchase transactions and

deduct those transactions from our in-

ventory database."

"We began by setting up a system on

one of our machines, an IBM clone. We

liked the point-of-purchase part of the

package, but after using it for a while, we

discovered that it wasn't doing an ade-

quate job on the inventory."

Watson, a graduate of University of

California's computer department, a

programmer and an avid computer en-

thusiast, was looking through some

Atari magazines when an advertisement

for Hi-Tech Advisers' Inventory Pro

caught his attention. The advertisement

promised enough features to pique

Watson's interest and to warrant a tele-

phone call.

To his delight, Real Computers

wound up becoming a beta-test site for

Sales Pro, then the latest offering from

Hi-Tech. It not only included the fea-

tures of Inventory Pro, but also incorpo-

rated the point-of-purchase features the
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store wanted. Since Real Computers also

sold Atari hardware, they simply ex-

changed their counter IBM clone for a

520ST, loaded in the soitware and were

in business.

Now, several years later, with the

beta-testing completed, Real Computer

is still using- and still impressed with-

the 520ST. "The Atari is a much less ex-

pensive system to use, it's as fast as we

need and it does everything we ask. We
have had excellent service from Atari

and the technical support and upgrade

policies of Hi-Tech are exceptional.

"I would recommend this system to

Real Computers in

Petaluma, California

uses an ST as

point-of-sale system,

even though they

assemble and sell

PC clones. John
Kenneally, shown at

the station, is a sales-

man at the store.

any small business without hesitation,"

Watson says emphatically.

What does Watson mean when he

says "small business?"

"With a 10-megabyte hard disk you

should be able to handle a 2,000-item

inventory, and about 2,000 to 3,000

customer records," he explains, which

means that a 520ST could last a small

business quite some time.

Since most retail outlets have their

product line in place either upon or

shortly after opening, inventor)' tracking

remains relatively constant. Customer

records grow regularly, but a 3,000-

record capacity should hold most small

retailers for the first several years, at

least.

Eventually, Watson says, a retailer

might grow to the point where more

than one terminal would be necessary.

"It's not that you have too much infor-

mation to handle," he explains. "Usually

it's because you need more than one

register to handle your flow of cus-

tomers. And even at that point, the Atari

serves as a perfect work station in a

multi-user network.

One benefit of working with the

Atari is that Watson and his fellow IBM

enthusiasts have had a chance to ex-

plore and become familiar with the

520ST's capabilities.

In fact, he explains, when they tested

the Atari against two AT clones in cal-

culating a spreadsheet, they found that

it compared very favorably with the

fastest AT. "When you take that speed

and power and add the ST's color capa-

bilities, graphics capabilities and ease of

expansion, it compares very favorably,"

he says.

"The whole thing is easy, very last,

very flexible, and doesn't cost an arm

and a leg."

And what more could a businessper-

son ask of a computer?

The ST Goes Consulting

I
run a consulting firm which is

primarily involved in Computer

Aided Design. I spend most of

my time evaluating clients' CAD
needs and making software and hard-

ware recommendations, but I also write

articles about CAD and CAD-related

products and do CAD training, usually

for VersaCAD or Draftx users. Most of

my work involves IBM PCs, but my Atari

1040ST has been an invaluable tool. It's

helped me pull off some unique projects.

One of my main uses for the ST is as

a writing "sketch pad." If I'm evaluating

a PC product, it saves so much time to

have the program running on the PC

and just turn to the ST to make notes.

Conversely, if I'm writing about an Atari

product, I do it the other way around. I

do most of my writing on the ST with

ST Writer, however, and then transfer it

to the PC for final editing. Since my PC

has a 3.5-inch drive, file transfer

couldn't be easier. I always format my

disks on the PC clone, so that I can use

the disks in whichever machine I want.

I have a copy of Aldus PageMaker

version 3.0 on my PC, but I still find

myself using Publishing Partner for most

of my desktop publishing. (I also have a
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copy of Sofr-Logik's PageStream, but 1

haven't decided whether to learn it or

PageMaker.) One reason I prefer Pub-

lishing Partner is for its text-wrap fea-

ture that PageMaker has only now im-

plemented

Needless to say,

this impressed the

client and the firm

got the project.

I also work as a MIDI consultant, but

that has tapered off in recent years be-

cause MIDI knowledge is becoming

more widespread and the software

quality keeps improving. I still often

work with MGS Studios in Montgomery,

Alabama. They purchased a 1040ST on

my recommendation and have been

very happy with it.

I'm also a big fan of Antic Software's

CAD-3D and have used the program for

some unique projects. Architectural

firms now make a number of client pre-

Dove Edwards runs

a CAD consulting

firm in Montgomery,
Alabama. His ST is

one of several com-

puters in his office,

but one for which

he keeps finding

new and innovative

uses— like a 3D ani-

mation of a pro-

posed mall.

sentations using video; I've done a few

animated logos for them using the

Cyber System, especially Cyber Control.

One of my architectural clients was

building a strip shopping mall that had

buildings along the road away from the

main mall. He wanted to know how

much of the mall would be blocked by

these "outparcels" as motorists passed

by. I decided to animate the buildings

and show what they would look like in

the computer. The project was already

in CAD, so Ending the distances was no

problem. However, since CAD-3D does

not allow coordinate input, I wrote a

Cyber Control program that let me in-

put coordinates and place boxes, walls

and roofs exactly where I needed them.

Then 1 placed the buildings and created

the animation. Needless to say, this im-

pressed the client and the firm got the

project.

All in all, I find my ST to be a valua-

ble member of my consulting firm. (Edi-

tor's Note: We'll have Dave's innovative

Cyber Control program in an upcoming is-

sue oj START Ifyou'd like to contact him at

his office, you can reach him at Dave Ed-

wards Consulting, P.O. Box 210173, Mont-

gomery. At 36109, (205) 277-2048.)

Mv Persona Assistant

I
am a registered sales assistant to

an extremely high-producing

stock broker who often needs data

that's unavailable from the com-

pany mainframe. Before I purchased my

Atari 1040ST and a 20-megabyte hard

disk, 1 had to compute these figures

manually, then list them in a letter suit-

able for a client. This took me a great

deal of time.

Now I use A-Calc Prime to list the

figures neatly, perform calculations and

develop what-if alternatives. Then I

merge the data from the spreadsheet

into Timeworks Word Writer ST, where

1 can prepare professional letters. When
we need form letters, I use files from a

Base Two database to produce a mailing

list. I can save time and at the same

time produce a much more professional

job.

My responsibilities also include

processing forms for new accounts.

With Base Two, 1 have created a file that

lets me type in the necessary informa-

tion just once and then use it in print-

ing different forms. Base Two is a limit-

ed database program, yet it is these very

limitations that make it so easy to use.

Although more powerful database pro-

grams are available, Base Two suits my

needs perfectly and I would not trade

its ease of use for anything.

I call a great many clients and must

keep a record of their responses. One

client may not wish to be called about a

particular product and another may

have certain specifications. Previously, 1

found it particularly clumsy to refer to

this list when making subsequent calls,

but now I can list these comments in a

Base Two notes file which I then sort by

name, product, or whatever will help

me the most, depending on the call.

1 recently purchased Timeworks

Partner ST, a desk accessory whose cal-

culator and thesaurus 1 use every day.

The built-in area code data record is
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also helpful since I make long-distance

calls frequently. I also make good use of

Partner ST's note files and calendar

[unctions.

My company has its own Broker's

Edge software package for use with MS-

DOS computers. I use pc-ditto when-

ever 1 need to run Broker's Edge and, al-

though initial boot speed is slow, this

program performs very nicely with pc-

ditto-and much faster than most IBM

programs running under pc-ditto.

Screen updates are virtually instantane-

ous and calculations never appear to

slow the machine down.

I've used my 1040ST for about a year

now and I'm very impressed. The GEM
Desktop is easy to work with and, while

Patricio Harrington

was tired of having

to integrate main-

frame computer data

into correspondence

and reports by

hand in a busy stock

brokerage. Her so-

lution was an Atari

ST and her initially

skeptical co-workers

now respect her

"toy."

my husband says the disk processing is

a little slow, I find it more than satisfac-

tory. Although the screen display oi the

color monitor is good, I miss the crisp

display of the monochrome monitor.

My goal is to incorporate my ST into

my work even more by acquiring a

modem to use with Partner ST and

Flash! Since I contact clients every day

with information about accounts, prod-

ucts or updates, this would be a real

time-saver. A modem would also let me

pull data directly from the mainframe.

I've used my

1040ST for about a

year now and I'm

very impressed.

Although its really just a start, I am

very happy with what 1 have done so

far with the Atari. It's made many of my

tasks easier and helped me save time.

Managing a Small Business

One of the most crucial ele-

ments in having a small

business, or any business

for that matter, is the need

for organization. For the past year I have

been operating in a very small office -

we're talking 7 feet by 9 feet with a

walk-in closet-and though my business

is in the midst of a move, the need to

conserve space has been foremost on

my mind. With our Atari ST, we have

been able to do many tasks at just one

work station.

Within the space of one day, we'll

run the gamut of computer-oriented

functions from word processing to im-

age scanning to playing a game (God

forbid!). The day might start out by

printing several invoices and letters using

Timeworks Word Writer ST We have

created several forms such as an invoice,

bid and contract which are designed to

let us just open the documents and fill

in the blanks. We also have pre-made

forms for many of our repeat clients,

making entry even quicker.

A little later in the day, we'll input a

few names of recent acquaintances and

business associates onto our mailing list

with DataManager ST. Our main list is

used when we send out an announce-

ment or a promotional piece. Actually

the mailing list, which also serves as a

phone list, is printed out every week, as

is our job list.

Both our job list and our financial

spreadsheet are done on VIP Profes-

sional. Our job list is a record of what

jobs were doing, the job numbers and
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PRODUCTS MENTIONED

When you work in a

7-feet by 9-feet of-

fice, your computer
bad better be able

to do almost every-

thing you ask of it.

Marcus Badgeley
puts his ST to work
in a variety of ways
to automate his

Cyber Studio, includ-
ing CAD-3D 2.0, $89.95;

Base Two, $59.95;
A-Colc Prime, $39.95;

Flash!, $29.95. Antic Soft-

ware, 544 Second Street,

Son Francisco, CA 94107,

(800)234-7001.

pc-ditto, $89.95. Avont-

Gorde Systems, 381 Pablo

Point Drive, Jacksonville, FL

32225, (904] 221-2904.

CIRCLE 163 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Inventory Pro, $39;
Sales Pro, $99. Hi-Tech

Advisers, P.O. Box 7524,
Winter Haven, FL 33883-

7524, (813)293-3986.
CIRCLE 164 ON READER SERVICE CARD

the payment history. We're able to keep

up to date in this way. I'm still searching

for the perfect, yet general, small busi-

ness package for the ST, as VIP is a bit

overblown for our needs. At present we

obtain hardcopy using an NEC P2200

24-pin dot matrix printer. Its quality is

excellent and it's very affordable.

For publishing, we usually go the

traditional route, mainly because until

recently the ST programs have not offer-

ed the power and reliability we need.

However, I've found that Timeworks

Publisher ST lets me to do basic news-

letter layout and design. I create mock-

ups from the printouts and then give

the typesetters instructions based on

them.

Obviously we use the Atari for de-

sign and painting. We have pretty much

every art/paint/animation program for

the Atari that exists (except Doodle).

When we're creating logos, we use our

IMG Scanner quite a bit.

Our system is based around a 520ST

with a 1-megabyte RAM upgrade and a

single-sided and a double-sided drive.

Since we also do some desktop publish-

ing and high resolution work, we have

both color and monochrome monitors.

Recently, we acquired a radiation screen

that we place in front of whichever

monitor we're using. It works great and I

can spend more time using the com-

puter without my eyes getting tired.

Lastly, because of the quantity of art

files (which take up a lot of space), plus

ever-increasing numbers of business

documents, all of the relevant in-use

files and programs are stored on an 80-

megabyte hard drive. Finally, for diskette

storage 1 found the Exponent Cassetta, a

wonderful, hot-looking disk storage unit

from an Italian company called Siema.

In all, our system works well for us,

saving us both time and space. Believe it

or not, within our small space we had

three work stations, one being the com-

puter, one being a light table with paral-

lel rule for drafting and the third a fully

equipped design and production area.

Strange but true, but thanks to the

Atari ST we did it.

Dave Edwards and Marcus Badgeley

arefrequent contributors to START Rob

Weinstein's first 5TART article was

"Thanksfor All the Fish" in the Febru-

ary 1989 issue, while this is Patricia

Harrington's first START article.

VIP Professional,
$149.95. ISD Marketing,

Inc., 2651 John Street, Unit

3, Markham, Ontario,

Canada L3R2W5, (416)

479-1880.

CIRCLE 165 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Publishing Partner,
$89 .95; PageStream,
$199.95. Sofr-Logik Corp.,

11131FS. TowneSq., St.

Louis, MO 63123, (314)

894-8608.

CIRCLE lit DN READER SERVICE CARD

Word Writer ST, $79.95;

Partner ST, $49.95,

Data Manager 5T,

$49 95; Desktop Pub-
lisher ST, $99.95. Time-

works, 444 Lake Cook Road,
Deerfield, IL 60015, (312)

948-9200.

CIRCLE !69 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Exponent Cassetta disk

storage unit, Siema, dis-

tributed by Intelligent Prod-

ucts Marketing, 2238
Camino Ramon, San Ramon,
CA 94583, [415)866-8620.
CIRCLE DION READER SERVICE CARD
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VECTOR
PROGRAM BY GFA SYSTEMTECHNIK

ARTICLE BY ANDREW REESE, START EDITOR

GFA Vector letsyou animate three-dimensional

objects in your GFA BASICprograms! GFA Vec-

tor runs on either color or monochrome moni-

tors and includes its own object-creationfacil-

ity. You will need GFA BASIC 2. to createyour

own programs.

Add dazzling 3D animation to your
GFA BASIC programs. File VEC-
TOR.ARC on your START disk.

GFA BASIC 2.0 was written by GFA Sys-

temtechnik as the definitive BASIC for

the ST, Since its creation, GFA has ad-

ded a series of complementary modules

to make programming in GFA BASIC

even more powerful. Through arrange-

ments with GFA and MichTron, we have

been able to present GFA BASIC 2.0 and

GFA Object in the pages of START in

previous issues (and on the companion

START disks).

The GFA BASIC 2.0 Interpreter,

presented in START in January 1989, is

the main program you use to write and

run programs. GFA Object, presented in

May 1989, is a stand-alone three-

dimensional object modeling program

that lets you create 3D objects. You can

use it to design complex spaceships, for

example. GFA Vector, on this issue's

START disk, lets you take your space-

ships and animate them in real-time in

your GFA BASIC programs,

GFA Vector runs on both color and

monochrome monitors. You must be in

medium resolution on color systems.

In order to make full use of GFA Vec-

tor, you will need a copy of GFA BASIC

2.0. If you do not have this interpreter, it

is on theJanuary 1989 START disk which

you can order from our Disk Desk for

only $10.95, plus shipping and han-

dling. You cannot create GFA Vector

programs using GFA BASIC 3.0.

Finally, if you want a copy of the

original manual for GFA Vector, com-

plete with a tutorial and explanations of

all of the machine language routines, we

have a limited number available See the

end of this article for details.

Getting Started

GFA Vector is on your START disk in

the archive file VECTOR.ARC, which

contains the following files:

• GFABASRO.PRG, the GFA BASIC

run-only program. This program lets

you run your GFA BASIC programs,

but not edit them. It may be dis-

tributed freely.

• EXAMPLE.BAS, a GFA BASIC 2.0

program that gives an example of

GFA Vector's clipping routines. You

may load it into the GFA BASIC in-

terpreter to examine the code, but

you can only run it by double-

clicking on EXAMPLE.PRG.

• EXAMPLE.PRG is a customized
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module file to run the example

program.

• INITIAL.LST is the set of initializing

and window clipping routines that

must be merged into your GFA BASIC

program so that it can handle your

3D objects. These routines are also

listed in the sidebar accompanying

this article.

• MODULE. PRG contains the routines

required to draw 3D objects. It is

also used to start completed 3D pro-

grams and call the GFA BASIC inter-

preter or run-only program and your

.BAS program.

• DEMO.DAT is an object file for use

with the EXAMPLE.BAS demonstra-

tion. It contains 25 separate objects.

(Object numbers 0-3 are cubes, 4-7

are pyramids, 8-11 are octohedrons,

12-15 are single-point objects, 16 is a

space ship, 17-20 are polyhedrons,

21 is the space shuttle, 22 is the

body of a bat, 23 and 24 are bat

wings, 25-27 are houses and 28 is a

goblet.)

• VECTOR.PRG, VECTOR0.OVL and

VECTORl.OVL are the three compo-

nents of GFA Vector.

Copy VECTOR.ARC to a blank, For-

matted disk and un-ARC it, follow-

ing the Disk Instructions elsewhere in

this issue When you are finished, we

recommend that you create several co-

pies of MODULE.PRG and name them

MODULE1.PRG, MODULE2.PRG and

MODULE3.PRG. (In order to run a 3D

program, you will need to customize

MODULE.PRG to call a specific .BAS

file; if you have several copies of MOD-
ULE.PRG on hand, you will then be

able to customize each one for a differ-

ent program as you create your own

GFA BASIC programs.)

You will also need a second blank,

formatted disk as a work disk. GFA Vec-

tor was written to use pre-defined paths

A Disk Pol

for its various components, so you will

need to create the folders named EX-

AMPLE, MODULE, OBJECTS and VEC-

TOR. Then copy EXAMPLE.PRG, EX-

AMPLE.BAS and GFABASRO.PRG into

the EXAMPLE folder, MODULELPRG,
MODULE2.PRG and MODULE3.PRG

into the MODULE folder, DEMO.DAT

into the OBJECTS folder and VEC-

TOR.PRG, VECTOR0.OVL and

VECTORl.OVL into the VECTOR folder.

How It All Fits

A complete GFA Vector program con-

sists of the following:

1. A module, originally MODULE.PRG.

You will use VECTOR.PRG to create a

customized module. You can then re-

name MODULE.PRG to whatever you

want; just remember to keep the .PRG

filename extender.

2. GFA BASIC, either the GFA BASIC

interpreter or the GFA BASIC run-only

program.

3. A program written in GFA BASIC with

the .BAS filename extender. It must in-

clude the routines in INITIAL.LST.

4. An object file with the filename

extender .DAT.

The program is started by double-

clicking on the customized module Af-

ter the 3D routines in the module load,

the GFA BASIC Interpreter or Run-Only

Program loads automatically. Then the

.BAS program is loaded and it controls

Figure 1. The GFA
Vector Display

screen with a space

ship displayed. This

is just one af 10 ob-

jects on your START

disk. Others include

the space shuttle—

and an animated

baf!

loading of the object data (.DAT) file.

A Quick Demonstration

If you have set up your files and folders

as described above, you are ready to run

a demonstration of GFA Vector. Insert

your work disk and double-click on the

VECTOR.PRG icon to run the program

If you have a color monitor, you must be

in medium resolution.

Now, go to the Disk menu and click

on Demo program. You will see a com-

plex demo that describes GFA Vector

and then illustrates various features.

Click the left mouse button to move to

the next part of the demo and click the

right button to end it. The space ship

shown in Figure 1 is part of this demo.

Customizing a Module

To customize a module such as

MODULELPRG to work with a program

called TESTBAS, you must first run GFA

Vector When the menu bar appears, se-

lect Create Module from the Disk menu.

A dialog box will appear. If you are us-

ing the GFA BASIC interpreter, press the

Delete key to delete GFABASRO.PRG

and then type in GFABASICPRG and

press Return. If you are using the run-

only program, it is already entered as

the default; simply press Return.

When you've pressed Return, the de-

fault name of the .BAS program will ap-

pear, MODUL.BAS. Press the Delete key

to delete the default name and then

type in your new program name. Then

press Return again and the file selector
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GFA Vector

box will appear. If you have set up GFA

Vector with the folders described above,

GFA Vector will first look in the MOD-

ULE folder for an uncustomized module

program. Select MODULE1.PRG and

then click on OK. GFA Vector will then

customize MODULE!.PRG and re-write

it back to the disk under the same

name (you can later rename it to match

the BAS program, such as SPACE.PRG,

so that you will know which modules

you have customized).

Creating an Object Using Coordinates

If you have GFA Object (from the May

1989 START disk), you may create ob-

jects there, save them to disk and then

convert them to GFA Vector .DAT for-

mat with the AN1MATOR.PRG included

with GFA Object. GFA Vector also has

an object creation facility, however

When GFA Vector loads, you will see

drop-down menus for Disk, Points,

Lines, Objects and Graphics. GFA Vec-

tor lets you create objects two ways, ei-

ther by entering numbers from the key-

board to define points and lines or by

using the Graphics Editor to create

them visually.

To have some data to work with, se-

lect Load file from the Disk menu and

load DEMO.DAT from your work disk.

Twenty-nine objects are included in this

file, as detailed above.

The Point, Lines and Objects menus

all have the same entries and their func-

tions and uses are similar On any of the

three menus, list lets you list all or part

/]> Disk Paints t ine s Objects Iridium

of the list of points, lines or objects to

the screen, while print lets you create a

printed copy of the same list. The add

function lets you add new points, lines

or objects to the end of your list and the

insert function lets you insert new point,

lines or objects within the list. You can

change any points, lines or objects or de-

lete them with these functions.

The list, print and delete functions all

use a similar dialog box. You may select

a range using the (-) and (+) buttons.

Left-clicking on one of the buttons

changes the value by one; right- clicking

on one of the buttons lets you move

quickly through the range. Once you

have defined the range, click on the OK
box (or press Return) to list, print or de-

lete the range.

The add function does not bring up a

dialog box. Instead, it presents you with

a data entry screen, since it adds to the

end of the list. In order to add a point,

you must specify the X, Y and Z loca-

tions for the new point separated by

commas, such as: 0,90,0 IRetuml. The

permissible range for point locations is

plus and minus 1023 in any direction.

When you have completed entering

point coordinates, simply press Return.

To add a line, you must specify the

starting and ending points for the line

by listing them according to their point

numbers. For example, you may have

added two points as points and 1. To

add a line between them, all you have to

do is type in 0,1 in Lines/add. Again

press Return when you have finished.

points lines

a a

Figure 2. GFA Vec-

tor's Edit screen in

which you create

and modify your

objects. All three

views of an object

are available on a

single screen and all

functions are

mouse-controlled.

To add an object, you merely need to

specify that it consists of points a

through b and lines c through d, such as

a,b,c,d-

The insert and change functions bring

up a dialog box that lets you specify the

point in the list you want to work on.

Use the (-) and (+ ) buttons to move

through the list, then click on OK to ei-

ther insert a new line, point or object or

change an existing one. GFA Vector will

keep track of your previously defined

objects, so that if you add a point or

line in the middle of the list, the pro-

gram will still define the rest of your ob-

jects properly

Creating an Object Visually

If you select Graphics Editor from the

Graphics menu, you will first see a dia-

log box to select which object from your

list you want to edit. Once you select

one, you will see the editing screen

shown in Figure 2. This is the screen in

which you will create and edit your

objects.

At the bottom of the editing screen

are three windows showing the Front,

Top and Left views of your object. The

small window in the upper left shows

the current location of the cursor, while

the top right window lets you select the

viewing scale (from 1:1 to 1:10) and lets

you choose to edit points or lines.

When you are finished editing an ob-

ject, click on the OK box in this win-

dow. In the top center of the screen is

an information window that tells you

the range of points and lines used by

this object.

To place a point, first make sure that

there is an X in the points box, then

simply move the cursor inside one of

the view windows and left-click. A
small cross will appear To "lock" the

cursor location in one window, so that

you can set a point in all three dimen-

sions, press and hold the right mouse

button when you have the cursor where

you want it in one window, then drag

the cursor into another.
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You can only connect lines between

points that have already been placed.

First, click in the lines box in the upper

right portion of the screen, then select a

point. Make sure that you have located

it in all three dimensions using the

right-hold/drag technique. When you

have properly located the cursor over a

point, you will see that the cursor cross

hairs are open in the center in all three

windows. Then, without moving the

cursor, hold down the Shift key and

click the left mouse button. You will

hear a tone signifying that you have lo-

cated the beginning point of a line.

Then locate the ending point, again in

all three dimensions, and then left-click

when the cursor is over it. A second

tone will sound and a line will appear

between the points.

That's all there is to creating or edit-

ing an object visually. Practice using the

right-hold/drag technique; it's pretty

easy once you get the hang of it.

Displaying a Graphics Object

The Graphics menu also has a Display

object selection. If you click on this

choice, you will be brought to the Dis-

play screen shown in Figure 3. From
this screen, you may select the object to

be displayed, the X-, Y- and Z-axis rota-

tion of the object (Xrot, Yrot and Zrot),

the magnification (scale from 1 to 511

with 64 being 1:1, or no magnification)

and whether to show the object with

XOR'ed lines.

Under the rotation and scale choices

Figure 3. The Dis-

play screen lets you
set up automatic

animation to see

how an object will

look in motion. Or
you can choose a

particular angle

and size to check a

particular view.

are four boxes. Click in any or all of

these boxes to vary that parameter dur-

ing the display of the object. When this

function is active, you will see an arrow

in the boxes.

To Display an object, click in the

Graphics box to the right of the screen.

To leave the Display object screen, click

in the ABORT box.

File Handling

Under the Disk menu, you have several

choices. We've already covered the Cre-

ate module and Demo program options

above. The others are Load, Write and

Delete file and Quit. Load file loads a

.DAT object file into GFA Vector. Write

file saves the current .DAT object file to

disk. Delete file lets you delete a .DAT

object file from disk. Quit takes you out

of GFA Object and back to the Desktop;

there is no confirming dialog box, so be

sure that you have saved your objects

before quitting!

Machine Language Routines

and Arrays

GFA Vector expands the functions avail-

able in GFA BASIC by adding a number

of machine language routines, invoked

by the Call function in GFA BASIC In

order to perform smooth animation,

GFA Vector sets up a second screen

page in memory, draws on the second

and then flips it onto the visible screen.

GFA Vector uses one- and two-dimen-

sional arrays to hold the various

parameters

The machine routines are:

• Init%- Deletes the second screen

page and copies the first onto it. The

routines Tfrm% and Linor% (see

below) are then called automatically.

Always call Inil% before calling

Vector%,

' Vector%-Uses the parameters in the

arrays to draw a new picture. The old

picture is deleted unless Ofrm% is

called first.

• Linor%-lf called, any background

detail is deleted by the object.

• Linxor% - Causes the object to be

drawn or redrawn so that the back-

ground is preserved.

• Ofrm% - If called before Vector%

the old picture is not deleted.

• Tfrm%-When Vector% is called the

old picture is deleted.

-Puts the first screen page

onto the monitor. Always end your

program with one or the other

screen pages on the monitor so that

GFA BASIC messages can be seen.

-Puts the second screen

page on the monitor

• Flip%-switches the screen page

from page 1 to page 2 or vice versa,

but has no effect if the screen has

been selected by the Pagel% or

Page2% calls. Init% resets the page

selection.

The arrays used by GFA Vector are:

• Obj%(N), where N is the object

number. Permissible values are for

inactive and 1 for active objects.

• Col%(N), where N is the object

number. Assigns a color to each ob-
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Initialization And

Window Clipping Routines

These are the routines for Initializa- DimZrot%<31),Scale%(31),Col%(31)

tion and Window Clipping that DimRot%(31,2),Pos%(31,l)

mustbeapartof your GFA BASIC Dim Endpunkt%(31,l)

program. They are on your START

disk as INIT1ALLST in the file VEC- Lpoke Arptr%,Lpeek(Arrptr(Obj%( )))

TOR.ARC

A=Xbios(4)

Procedure Initialization If A=0Then

X%= 2

Env= Lpeek(Basepage+&H24)+ 298 Y%=2
Tbbas=0 Endif

For 1=0 To 7 IfA=l Then

Tbbas=Tbbas+2" (4*(7-U) X%=1
*(Peek(Env+l)-&H10) Y%=2

Next I Endif

Imt%= Lpeek(Tbbas) If A= 2 Then

Vector%=Lpeek(Tbbas+&H4) X%=1
Linxor%=Lpeek(Tbbas+&H8) Y%=1
Linor%= Lpeek(Tbbas+&HQ Endif

Flip*= Lpeek(Tbbas+&H 10)

Pagel%= Lpeek(Tbba5+&H 14) Return

Page2%-l_peek(Tbbas+&H18)

Ofrm%-Lpeek(Tbbas+&HlC) Procedure Clippingwindow(XlYl,X2,Y2)

Tfrm%=Lpeek(Tbbas4-&H20)

Tbo%=Lpeek(Tbbas+&H2+) Dpoke Bxxl%,Xl/X%

Arptr%=Lpeek(Tbbas4-&H28) Dpoke Bxxl%4-2,Y1/Y%

Bxxl%=Lpeek(Tbbas4-&H2Q Dpoke Bxxl%4-4,X2/X%

Dpoke Bxxl%4-6,Y2/Y%

Dim Obj%(31),Xrot%(31 ),Yrot%(31) Return

ject, 0-15 for low resolution, 0-3 for

medium resolution and 0-1 for high

resolution.

5cale%(N), where N is the object

number. Determines the size of the

objects. Permissible values are 1-511

with 64 being the object's actual size

(1:1), Doubling this number doubles

the size of an object.

Pos%(N,0) specifies the X-position

of the origin of object N. Permissible

range is 0-639, for all resolutions.

Pos%(N,l) specifies the Y-position

of the origin of object N: Permissible

range is 0-399 for all resolutions

with at the top edge of the picture.

Rot%(N,r) sets the sequence of rota-

tions for object N. The value of r is

the sequence with permissible values

of 0-2, being the first rotation, 1

the second and 2 the third rotation.

Permissible values ol the expression

are 1-3: 1 is the X-axis, 2 is the Y-

axis and 3 is the Z-axis. For example,

the expression Rot%(0,l)=3 means

that the second rotation (r=l) of ob-

ject is about the Z-axis (3).

• Xrot%(N) contains the integer

values of rotation in degrees from 0-

359 about the X-axis for object N.

When viewed from the positive axis

toward the origin, this rotation is al-

ways counter-clockwise.

Yrot%(N) contains the integer values

of rotation in degrees from 0-359

about the Y-axis for object N. When

viewed from the positive axis toward

the origin, this rotation is always

counter-clockwise,

• Zrot%(N) contains the integer values

of rotation in degrees from 0-359

about the Z-axis for object N. When
viewed from the positive axis toward

the origin, this rotation is always

coun ter-clockwi se.

Endpunkt%(N,a) contains the X-

position (a=0) and the Y-position

(a=l) of the last point of object N.

Permissible ranges are 0-639 and 0-

399, respectively. After each Vector%

call, the coordinates of an object N

can be obtained from the End-

punkt% array. Then these values can

be used as the position of object N

and the object moved with just this

single definition.

Getting the Manual

The original manual for GFA Vector is

available by calling the Disk Desk at

(800) 234-7001 or by writing to us at

START. The price is $10.95, plus $3.50

for shipping and handling. Ask for Item

Number TH002. Remember, the num-

ber of manuals is limited, so act fast!

Send your check or money order in

the amount of S14.45 to: START GFA

VECTOR Offer #TH002, 544 Second

Street, San Francisco, CA 94107.
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Give your desktop graphics that professional touch.

Introducing

Migraph

TbuchUp

Migraph Touch-Up is the complete

design tool for high-resolution

monochrome images.

Create, edit, enhance-yon can do it

all with Touch-Up.

And do it better, because Touch-Up

is the first "virtual page" graphics

program for the Atari ST." A sizeable

advantage indeed!

Touch-Up can handle bit-mapped

images of any size and resolution

(based on available memory in your

computer). Which means you can now
produce pixel-perfect images for all

your publishing projects.

Migraph Touch-Up. A powerful tool for

professional-quality results.

Ask your dealer for a demonstration of

Touch-Up, or call Migraph 's toll-free

number for more details.

ŴMlGR4PH
200 S, 333rd St.. Suit; 220 Federal Way, WA 98003 (800) 223-3729

CIRCLE 05a ON READER SERVICE CARD



5:00 p.m.:

Yay! Time for video games!

10:00 p.m.:

Okay, just one more game.

BY TOM BYRON, START ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Addiction- The very word conjures up

images of gaunt, nervous figures hope-

lessly wandering the streets of a bleak,

gritty metropolis in search of the sub-

stance that will make their lives briefly

bearable again. But not all addictions

are to substances. Take computer games

for instance, particularly the arcade vari-

ety. At one rime or another you've prob-

ably come across one that is so much

fun to play that you find it hard to stop.

The repetition and the slick, shoot-em-

up style compels you to keep at it. Per-

sonally, I'm almost glad I'm addicted to

computer games. Whenever the day gpts

to be too much, I take a break, load up a

game, sit back and play.

But, just what makes a game addic-

tive? Is it merely stunning graphics and

familiarity of gameplay? If it were, then

every glossy scrolling game ever created

would be a monster hit. No, a well-

designed arcade game is much more: it

begins at a just-conquerable level and

becomes more difficult at a pace even

with the player's skill. It's not so difficult

that it's out of reach, but never so easy

that it quickly becomes boring.

Atari's Missile Command illustrates

rhis point well. It has a seemingly end-

less number of waves that increase in

difficulty as you progress. The first wave

will fool you with how easy it is, but it

makes you want to try the next one.

Then you survive the second and third

waves-by this time you may have lost



2:00a.m.:
an hit 300,000 if I can just get through this level— 10 more minutes.

8:00 a.m.:
Why is my score going down? Why can't I stop?

one or two cities, but you're still in good

shape. You're now getting the hang of it

and know you can stop any wave, but

then you get to the fourth wave and the

rain of missiles has now become a hur-

ricane, coming down much faster than

you ever expected. But you survive

somehow. Even if you don't, there's al-

ways a next time. And you will win

then, in fact you'll keep playing until

you do. Sound familiar? Then, my friend,

you are a computer games addict, too.

We Can Stop Anytime We Want

Three games have arrived in the START

editorial offices within the last six

months that should bear a Surgeon

General's warning label: Addictive.

Struggling through Missile Command,

Tower Toppler or Arkanoid has become

a favorite pastime around here. In fact,

there have been times when people

Ifflissile Command,

Arkanoid and Tower

Toppler can easily be

called "addictive."

wondered if all we do is play games, but

it really is research, you know. Because

I'm apparently the only member of the

editorial staff to be addicted to all three

games, I get to do the reviews.

Of course, none of us is ready for the

Betty Ford Clinic, but then again, none

of us has made it to level 33 ol Arka-

noid yet, so there's still time. We're

keeping a phone line open.

Missile Command from Atari

When I first played Atari's Missile Com-

mand over 10 years ago, 1 thought it was

the greatest arcade game ever made,

with graphics and gameplay no less

than amazing. It was instant addiction

and if I were the only person ever to

play it, Atari would still have made a

profit.

I still think it's the greatest arcade

game ever made. And now Atari has

ported it to the ST, though they haven't

advertised the fact. Since 1 have an ST in

Front of me for the majority of the day, I

have plenty of time between my

editorial chores to sate my addiction.

Commanding Gameplay

If you're one of the few people never to

have played Missile Command, you'll

find gameplay fairly intuitive. The prem->
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The greatest arcade

Atari's Missile

Command yau

save your six cities

from the ravages o

interstellar missiles.

The game runs in a

fhree resolutions.

ust

ise is simple: you have six cities to de-

fend against a hostile onslaught of Inter-

planetary Ballistic Missiles (IPBMs),

Multiple Independent Re-entry Vehicles

(MIRVs), Smart Bombs, enemy satellites

and bombers. With your two missile

bases and both mouse buttons, blast the

enemy forces as they rain from the sky.

Easy, right? Well, at first. . . .

Commanding Manual and Features

The Missile Command game manual is

well written and concise. It's as a man-

ual ought to be - it tells you how to play

the game and doesn't waste your time

with a pointless scenario and an

elaborate copy-protection scheme. You'll

find no surprises in gameplay In fact,

the manual and the game does every-

thing to help you get through Missile

Command with the least pain.

A word about Missile Command's

copy-protection: there is none. Atari

recommends that you make a backup of

the game before you play it. If you have

a hard disk to store it on, you're even

better off.

Missile Command runs in all three

resolutions and is accessed at the Desk-

top. Double-click on MISLPRG and

you're at the title screen. To get into

gameplay right away click on Start

under the Options menu.

On the other hand, you might want

to do a little exploring. Press Control-C

to exit a game and return to the title

screen. The various options in the

drop-down menus let you make playing

Missile Command easier or harder de-

pending on the challenge you're looking

for.

At the height of my own bout with

"M.C. fever," I lost patience very quickly.

It helped a lot to scrap the MIRVs and

SBMs, set the bonus cities for every

5,000 points and skip the first two

waves. By the time 1 made it to the sixth

wave, which I consider the most

difficult, I was in great shape (though to

some of you M.C. vets a high score of

250,000 is nothing to be proud of).

Recommendation

The most fundamental thing 1 can say

about Missile Command on the ST is

that it's fun and easy to play. The

graphics and sound haven't evolved be-

yond the arcade level, but even that's

okay. You still get all the excitement of

the greatest shoot-em-up of all time.

Tower Toppler from Epyx

The best way to understand Tower Top-

pler without seeing it first is to repeat-

edly bang your head on the nearest

wall. Really, it's that Irustrating, that ir-

ritating and that difficult to get through.

It's the first game to ever make me so

angry that I threw the joystick at my ST

in utter contempt. Yet I have to admit I

love this game. It's compelling. 1 mean,

once I start playing, I just can't walk

away

Tower Toppler from U.S. Gold (dis-

tributed by Epyx) is an exercise in

futility- the beginner doesn't stand a

chance It's the "throw them in the wa-

ter to teach them to swim" method of

gameplay. This doesn't make Tower Top-

pler bad, just that much harder.

Impressive 3D graphics and enter-

taining sound effects make Tower Top-

pler aesthetically pleasing. Beyond that

there's nothing "pleasing" about it. A

word of warning: the game works best

with one megabyte or more of RAM. Al-

though it usually works fine on a 520ST,

it does lock up once in a while.

Goal and Gameplay

Forget Tower Toppler's vague and

ambiguous scenario in which you are a

seadog operative who works for Des-

tructo, Inc. (Makes you sound like a bad

guy, doesn't it?) There are eight towers

and two missions. Your goal is to get to

the top of each tower and "topple" it.

Oh, how I wish it were as simple as it

sounds.

Tower Toppler boots automatically,

and a joystick controls gameplay. At the

title screen press the F8 function key to

alternate between missions. Press the

joystick trigger and you'll see the first

tower.

Now, with impeccable timing and

iron nerve begin your journey up the

towet: Negotiate past the various obsta-

cles as quickly you can. You'll need

some fast and clever thinking to get all

the way to the top because to add to the

frustration, Tower Toppler has a time

limit. I think it's superfluous, and would

be better without it.

A Few Things to Note

Tower Toppler doesn't tolerate mistakes,

so you have to be particularly careful

where you step. Start out in the wrong
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direction and you're one dead sea dog-

Once in a while something that

resembles a model of a molecule will

come flying across the screen. Avoid

this at all costs! There is no way to stop

or destroy it and if it hits you, you'll

find yourself falling into the toxic waste

below.

The pink balls you see bouncing

around are balloons. They, too, can

knock you over You can get rid of them

by standing the sea dog still and press-

ing the fire button. From your sea dog's

legs will fly a small, dark ball that pops

the balloon. Your weapon is also useful

for destroying the flashing block barri-

cades. I'm still not sure what this

weapon is, but it works.

Getting to the End

It'll probably take several games-or

more-before you make it to the top of

even the first tower I found that once

you do get there, you understand the

game well enough to make a good show

in the next levels. (Editor's note: Ha!)

You might be a little disappointed

when you finally reach the top of the

first tower because nothing really hap-

pens. 1 guess 1 expected it to blow up or

something spectacular like that, given

the sophistication of the graphics. You'll

see what I mean when (and if) you get

there.

Between levels you get a chance to

gain bonus points and time by shooting

at fish from inside your minisub. Be

aware that the faster the fish swims by,

the bigger the bonus is when you shoot

it. Also, a bonus sea dog is awarded for

every 5,000 points.

Tower Toppler doesn't have a save-

game feature, so every time you play

you'd better get through the whole thing

in that one sitting. This is an unfor-

tunate lack of a much-needed option. It

takes long enough to get through a level

as it is, but to get through all eight

would take more hours than you proba-

bly have time for in one sitting.

There is, however, a shortcut that will

at least let you go to the level of your

choice Don't look for it in the manual. I

found this tip in the British magazine

ST Action. At the title screen type

HelloIamJMP-no spaces-and press the

trigger to begin the game. Now press any

of the function keys (Fl to F8) to go to

the tower you wish to play. I've tried it,

and it works. Note: JMP are the initials

ofJohn Philips, Tower Toppler's creator.

Recommendation

What can I say? More than a month af-

ter Tower Toppler arrived in the office I

was still playing it practically every day.

And when I took it home over the

did one addiction end than a new one

began. I should add that of all three

games reviewed here, this is the only

one to which the whole 5TART editorial

staff is addicted. (Editor's note: / am

not!) (Reviewer's note: Yes, he is.)

If you've played Taito's Arkanoid at

the arcade you'll know how easy it is to

get hooked. This game is a Tower Top-

pler addiction -one easily avoidable slip

and it's over. But it's also a Missile Com-

mand addiction-constantly increasing

demand on your physical ability. Part of

its appeal has to be its familiarity-

Breakout in its Sunday best. The prem-

s th>tse is the same: a senes of bricks at the

Tower Toppler

ultimate exercise in

futility, but it's a lot

of fun. With your

sea dog operative

you must reach the

top of eight towers,

in the time allotted.

This screen shot only

hints at the game's
sophisticated

graphics.

weekends 1 played it until my head and

eyes ached. (Life? What life?) The prob-

lem is that after all that time I still made

it only halfway up the third tower.

Well, the topplin' fires have finally

died and I'm a free man once again,

though every now and then I'll be

standing in a line at the grocery store or

some other public place and begin to

scream uncontrollably about sea dog

operatives and bouncing eyes. I hear the

flashbacks end after a couple years.

Arkanoid from Taito

I may have been premature in saying

I'm now a free man because no sooner

top and a paddle at the bottom. With

the paddle you must hit a bouncing ball

to destroy the bricks. Once the bricks

are cleared from the screen, you move

onto another screen and do the same

thing. On the ST this process continues

for 33 levels. Arkanoid is mouse-

controlled and works only on color

monitors.

But There is a Difference

Arkanoid's similarity to Breakout ends

with the basic premise In fact Arkanoid

has features that make its ancestor look,

well, ancient.

At the desktop, click on ARKA-
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N01D.PRG. After about a minute the ti-

tle screen will appear, where you click

the right mouse button to go to the sce-

nario screen. Unfortunately, you must go

through this screen to get to the game.

Be prepared to suffer through inane

music and an even more inane scenario.

What a waste of memory!

times before they disintegrate, and the

gold bricks can't be destroyed at all.

Every now and then a colored can-

nister with a letter on it Falls from a

brick that you hit. Grab these cannisters

for extra powers. For instance, grab the

green C to catch the ball and aim it at

the point of your choice. Grab the silver

Arkanoid, the only

gome that everyone

in the START

editorial offices is

addicted to. The
latest creation for

the ST from Taito

has 33 levels, and
lots of special fea-

tures to keep

gameplay exciting.

According to the manual it is here

that you choose two players by pressing

2 on your keyboard. The problem is

that you have no way of knowing you're

in two-player mode until you start the

game I've repeatedly pressed 2 only to

find that I'm in the one-player mode

when the game begins. Since Arkanoid

doesn't have a restart game function,

you have to die (or commit suicide) be-

fore you can reset the number of

players.

Once you get to the game, you'll be

impressed. The colors and graphics are

good, though the sound effects tend to

be obnoxious. In the office we usually

play the game with the sound off.

The Bricks and Cannisters

The bricks on the Arkanoid game

screens are different colors, and like

Breakout, each color gives you a differ-

ent score as you destroy it. Note that the

silver bricks have to be hit a number of

P to get extra paddles or the red L for la-

ser fire. The pink B is the best— it lets

you advance to the next level and

awards you 10,000 points. By the way,

the silver bricks yield no cannisters, so

imagine a whole screen made up of

only silver bricks- it happens at the

eleventh level.

The screens themselves vary in

difficulty of play, and there is a definite

strategy to follow. Level three is tough to

get through, but level four is pretty easy

It's in screens like level four that the la-

ser comes in handy, because you can

just mow down the bricks.

Don't be seduced by the 1,000 points

each cannister gives you because some

cannisters are more useful than others,

and you want to hold onto the useful

ones as long as possible. For example,

you won't want to grab a pale blue D
until you really need it. This is because

the D turns your one ball into three

balls, which is fine if your ball is

trapped and you want to get rid of a lot

of bricks in a hurry. However, keep in

mind that once the D is in use, you lose

access to all other cannisters. Always-

alwtiys-take a B or a P.

The ball speeds to a blur apparently

at random. It also speeds up when it's

caught in a rut. Just when you think the

ball is stuck in a pattern that seems like

it will last all day, it suddenly speeds up

and gets past you. An S cannister will

slow it down, but not by much. I don't

use the S cannister very often. Actually,

no one here does.

Wrap-Up and Recommendations

In the ST version of Arkanoid there are

33 levels. Taito won't admit to any

shortcuts or backdoors, and like Tower

Toppler there is no save-game feature.

There is a surprise waiting ior you at

level 33, however Apparently it involves

a battle with an alien, but I'm still work-

ing on getting there So far I'm the reign-

ing Arkanoid champ here by making it

to level 32 (I had just one brick left).

Admittedly, ! had a little help, but you'll

have to wait for the August 1989 issue

of START to find out how 1 did it.

Is Arkanoid addictive? START

received the game almost three months

ago and every day you can still hear the

occasional call for a '"Noid break." Now
I wonder what game will free me from

this one.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Missile Command,
529.95. Atari Corp., 1196

Borregas Avenue, Sunnyvale,

CA 94086, (408)745-2000.

Tower Toppler, S49.95.
Epyx, Inc., 600 Galveston

Drive, P.O. Box 8020,

Redwood City, CA 94063,
(415)368-3200.
CIRCLE 167 ON HEADER SERVICE CARD

Arkanoid, $34.95. Taito

Software, 267 West
Esplanade, North Vancouver,

BCV7M IA5, (604]

984-3344.

CIRCLE 168 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Juggler II, Switch/Back

And Revolver

When You'd Rather Switch Than Fight

BY DAVID PLOTKIN
START CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

The Atari ST is a powerful computer, but

it was never designed to run more than

one program at a time. Of course, few

people really need to run more than one

program at a time (except for special

uses like telecommunications). There

are many times, however, when it would

be nice to have two or more programs

available in memory and switch be-

tween them, such as when writing a re-

view of a program. You could load the

program and your word processor in

the computer at the same time and

switch between them as needed. Or you

could combine a spreadsheet and a

word processor or database and share

information using disk storage.

The ST is not really set up for this

arrangement, either, but there is help.

Three different programs make some

form of this "task switching" possible.

It's important to realize that each pro-

gram has some quirks and will have

problems switching between certain

programs. It is best to learn which pro-

grams work best with which switching

program -and keep back-ups just in

case.

Another thing to keep in mind with
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MichTron's Juggler

II doesn't look like

much, but it works

perfectly and lets

you switch between
two programs of

your choosing. For

small businesses,

graphics or writing,

(his kind of program
is a godsend.

these programs is that to use them to

their maximum capabilities, you need

to have enough memory. For many pur-

poses, dividing a 1040ST into two

520STs is enough. If you want to switch

between CAD-3D 2.0 and Cyber Sculpt,

however, you'll need at least two mega-

bytes of memory, since each requires

one megabyte itseli. Keep your own

needs in mind.

The Juggler and Juggler II

The first program to provide task-

switching was MichTron's Juggler, which

let you have multiple programs visible

in different windows on the screen.

Only the program in the active window

was actually running; the others were

suspended. You activated a window by

clicking on it. Juggler was a good idea

that didn't work very well because many

programs either were not GEM-based

(and thus wouldn't run in a window) or

didn't follow the rules for programming

under GEM. MichTron then followed up

with Juggler II, which works somewhat

differently. Both programs are provided

by MichTron on one disk.

Juggler II partitions yourST's mem-
ory and treats each partition as a sepa- I
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rate computer that can run any program

you choose, but only one partition is

active at a time Partition sizes can range

from 256K (hardly useful) to 2 mega-

bytes in a 4-megabyte machine. Up to

eight equal-sized partitions can be

specified.

To set up Juggler II, you must rebuild

your AUTO folder so that Juggler II runs

last. Upon booting, Juggler II shows the

amount of memory present and your

choices for memory configuration. You

can select a configuration, abort, or do

nothing, in which case Juggler II will

use the choice you made the last time

you used it. After automatically reboot-

ing to set the partitions, your first parti-

tion will be booted. To switch to other

partitions, you press the Alternate and

Shift keys together. As each partition is

accessed for the first time, it boots.

Thereafter, switching to another parti-

tion activates it; whatever program you

had been using in that partition starts

up again from the exact point you left it.

Juggler II is quite flexible. The parti-

tions can be in different resolutions (on

a color monitor) and nearly all pro-

grams work properly with it. Moreover,

the partitions can be customized. If you

set up a folder called AUTOl on your

boot disk, the programs in that folder

will be used to boot partition one, while

the programs in folder AUT02 will be

used to boot partition 2 and so forth.

You can even have DESKTOP1NF files

in these AUTO folders so that the layout

of the Desktop in each partition can be

customized. Finally, you can autoboot to

a GEM or TOS program when a parti-

tion is activated for the first time by

including a simple ASCII file called

JUGGLER2.GEM in that partition's

AUTO folder.

Juggler II comes with a desk acces-

sory that lets you switch partitions

without using the Shift and Alternate

keys. This is especially handy with pro-

grams which won't permit the keypresses

required by Juggler II.

In general, Juggler II works well with

programs that load from the Desktop.

Games usually dorft cooperate in this

respect, but most utilities and even

desktop publishing programs seem to

behave well with Juggler II. Disk cache

programs can cause disk damage for a

variety of very good reasons and you

are warned not to use them -this is true

with all of the switcher programs

looked at here.

Switch/Back

Switch/Back from Alpha Systems is a

hardware/software combination that al-

lows task switching much as Juggler II

This small box is part of Switch /Back from

Alpha Systems. It plugs in between your

printer and computer in the parallel port. If

you have a Mega, this could mean trouble,

since you must reach the black button to

switch programs.

does-but works completely differently.

The hardware is a small box that plugs

into the printer port between the com-

puter and any printer

To use Switch/Back, you must place

the partitioning program in your AUTO

folder so that it loads last. Each time

you start up, you then press the reset

button on the Switch/Back box to re-

boot and engage Switch/Back. After

that, your Desktop will appear Just as it

always has.

Switch/Back uses buffers to maintain

program states. When you first boot

Switch/Back, you can stay at the Desk-

top or load a program. When you're

ready to switch programs, you must

press the button on the printer port box

to freeze the current program. You can

then capture the current program into a

buffer, restore the buffer contents into

the current program space (providing

you have captured something into the

buffer previously) or use the alternate

option, which swaps the contents of the

buffer and the current program space.

You can also save the contents of a

buffer to disk in a compressed format

or load a previously saved buffer from

disk-but you must use a special pro-

gram included with Switch/Back

By using the buffer, you can accom-

plish a lot with Switch/Back. You can

load a program, save it to the buffer,

then quit and load another program.

From then on, you can alternate be-

tween the programs. Or you could load

a program, then save it in its current

state into the buffer This provides an

undo function, since you can always

reload the program in its saved state

from the buffer. Finally, since the buffer

can be saved to or loaded from disk,

you can now save games that don't

otherwise have a "save game" feature

Switch/Back can use multiple buffers

(all must be the same size), but you

must use a different boot-up program in

the AUTO folder to use a different parti-

tion size This is inconvenient. But even

more inconvenient is the fact that both

the printer port and the reset button are

inaccessible on a Mega. This is not Al-

pha's fault, but it does make their prod-

uct more difficult to use.

In its current revision (2.0), Switch/

Back seems to work quite well. As with

Juggler II, it can't really work with pro-

grams on self-booting disks such as

games that don't allow the Switch/Back

software to be installed. Alpha's adver-

tising touts its ability to back up pro-

tected software to a disk file, but this

only works if the software is not on a
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boot disk and is all loaded into memory

at once-many games load portions at

each level.

Revolver

Easily the most full-featured of the pro-

grams reviewed here is Revolver from

Intersect software. To use Revolver, you

must install it so that it boots Jirst in

your AUTO folder. Although this nor-

mally means deleting and rebuilding

your AUTO folder, Revolver has a utility

that installs the program in the AUTO

folder first.

Like Juggler II, Revolver divides your

ST's memory into partitions and treats

each one as a separate computer. Ini-

tially, Revolver sets up your ST with two

equal partitions, but you can use up to

eight partitions and they don't have to be

of equal size! Blocks can be specified in

increments of 256K.

Once Revolver is active, pressing the

Shift and Alternate keys brings up a

control panel with buttons both for

configuring the program and accessing

Revolver's many features. You can

switch partitions from this panel or

cycle through them by pressing the

Control, Alternate and Shift keys.

The first time a new partition is ac-

cessed, it boots from disk. The boot

disk must contain a copy of Revolver or

you won't be able to switch out of that

partition (because Revolver isn t active

in that partition). Revolver is extremely

successful in fooling the ST into think-

ing that only the active partition is pres-

ent. Pressing the reset button only re-

boots the active partition (which is how

you can reboot a partition to install

Revolver). Further, even copy protected

games will boot and run in a partition

(although you can't access Revolver from

them).

Besides the ability to load and use

more than one program, Revolver pro-

vides [unctions for saving (Rollout) and

loading (Rollin) a partition from a disk

drive in a tremendously compressed

format (when 1 tested Revolver, a one-

Revolver's main
screen. Not only

con you access

mony features from

this screen directly,

but hidden behind

the buttons are even

more utilities. De-
spite some annoy-

ing quirks, Revolver

performed as

advertised— it's a

good choice.

meg partition created a 383K disk file).

This file is an exact picture of the mem-

ory contents, including the 68000

registers. By loading the rolled-out file

back into a partition (which must be as

large as the partition it was rolled out

from) you return to the exact point at

which you rolled the partition out-thus

providing an undo or game-save feature.

You may not roll out or roll in your cur-

rent partition, but you can change to a

Revolver provides a

host of features

and utilities.

different one and then roll out (or in)

that partition.

Another advantage to using Rollout/

Rollin is speed. My word processor

takes almost two minutes to load its

dictionary and set it up in memory.

However, once it has done so, rolling

that partition out to the disk lets me

load the "picture" of memory later-

with my word processor and dictionary

already set up. This saves over a minute

in load time

The Revolver main screen provides a

whole host of other features. A reset-

proof RAM disk, print spooler and disk

I/O buffer can all be specified and

sized. (These will survive a warm boot.)

A screen of disk file functions (copy, re-

name, move, delete, lock, hide, new

folder, delete folder and floppy format)

is available behind one of the buttons,

as are such things as key click control,

key repeat on/off, bell on/off, a way to

send character strings to a port, set the

mouse speed (handyl) and set the time

and date. A VT-52 emulator is also in-

cluded, along with a timed automatic

reminder (which can be toggled on/off)

to roll out a partition.

One unique function of Revolver is

its ability to view another partition

without switching to it. You can move

the secondary partition on and off the

screen under mouse control. This gives

you a quick look at other partitions

when you need it. Finally, you can even

set up a fix for the famous 40-folder

bug by specifying the number of folders

for which you want to allocate space

(100 folders takes about 17K of

memory).

The manual that accompanies Re-

volver is very, very good -but using

Revolver is so intuitive that you'll proba-

bly only glance at the manual once.

Revolver does have two annoying

quirks, however. First, it uses its own

file selector box, which is not difficult

to learn but is totally unlike anything

else on the ST. A file selector like

Universal Item Selector II would have

been nicer
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1-800-252-2787

1st STOP
Computer Systems Inc.

7085 Corporate UJou

Dayton. OH 45459

1st STOP will be your last STop for ST software,

hardware, and peripherals. Call now!
If you don't see it listed, ask!

Same day shipment on most items

We specialize in the Atari ST line

No extra charge for credit cards

HOURS:
Mon-Fri 9 am 9 pm EST

Sat 10 am -6 pm EST

ST Games
Captain Blood $32.95
Carrier Command 32.95
Dive Bomber 25.95
Dungeon Master 25.95
Elite 23.95
FALCON 28.95
F1 5 Strike Eagle 25.95
Gauntlet II 29 95
Gunship 29.95
Heroes of the Lance 27.95

Jet 35.95
Kings Quest I, II, III, IV, V call

Leader Board Duel Pak 16.95
Leatherneck 26.95
Missile Command 18.95
Obliterates 26.95

OutRun 22 95
Shadowgate 33.95
StarGlider2 27 95
STAC 49.95
STOS 38.95
Test Drive 26.95
Typhoon Thompson 22.95
Universal Military Simulator . 32.95

ST Productivity
Assempro $38.95
CAD 3D (ver 2) 64.95
Color ComputerEyes 179.95
DataManager ST 48.95
dBMAN5.0 153.95
DEGAS Elite 38.95
Desk Cart 66.95
TimeWorks Publisher ST. . . 79.95
Easy Draw /Supercharger . 98.95
First Word Plus 62.95
Rash 1.6 22,95
FONTZ! 22.95
G + Plus 22.95
LDW Power 98.95
Mavis Beacon Typing 32.95
Megamax Laser C 119.95
MID! Recording Studio 26.95
MuitiDesk 19 95
NeoDesk2 34.95
PC-Ditto (IBM Emulator]... 64.95
Personal Pascal 65.95
PrinlMaster Plus 25.95
ProCopy 27 95
Spectrum 51 2 48.95
STTalk Professional 19.95
SwiftCalcST 48.95
Thunder! 27 95

and Applications
Turbo ST $35.95
UltraScript call

Universal Item Selector II . . . 1 3.95
WordUp (revised) 51.95
WordWriterST 48.95

Super Specials
for Desktop Publishers

CfllRMUS
$179.95

PaqeStreom 1.5

$119.95

Touch-Up
S119.95

ST Hardware
ST's call

Cables call

Disks call

Drive Master 36.95
Hard Drives call

Modems call

Monitor Master 39.95
Mouse Master 33.95
Mouse Mat, Deluxe 8.95
Mouse Mat, Regular 6.95
Panasonic Printers call

PC - Ditto II call

Printer Ribbons call

Spectre 128 149.95
Spectre GCH call

Star Printers call

Surge Suppressors call

Tweety Board (STereo) .... 39.95
VideoKey 68 95

Ule also carry
Panasonic

Loser Printers

Wf/3

ORDER INFO: No extra charge for credit card - COD $3.95 - Next day shipment extra - Alaska &
Hawaii UPS Blue Label only - APO & FPO - Canadian orders minimum $5 - Ohio residents add 6%
sales tax - Allow 10 business days for personal or company checks - Returns subject to 20%
re — stock fee - Defectives require return authorization number to be accepted for repair or replacement
Prices subject to change - call for price and availability - We check all credit card orders for validity.
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There is! The 159 page Alan ST
Book, by Ralph C. Turner, begins

where your owner's manual leaves

oil. "Hard copy of a year's worth of

user group meetings lun by a master

Icachci." {ST Informer) "Very use-

ful on every level, from rank begin-

ner to Ihc most advanced ST
owner." \ST Business.} Covets

RAMdisks. printer codes, modems,

desktop tricks, control panel palette

settings, and 12 other chapters.

$16.95. plus $2.00 [or shipping.

Check. MO. Visa. MasterCard.

Index Legalis. PO Bk 1822-31. Fair-

rield. IA 52556. (515) 472-2293.
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Far more annoying is the fact that

the dialog box which appears for

switching or rolling in/out partitions al-

ways shows all eight available partitions

and lets you select one of them even if

they don't exist. Nothing happens if you

choose a partition that isn't there and if

you choose your current partition you

are warned; would it have been so hard

to "gray out" the invalid choices?

Summary

All three programs examined here per-

form quite well, although there is

significant variation among them. Jug-

gler II lets you custom-configure your

partitions, but the partitions must all be

the same size It seems to be the most

bullet-proof of these switcher programs.

Switch/Back lets you save partitions in

memory or to disk but requires pressing

its awkward reset button every time you

want to use it. Revolver won't save mem-

ory to another partition and won't let

you auto-con figure your partitions-but

it comes with extensive utilities and al-

lows different-sized partitions.

Pick what you need, but once you've

tried having multiple applications in-

stantly available, you'll never want to go

back.

David Plotkin is a chemical engineerfor

Chevron U.S.A. and a START Contribut-

ing Editor.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Juggler and Juggler II,

S49.95. MichTron, Inc., 576
South Telegraph, Pontiac, Ml
48053, [313] 334-5700.

CIRCLE 160 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Switch/Back, $69 .95.

Alpha Systems, 1012 Skyland

Drive, Macedonia, OH
44056, [216) 467-5665.

CIRCLE 161 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Revolver, $49.95. Inter-

sect Software, 2828 Clark

Road, Suite 10, Sarasota, FL

34231, (800) 826-0130; in

Florida, (813)923-8774.
CIRCLE 162 ON READER SERVICE CARD



REVOLUTIONARY
NEW PRODUCT

• Imagine Saving olmosl any game at any point, then being
able to return there as many times as you like.

• Imagine the Ultimate Back-up Utility that actually UNPROTTfCTS
programs as it copies them. Lets protected programs be
stored as tiles, run trom a hard disk or even be transmitted

over a modem.
• Imagine saving three or more protected single sided disks on

just one double sided disk.

• Imagine Instantly switching back and forth between two
different programs, games, utilities or business applications.

"flop Invag'

II can d

Switch/Back is a revolutionary new hardware and software
package that lets you get more from your ST MUCH MORE.

Switch/Backs gaming features lets you instantly save most games
then continue playing. It you get in trouble you can switch back
to where you were as many times as you like.

REQUIRES at

least 1 meg. of RAM
(or a Megadisk or PolyrJtk Cartridge)

BACK-UPS -Switch/Back can work with your favorite back-up
program and allow you to save whole protected disks to files for

archival purposes. It can also automatically unprotect a
program and save it as standard file This method works on
hundreds of ST programs and it allows you to run the tiles directly.

Its perfect for running protected programs off a hard disk. II

creates standard IOS files, that can be stored together on disks

or even transferred by modem.
SWAP — Switch back lets you load just about any two programs
into your ST and switch instantly between them, It works with

games, business programs, utilities, compilers, etc. Although only

one program is running at a time, the other is available instantly,

right where you left oft.

The Switch/Back hardware plugs into your printer port for easy
use [It has a pass through connection for your printer too.)

Switch/Back requires at least One Meg of memory
(Or a Polydisk or Megadiskj ONLY $69.95

ST Protection Techniques
Finally ST Copy protection techniques are revealed
This complete book and disk package details the state

of the an in ST Protection methods and much, much

The Software included with the book provides many
powerful features like the AUTOMATIC PROGRAM
PROTECTOR. This easy to use Utility allows you to protect

just about any 5T program. Mdu can choose a
ccrroi.-.alion of protection methods like encryption,

checking custom disk formats, password protection or

a limited use option that makes the program self-

destruct after running a preset number of times

The book includes topics such ds Phreaking, Logic Bombs, Hardware
data keys, the legal aspects of piracy and software protection. Custom
disk formats. Pirate Bulletin boards and much more.

In addilion it contains reviews of the popular ST back-up programs and
detailed explanations of ST disks and drives. .

ST Protection Techniques (Book and disk package] q,,^ §39 95
IJJ-C- .' o^:::-stSTL

High Qual ly sou 1 id d:y:ii.-:.-' to II ie if This powerful

e and software package lets you sample real world sounds and
ploy them back on any Atari ST Add special effects like Echo. Reverse,
looping, pitch manipulation, mixing and envelope control. Turns your Atari

keyboard into a musical instrument to play songs with your digitized

sounds (also works with any MIDI keyboard) Digisound makes it simple to

odd sound to your own program, too 1 Unleash the incredible sounds in

your ST with DIGISOUND Supports sampling from 5 to 40Khz. DIGiSOUr.P li-

the choice of the professionals. DIGISOUND was used to create the voice
in Chessmaster 2000. and other commercial programs ONUr AfiQ OK

DIGISOUND PROFESSIONAL
All the excellent feotures of DIGISOUND plus these great extras
LOGARITHMIC SAMPLING - Special hardware extends the sound quality

far above the other ST sound digitizers Logarithmic sampling and
playback [external amplifiers only) grealty extends the dynamic range
while reducing distortion and noise.

Internal Real Time Mixing - Input from a stereo and o microphone so
you can sing over a tape $4AQ Ofi

Beat Box
Is It a Drum Machine? A sequencer? A now concept in digital

sound? The answer is - YESII It's all this - and so much morell It's a
polyphonic song construction set that turns your ST into a drum ma-
chine and digital sequencer. Now anyone can be o master com-
poser. No musical knowlege requlredl

Just point and click to create tddnating drum, voice, or musical
patterns In four voices. Combine and arrange patterns to form com-
plete musical compositions, Play the sounds, patterns and songs
through your monitor speaker or digitizer hardware.

You don't need a digitizer to enjoy Beat Box. It comes wtth over
35 ready to use digitized sounds. Or you can use your own sounds re-

corded with a Digisound 5T, Professional, or other digitizer.

Beat Box $29.95
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1 color
|

COMPUTEREYET
|

Incredible COLOR video digitizer. • The first and only full color digitizer

for the ST • Uses standard video inputs like video camera, VCR. or video

disk. • Works in all ST resolutions. Low res provides 16 shade black and
white or full color pictures • Pictures can be used with Degas,

Neochrome. Powerprint and others • Automatic calibration of contrast,

brightness and white balance. • Plugs into cartridge port for easy set-up.

• Capture your picture or that of your favorite star. ONLY $199.95

SPECIAL OFFER - Buy both Computereyes and Powerprinf and SAVE 20.00

from the total „

fo^rP^a)^Y BLOW VOURS£LF up

imagine your picture on a 6 foot poster Create a business graph that

can cover a wall Quality output for posters, t-shirts, news letters, and more
POWESPBIMT
Whether it's a photo digitized with CompulerEyes. a masterpiece

created wifh Degas, or the winning screen from your favorite game.
POWERPRINT can print it with unequaled c.ariiy OfW rBJOMtoO PowerPrinf

supports ALL ST resolutions. It prints multiple sizes up to GIANT WALL SIZED
POSTERS. Print 16 shades fc ncrcdibie detan Print !!-ie whole screen or

ZOOM in on just the part you want. POWERPRINT offers unique effects.

including rotate, mirror and inverse options Selective shading option
allows vou to print mutli-color pictures on any prinler by printing one color

al a time [using color ribbons]. Powerprint lets you capture and print

almost any ST screen. Works with Siar, NEC, Citoh. Gemini. EPSON, XM8048
and compatible printers *.. AC

Onry p ,$9.95

DIGISPEC
DIGISPEC is an exciting new breakthrough in computer video digitiz-

ing DIGISPEC works with your Color ComputerEyes to create ipec-
tacular 512 color video images. Now you can capture and display
video pictures in unsurpassed detail and clarity, with 512 different col-

ors on your ST screen
DIGISPEC is easy to use. It works on any ST computer. Simply cap-

ture an Image with your Color ComputerEyes and color video
camera (or VCR. video disk, etc.). Then run DIGISPEC, and watch as
your picture appears in a full rainbow of 512 true colors.
DIGISPEC includes a special shading feature to give you even more

detail and color. The shading feature uses a technique cqlled dither-

ing, which creates and displays images in 3,375 or even 24389
simulated colors.

DIGISPEC creates detailed, low resolution video images on any
Atari ST. color video carnero (or VCRY and Cotor ComputerEyes
Every Color ComputerEyes needs DIGISPEC! A»n »_

Only $39.95
STCoanul fat 69.95 md UNISPEC for 49.95 aiso avertable

POIyQISK Polydisk is o 512K version of a Megadisk. Polydisk gives
you the same tost boot features, the high speed access, and the print

spooler. Polydisk has d power supply (like Megadisk) but does not contain
a battery back-up.

Note: Those with only 512K ot main memory can use Switch/Back with a
Polydisk, just like those with one Meg.

Polydisk (512K Solid state drive]

(Clock option cord is also available tor Polydisk I

34 HOUI HOTLINE - VIIA L MattarCard Wikonw

216-374-7469 Order by prion* or wnd ctwck at monav txttet to:

ALPHA SYSTEM UU Hrytand, Mocwtonta, OH 44054
Col or write tor fr*« cotatofl. Include S3.00 shp a hdlg (US & Canada] Ohio

- Customer SarvtC* Mrw (11*) 447-B44B M-F • AM-1 PM EST residents add 5Vs% sotej lax Foreign orders add SHOO

YBTEMI,.
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dflMAN V
All the power of dBASE 111+ and more for your Atari ST!!

I

dBMAN V, in a package of three

separate functions: Database Manage-

ment, Report Printing, and Program

Development, is the only database

management program which has all

the power, flexibility, and capacity

that you'll ever need!

At the Database Management

level, dBMAN V allows you to

structure, enter, retrieve, and modify

data. At home, dBMAN V can keep

track of your recipes, address book,

video tape library, and more. In the

office, dBMAN V can be programmed

to manage your entire business

including inventory control, payroll,

invoicing, and billing.

At the Report Printing level,

dBMAN V has an integrated,

high-powered, and fully

relational report writer that S
allows you to create reports in a

flash with absolutely no

programming!

Report layouts are

designed by placing

fields at the desired

locations on the screen.

This can easily be

accomplished with

the built-in cut,

paste, and copy

functions. The

finished

screen-layout

reflects the printed

output. From

simple personal

reports like recipe

cards, mailing list,

and video tape

libraries, to

complex business reports such as

inventory count sheets, packing lists,

employee payroll reports and

customer billing statements are easily

created.

Al the Program Development

level, dBMAN V is the only database

manager for the Atari ST that is

compatible with the dBASE III Plus

language. With this awesome

programming power, you can develop

and customize any programs to fill

your home and business needs. For

your home, create a check book

program, with complete bank

statement balancing to manage your

personal finances. For your office,

customize a complete accounting

system to fit your business needs.

Also available for dBMAN V is the

high performance Greased Lightning

compiler. This compiler fully

supports macros, and executes

dBASE programs up to 16 times

faster than dBASE III Plus.

dBMAN is also available on

Novell Netware, IBM PCNET,
PC DOS, SCO Xenix, UNIX on

NCR Tower, NEC ASTRA XL,

Motorola 8000, Altos, Microport

286 and 386, Apple

Macintosh, and

Commodore Amiga.

dBMAN V's features:

/ dBASE II and dBASE III

Plus compatibility

/ Easy-to-use, pull-down

add, edit, and report

database inl'oniiaiioii

/ 320 programmable

commands and functions

/ Password protection and

data security al field level

/ Easily transport your

dBASE III data files and

programs between Atari ST

and PC's

/ E xtensive data v al id a t ion

including range chucking

</ Single command menus:

vertical, horizontal,

scrollable ami pull iliiwn

/ User defined pop-up

windows

/ Create a GEM pull down

selector

/ Run GEM application from

dBMAN
/ Program debugger/editor.

And more...

Report Writer features: Specifications:

9 group levels

• Up lo 255 columns and 255

lines per page

/ Page headers, page footers,

group headers, group

footers, titles, summaries,

and body lines

S Prim labels up to 99 across

/ Conditional printing of any

/ Compute running sums,

counts, averages, minimums

S Relate and report from up to

9 database files with lookup

In many} relations. And

•/ Field types; Character.

Numeric, Date, Logical.

Memo
/ Maximum characters per

field: 254

/ Maximum number of

records per database: J

billion

/ Maximum number of index

files: no limit

/ Maximum record size: 4000

/ Numeric precision: 17 digits

System Requirements:

y Atari 520. 1040. or MEGA
ST with one floppy drive

and 4H0K free RAM.

3fcjJ^ VersaSoft Corporation
——

—

4340 Almiuleii Expressway,Suite 250M—

'

San Jose, CA 95 1 1

8

VFJTC4 SDFT Phone; 408-723-9044Kotvijur)
Te]ex . ^5^2635806
Fax:408-72.!-904()
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ST Accounting For Home And Office

STAccounts, Pha$ar

BY STEPHEN G. ROQUEMORE

If you're looking for a good accounting

package for a small business or to keep

your home finances straight, STAc-

counts 2.0 and PhaSar 3.0 are two good

choices- Let's look first: at STAccounts

2.0.

STAccounts 2.0 from ISD Marketing

is an excellent accounting package for

any small business. It now supports

GEM windows fully and is no longer

copy-protected, making hard disk in-

stallation possible. It can also be used

with one or two double-sided disk

drives, although it's easier to set up with

a hard drive It will not support floppy

disks formatted with Mega-Twister,

however.

STAccounts will handle General

Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts

Payable and complete Inventory pro-

cessing. It does not support Payroll or

Forecasting, however You can generate

purchase orders with the Report Gener-

ator feature as well as back-order

reports based on information entered

through the Invoicing section.

Manual Labor

The new spiral-bound manual is very

well-written, professional and thorough.

P Inuentorii A
I Gcncr

ISD has done
a good job im-

plementing the

GEM version of

STAccounts. Not
only is Version 2.0

easier to use, but

it's improved in

many ways over

Version 1.0. Any

should consider this

accounting

package.

It discusses loading the program, using

the Report Generator (including a sepa-

rate tutorial), Accounts Receivable, Ac-

counts Payable, Inventory Control,

General Ledger, and Period and

Year/End processing. The manual, al-

though a little more "generic" in its

wording, is still geared toward the IBM

PC and compatibles and all GEM screen

dumps are from the PC version.

You must read the manual

thoroughly before installing and using

STAccounts. Curiously, it says nothing

about making a backup copy of the

master disk before using the program;

this is something you absolutely should

do, then use the copy for your work and

store the master in a safe place

Be sure to return your warranty

registration card, since no assistance of

any kind will be given unless it's on file

with ISD. A technical hodine phone

number is given in the manual; be

aware that it is no! toll-free

Setting It Up

Your first task (after making a backup)

is to set up your data disk, system

parameters, change the data file size and

enter the company information. When

this is complete, your formatted data

disk is updated with this information.
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Review 5T Accounting

Pha$ar3.0iso
superb home ac-

counting package.

It includes almost all

of the features you
would want and
adds some that you

might not have
thought of.

your taxes.

The manual is well-written and easy

to understand, including an introduc-

tory chapter and a nine-chapter tutorial.

It's written in a folksy style, which some

may not be used to, but 1 feel it helps to

see how you might use each feature

The next eight chapters are the refer-

ence section and correspond with the

tutorial chapters. These provide more

in-depth information about the topics

covered.

!T you're using the General Ledger

(G/L), you create these accounts next

because they're used by all of the other

modules. There are 12 pre-defined G/L

accounts which you can keep or change

as you wish-but you cannot change

them once transactions have been en-

tered. Next comes entering the tax and

discount rates. Then you create the Ac-

counts Payable (A/P) accounts, the In-

ventory Control data and finally the Ac-

counts Receivable (A/R) accounts.

All transactions for customers and

suppliers are entered through the A/R

or A/P menus; there is also an In-

voice/Credit option under the A/R

Menu to process transactions that re-

quire paperwork; those which do not

affect the inventory and don't require

paperwork are entered through the

Journal Posting Facility. This Facility is

also used for all A/P transactions, in-

cluding utility bills and inventory items.

Everything is done through GFM
screens, making it very user- friendly.

Reporting As Ordered

The reporting capabilities are outstand-

ing. You can use the supplied reports as

they are or modify them -or design

your own-using the Report Generator.

STAccounts provides printer drivers for

the Epson FX-80 (the default), HP

LaserJet and standard ASCII printers or

you can create your own driver with the

provided printer driver construction

program.

The only drawback 1 could find is

that when you request a List option

from one of the Main Menus, you are

first given the Output Control screen to

select your printer, output port, destina-

tion and other characteristics; then,

when you click on OK, you are

presented with the requested report in a

screen window, below which window

are selection buttons for Exit, Next

(page) and Print, which will then print

the report to the previously selected

destination. This gets to be tiresome;

the Output Control screen should ap-

pear only after you have selected Print.

(This also occurs in the Reports

module).

All things considered, any small

business would be happy with STAc-

counts. While it doesn't handle forecast-

ing and Payroll, there's other software

that does. It's easy to use and makes a

boring task much easier to live with.

PhaSar 3.0

The best program available forborne ac-

counting on the ST has become even

better. PhaSar (Professional Home Ac-

counting System And Register) provides

almost every feature you would want in

a home accounting package It will han-

dle regular payments and deposits, cash

transactions, transfers between accounts

(but not income or expense categories),

splitting amounts between categories,

and limited reporting capabilities. It also

provides a separate module to process

Updates and Features

Version 3.0's changes from 2.0 include a

common payee list, a most recent trans-

actions list, the ability to cancel out of

an account reconciliation, several

choices of sorting categories and an up-

graded calculator feature It also allows

check printing tor window envelopes.

The split transactions feature now

shows a default amount for the Amount

prompt, and fiscal year accounting is

now supported. You can also save the

register file without exiting the program,

alter the system date and time directly

and choose your own display colors in-

stead of the (rather unpleasant) pro-

gram defaults.

There are several other improve-

ments detailed in the manual as well as

extensive improvements to the tax pro-

gram such as creating customized

reports using the register file data. (The

Tax Advantage, by Double Eagle Soft-

ware, will now process PhaSar data

files).

Essentially, PhaSar employs a

modified single-entry system. When

Transferring between accounts, it will

create the second entry for you. Other

programs use the double-entry system

which requires you to enter two trans-

actions to effect a transfer.

Setting Up Pha$ar

To use PhaSar, you first set up your

checking and savings account(s), assets

and liabilities. (Assets include such

things as your furniture, computers,



home, etc. and liabilities are your mort-

gage, credit cards, other debts.) These all

receive an initial balance. Liabilities

must carry a negative balance-that's

how PhaSar knows they're liabilities.

Then you set up your income and

expense categories according to how ac-

curately you want to track your money.

You can have 39 accounts, 29 income

categories and 97 expense categories.

Miscellaneous income and expense and

a Cash Account are automatically

defined for you.

You can enter up to 500 transactions

per month; the register file has room for

one year's worth of transactions. You

can also pre-define 17 sets of up to 20

r haSar provides

almost every feature

you'd want in a

home accounting

package.

transactions each and use them to

speed data entry for common or recur-

ring items.

PhaSar lets you define a net worth

statement easily using the balances in

the accounts on the register file. You can

include any or all of your asset and lia-

bility accounts to customize the

report-which you can modify at any

time to reflect changes in your account

structure. PhaSar also lets you keep a

list of special occasions which the pro-

gram can display automatically upon

booting.

You can reconcile your checking ac-

count against your bank statement by

entering the account number, the end-

ing balance from the statement and the

ending date. PhaSar will produce a list

of all unconfirmed transactions which

you then confirm by pressing Return.

When you're finished, just press the Esc

key to see a report of the balancing. You

should also use this method to recon-

cile all transactions against your other

accounts.

One Complaint and Lots of Praise

I have only found one thing to com-

plain about in over 16 months of using

this program: the split transaction fea-

ture lets you split transactions between

expense categories only; it does not per-

mit splitting between expenses and lia-

bilities, nor can you split deposits be-

tween incomes and assets. For example,

if I want to pay my mortgage, I may

want to split the total between mortgage

interest (a tax-deductible expense) and

home loan (a liability); I must enter one

transaction to pay the interest expense

portion, then enter a transfer from

checking to home loan to reflect the

reduction in principal.

Otherwise, I have absolutely nothing

but praise for this package. It does

everything it says it does, it's easy to use,

it's eminently suited to home account-

ing and it does notjaill With the proper

setup, this program could also be used

for a very small business; however, 1

wouldn't recommend it for that. But 1

high!)' recommend PhaSar if you want a

complete home accounting package.

Stephen G. Roquanore is a professional

programmer on IBM mainframes but is

a longtime ST user. This is his first arti-

clefor START
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STAccounts GEM Version

2.0, $149.95. ISD Market-

ing, 2651 John Street, Unit

3, Markham, Ontario L3R

2W5, (416| 479-1880,

Technical Support (416)

479-1991.
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Pha$ar Version 3.0,

$89.95. Antic Software, 544
Second Street, San Fran-

cisco, CA 94107, (800)

234-7001

.

a

Over 725 Disks Available for the Atari ST
$4.00 Each

Utilities, Games, MIDI, Applications
Music, Graphics, Educational, Clip Art

Same Day Shipping Telephone Support
Free Catalog Updates

FREE Disk
Receive a coupon good for a Free
Public Domain Disk with any purchase
when you Call or Write for our

FREE Catalog
(800) 347-6760

Los! Treasure (Lode Runner Clone) - Color

Two Database Programs, PrintMaster

Cataloger, Prim Shop lo PrintMaster Convert
ST Writer V2.52 w/Spell Checker

#393/394- PrintMaster Graphics
"" Degas Elite Printer Drivers

'.-' Dis-i LsiDoling Programs
(w/100 Pin Feed Disk Labels $6.95)

Intersect RAM Baby (RAM Disk/Print Spooler)

DCOPV - do everything utility

#456 Bolo Breakc-u: G»me I-ut Germany (1 Meg)
#470 - Two Virus Ki lor LM < as Database and more
#475 - Werty's House ot Horror (Adult Game. Color)
#491 - Star Trek - The Neil Generation

w/Digitized Voices
(Req. 1 Meg RAM/DBL/Color Only)

#493 Stat stically Accurate Baseball V2.0
#499 - The Accessory V1.2 - Multifunction Accessory
#500/600 - Publishing Partner Fonts

#509 - Mark Johnson's Shareware C Compiler (DBL)
#511 - Dungeon Master Maps tor Levels 1-7

#512 - Dungeon Master Hints/Character

#514 - Monochrome Emulator V3.0 and more
#533 - PrintMaster Graphics/Borders

#536 - Vanterm V3.71 - Shareware Terminal Program
#551- Kid Shapes Ages 2-3 (Color Only)

#552 - Kid Shapes Plus Ages 8 and up (Color Only)

#553 - Kid Publisher Ages 4- 12 (Color Only)
#555 - The AssiKlaril Cit?' Electronic Cookbook
#557 - Children's P-ac-an's ICelor Only)
#567 - Accessed;. Uisk F u i ;sf Nswwsi DA ~,

#572-574,645-649 GDOS Fonts
#575 - Sheet V2.0 - Shareware Spreadsheet
#576 • ST Xformer V2 3 - B Bit Emulator (r

#5B3 - Pac Man. Hangman an "
"

#590 - Dungeon Master Utiliti

#599 PageStream Fonts. Font Convert
#601-629 IMG Clip Art

tMeg]
(Color Only)

introductory Offer - Above Disks Ji

$2.99 Each
Lotto File

A Lottery Database
For all 1/1 Through 6/65 Lotteries

Allows Bonus Numbers

$17.95

BRE Software Dept.SRT
352 W. Bedford, Suite 104

Fresno, CA 93711
Customer Service (209)432-3072

Shipping:
:Pf.v Ore or)

Ground $2.50
2nd Day Air S4.0C

C O r: Add ;::; b:j

No
Sii-!:h;[rr;K

Vi:,E-
: WC
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Software Discounters
of America _ k „„ _

S.D. of A.

USA Canada Orders— 1-800-225-7638

PA Orders-1-800-223-7784

Customer Service 412-361-3291

1 Free shipping on orders

over $100 in continental USA
1 No Surcharge for VISA/MasterCard
1 Your Card is not charged until we ship

ORDER LINE HOURS: Mon.-Thurs. 9:00 AM-9:00 PM Fri. 9:00 AM-7:00 PM S.U. 10:00 AM-4:00 PM E.isIitii Time.

WBroderbunrJ-

The excitement of

the movie & the

challenge of the arcade

game are now on

your home computer.

May the force be

with you!

Star Wars
List $39.95

Our Discount Price $25

ACCESS
Leader Beard Golf

w/Tourn. Disk « I .

ACCOLADE
Bubble Ghost $22

Test Drive $25
ANTIC

HKODfcRKUVP

Karaleka .

.

Sky Chase .

.

Space Racer ..$19

.$25

Crash Gari

Cyher Paint 2.0 .

Typhoon Thompsor
CENTRA! POINT

Copy 2 $23
CINF.MAWARE
Del.-iidi- m the Crown$33

..549
Cvber Suilpl S59
Cyber Tenure $33

Flash $19
Phasar 3.0 S59
Spectrum 5t2 $44
ARTWORX
Bridge 3.0 $23

Centerfold Squares .. .$19

Daily Double Horse

Racing $!'J

Linkword German. . ..$19
I ink word Spanish . . . .$19

Strip Poker 2 $25
Slrip Poker Data Disk:

Female M or K $14 Ea.

AUDIO LIGHT

Fireione $23

Ctobal Commander . .$26

Hunl (or Red October $32

Lancelot $26

H.K IRONIC ARTS

i< Studio '.

HILL

..$39

Awesome Arcade H.utSi'!

Bard's Tale $32
Double Dragon $26

!'.! Midi- IV I Ul>!!>

D.I. GAS. Elite $11

IIAUDVILLE

Financial Cookbook .$9. HI)

Lords of Conquest . . $14
Marble Madness $9.8B

Mavis Reitcori Typing . $29

You'll never have to

stand in line again to

play the highest

acclaimed martial

arls game of all time.

Double Dragon
List $39.95

Our Discount Price $26

5tar Fleet 1 $35
Zany Coif .... $16
[PVX

Art & lilm Director $49
Aip of Rage Call

Battleship ,.,.$19
Caliturma li-,.. ., Call

Death Sword $19
I)...- Bomber $19
Final Assault $1b
Impossible Mission 2 $14
Melrotross $16
Space Smi inn Oblivion $19

Sub Battle Simulator - $14
lerhnocop , $11
low*, loppler $Ji
Winter (.antes ,$11
World Games $11

FTL

Dungeon Master $25
Oids ... $23
IMERSECT
Interlink $25
Revolver $13

ISO
Calamus $199
Master Cadd $44?

VIP Professional $95

[AC I '.VISION'

Silent Service $25
MINOSCAPE
Alien Syndrome $1)
Balance ol Power . $33
Balance of Power 199(1$ 1

1

Blmkhustei . . ,$25
Captain Blond

. $33

Combat Course. $2S
De Jj Vu 1 <:r .' $11

Caurttlet $11
Harr.er Combat
Simulator $11

Hostage . . $29
Indiana lones S
The Temple ol Doom$.l

!

into the Eagle". Nesl $25
loker Poker $11
Oul Run $33
Road Raider $25

Road Runner $31
Shadoweale . $13
Space Harrier $33
Superstar Ice Hotkey $11
Uninvited $33
W.ll.m $25
OMSIITRfNO

Can one Hack writer,

two Yale coeds & a

stale loaf of french

bread save the world

from a galadic

conspiracy!

Zak McKracken
List $44.95

Our Discount Price $29

.***

Power Spreadsheet .

Quest Disk

Universe 2

oi;:u\

PROGRESSIVE

Superbase Profes

PSYCNOSIS

Air Ball Const. Set .

national Soccer . .$25

. . S25 RAINBIRD

Si. Replay 4 SH9 ruptio

letr.i Quest $25

Time Bandit $25
Tune Up $33
MICHOLEAGUE

VVVVf- Wrestling $31

V,l( KOI'tiO-S

I,'MS Amor.

Universal S

SIERRA

Black Cauk:

Gold Rush .

KineN Que-

Cunship $33

Get out your fatigues

& shine your boots.

You've been drafted

for a top-secret training

camp for military elite.

Fast paced action.

Construction set option

Combat Course

List $39.95

Our Discount Price $25

Polite Quest 1 o 2S33 E.i.

Space Quest 1 or 2-ii i.i.

SIMON i. sUH'STUi
Slar Trek:

The Rebel L'niv

SOFTREK
Turbo ST ....$33

SPECTRUM HOLOfJYTF

SPRINGBOARD
Certificate Maker .,..$25
CM. Library Disl .. ..$19
SSI

Demon's Winter . . . .Call

Heroes of the La ce. $26

$26
Questran 2 . . .

.

....$33

$39
Set. $23

Wizard's Crnwn .. ..$26

SUBLOGIC
Flight Simulator ....$33

Winter Challenge. .

TIMEWORKS
Desktop Publisher. .

D.P. Clip Art:

Design Ideas

People, Plates & Thi

Symbols & Slogans

Swillc.ilc w.'Sideway:

Word Writer

MARK WILLIAMS

C Source Debugger
Mark Williams C. .

.

UNICORN
Decimal Dungeon. .

$9.8:

..$25

Scenery Disks:

#7-East Coast 518
Ci-C'liit.igo STB

TAITQ

Alton $25

Arcanoid $23
THREE SIXTY

Warlock $22
THUNDER MOUNTAIN
Summer Challenge. .$9.88

Math Wizard $2]

UNISON WORM)
Art Gallery 1 or 2 $19 Ea

Arl Gallery: Fantasy ..$11

Fouls & Bortlers $2:

Print Master Plus $2!

VER5ASOFT
dB Man 5.0 $14-

ACCESSORIES

CompuServe Starter IsitSl 1

Disk Case (Holds 30)S6.BI

Disk Driver Cleaner 3!iS(. .Ml

Epy> 500X1 loyslick .. ,$U
IMG Scan $65

e Pad . . $7.01

.$18.90

u Hal Handle $17

SONY
The #1 rated disks in S
the world are here at

low SDA pricing.

Certified to be 100% ~4

error free. Lifetime

guarantee by Sony.

Box of 10.

Sony VA DSDD
List $39.95

Our Discount Price $18.90 Bx.

P.O. BOX 111327—DEPT. ST—BLAWNOX, PA 15238

CUSTOMER SI

purchased wit

product purch
e same mercbam
S. return directly

lie.-; i:\mK! Phjj -_j_^'j^

ig Terms & Conditions Crei'ully Kei'mv flat mi; Your Order: Orders nil h i .i.hiers iherk or money order ship[

clearance. No CO. DA! Shipping: Continental I '.S. A.-Orders u:idi- MIKI ,ii III $ I; free shipping on orders 0'

7.50 on all orders. Sorry, nil other Internal ii ma I uriier. ,u I ejiltil) I'A re-ideul- add (> ':. -ales lai on the total a

.Fri.9AM-5:30l'M Eastern Time. RFASONSIOR (At I INC, t USI'OMLR SERVICE—11 2-3G 1-5291 (DSIatuso
.of A. is defective, please call for a return .iiitlmri/aiinn number. We » ill mil process a return wilhoul a 1

only. Other return- subject to a 211".. re-loikini: charge! Alter nil days from your purchase dale, plea

o the n will n. cepto rails 01 all. on S-D.ol

u immediately on in stock items! P
r $100. AK, HI, FPO, APO-add $:

ount of order including shipping 1

irder or back order (2)if any mercl
lurn aulb. M Dcfeclive merchand
refer to the warranty included «

rites & availability are subject 10 (
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Hard Drive Help

And Curator
BY A V I

START C N T R

D P L T K I N

BUTING EDITOR

As long-time owners of Magic Sac have

learned, using a hard drive is pretty

complicated. Data Pacific has devoted

much time, effort and documentation to

instruct users about it. To be fair, the

fault is not Magic Sac's; it stems instead

from the fact that the original 64K Ap-

ple ROMs (which are what the Magic

Sac uses) really weren't set up properly

to use a hard drive. The newer 128K

Apple ROMs used in Gadgets by Small's

Spectre 128 are designed to work with a

hard drive, making hard drive installa-

tion quite a bit simpler

If you want to use a hard drive with

Spectre 128, you'll have several options.

First of all, you can instruct Spectre 128

to reformat one partition of your hard

disk. The partition must have been

previously formatted for TOS and once

Spectre 128 has reformatted it, it will no

longer be available to your ST except

when you are running Spectre 128.

And, as usual, reformatting the partition

erases everything on it. A word of cau-

tion: it's best to assign the last partition

on your drive to Spectre 128-otherwise

TOS may not be able to read any parti-

tions beyond it

You need to know a few things first.

When you format a hard drive partition

under Spectre 128, the default settings

Supra 's FD-10 works quite well with Spectre

128—and you don't have to devotee hard

disk partition lo Mac programs and files. Use
the Spectre 128 hard disk formatting function

with SCSI device #4.

assume that you want to boot from the

hard drive. Of course, you probably will

want to do this eventually, but you must

first install the System Folder (contain-

ing the System and Finder) on the hard

drive If you run Spectre with the hard

drive autoboot set, but without the Sys-

tem and Finder on the hard drive parti-

tion, the result will be a complete sys-

tem crash (trust me on this one-I tried

it).

Further, until you set Spectre 128 up

properly to autoboot from the hard

drive, the hard drive icon will not auto-

matically show up on the Desktop. To

get it to appear; you must press a Func-

tion key (typically F3-for the first

Spectre hard drive partition). If you do

autoboot from the hard drive, however,

then the hard drive icon does show up

automatically.

The Floppy Alternative to a Hard Disk

If you own one of Supra's FD-10 "super

floppies," which store 10 megabytes on

a specially formatted 5'/4-inch floppy,

you will be delighted to know that this

device works quite well with Spectre

128. It is an SCSI device and Supra sets

its identification number to 4. To format

a FD-10 floppy, you just use hard disk

format under Spectre 128, setting the

SCSI ID to 4. Since you can interchange

the floppies, you aren't giving up one of

your hard disk partitions permanently.

Mac Graphics and Curator

Once you are up and running on your

Mac hard drive, you'll want to start put-

ting programs on it. One nice thing

about many Mac programs is that they

can accept clip art from other programs

through various methods, including (if

all else fails) the clipboard. Thus, clip

art has become very popular in the Mac

world and there are many commercial

and public domain clip art packages

available. The handiest collections are

START The STMonthly AS



Current Notes' Magic Sac PD Library.

The clip art is already in Magic Sac for-

mat, and the price is right. The Current

Notes library also includes many games

and fonts as well, all tested to run under

Magic Sac/Spectre.

There are many graphics "standards"

for Mac graphics and though most pro-

grams can read and save files in several

of the formats, it's helpful to have a con-

version program. Curator from Solu-

tions Internationa] is such a program,

but converting among the seven differ-

ent graphics formats it supports is only

graphics you need. As your collection of

graphics grows, it can become difficult

to find the file containing the one piece

of clip art you want to use. Curator can

find graphics by filename, partial file-

name, keyword or thumbnail. These last

two are very useful. Curator lets you as-

sociate special keywords with a

graphics file. These keywords are then

stored in a catalog so that by specifying

one or more keywords, you can find

files with any or all of those keywords.

Any file that matches the specification

has its thumbnail sketch displayed -a

Curator from Solu-

tions International i<

a Macintosh pro-

nthal ioto

one of the program's many useful fea-

tures. Curator is easy to use -it's all

menu driven and uses intelligently

designed dialog boxes.

Curator can be used either as an ap-

plication or desk accessory so that its

capabilities are available within other

programs. Changing the format of a

graphics file (including clip art) is quite

simple -just open the file under Cura-

tor, then save it with a different name,

specifying the save format. Common file

formats, such as MacPaint, PICT (Mac-

Draw), EPS (Encapsulated Postscript)

and TIFF (scanned documents) are all

supported, although not every format

can be converted to every other format.

Finding That Elusive Clip Art

Another useful feature of Curator is that

it can help you locate the particular

converts among

graphics formats,

but also helps you

to locate that par-

ticular piece of clip

art for your

masterpiece.

thumbnail sketch is a reduced represen-

tation of the graphics in the file -so you

can get an idea of the contents of a

graphics file without having to open it.

When searching by thumbnail sketch,

Curator even presents you with a win-

dow containing thumbnail sketches of

all the catalogued graphics on your disk.

Once you have found the file you

want to use, you can open it under Cu-

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

rator. If you were looking for the file by

thumbnail, opening the file is as simple

as double-clicking on the thumbnail

sketch. The full-size contents of the file

are shown in a window and you can cut

any portion (or the whole graphic) to

the Mac's clipboard. This is quite

handy; for example, let's say you're us-

ing MacDraft, a drafting package which

doesn't understand any of the seven file

formats supported by Curator, but can

accept graphics from the clipboard. Us-

ing the Curator Desk Accessory, you can

locate the graphic you need, open it, cut

out a piece to the clipboard, close up

Curator and then paste the contents of

the clipboard into MacDraft. Before Cu-

rator, you would have to quit MacDraft

and use another application (such as

MacPaint) to paste a graphic (if you

could find the right one) to the clip-

board, then restart MacDraft and paste

the graphic into the document.

There is one problem in running Cu-

rator under Spectre 128 or Magic Sac.

The Browse function, which lets you

work with the keywords for all graphics

at once (as opposed to the keywords of

a single graphics file at a time) causes a

system crash if you try to open a

graphics file. Aside from this problem

(which you can work around), Curator

works well and fulfills a very real need.

Now, if someone would just write such

a program for the ST!

START Contributing Editor David Plot-

kin is a chemical engineerfor Chevron

U.S.A. and has published several articles

in START and Antic.

Public Domain Clip Art
Disks, $4.00. Current

Notes, 122 N. Johnson Rd.,

Sterling, VA 22170.
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Magic Sac + ,S149. 95.

Data Pacific, Inc., 609 West
Speer Blvd., Denver, CO
80203,(303)733-8158.
CIRCLE 153 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Spectre 128, $179,95.

Godgets by Small, Inc. 40
West Littleton Blvd., #201-

211, Littleton, CO 80120,

(303) 791-6098.
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Curator, $139.95.

Solutions International, 30
Commerce Street, Williston,

VT 05495, (802)658-5506.
CIRCLE 155 ON READER SERVICE CARD

FD-10 Floppy Disk
Drive, $995. Supra Corp.,

1133 Commercial Way,
Albany, OR 97321, (503J
967-9075.

CIRCLE 157 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Small

Ms

Of Cables And Controllers

BY DAVID SMALL
START CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

WITH DAN MOORE

So, what's in this box called a "hard

disk" anyway?

Usually, when I ask questions like

that, a phillips-head screwdriver isn't far

away; I dig in and find out. If you feel

comfortable with hardware and know

about things like static electricity, I'd feel

free. (Warning! This will violate your

factory warranty!) One thing to be espe-

cially careful of are the heat sinks in

the power supply board. They'll have a

DANGER! tag on them, and for a darn-

ed good reason; they have 300 volts on

them! Touching them will guarantee

you at least a good jolt. I speak from ex-

perience; when my hard disk gave up

on trying to kill me just with software

errors, it tried to get me with hardware.

Because of the complexity of this

subject, it will take two columns to

complete this discussion of hard drive

hardware. This month, I'll focus on ca-

bling, converters and disk controllers.

Along the way, in these columns, I'll

take a few short detours to help orien-

tate you further For example, I'll men-

tion the SCSI bus as part of the hard

disk, but also point out that it's the

same SCSI that Apple uses on the Mac.

A hard disk for an

Atari consists of an
ACSI-SCSI con-

verter, a disk con-

troller, the hard disk

mechanism itself, a

power supply and
interconnecting

cables. There's a Jot

to know about each

component—and

they can all fail in

unspeakable ways!

This way, you'll be familiar with the jar-

gon. I've found that once someone has

the overview-the orientation-then the

usually narrow techie documents make

more sense.

You Start With the Cable. . .

First, let's look at the cable from the ST

to the hard disk. It has male DB-19 con-

nectors on either end and 19 conduc-

tors inside.

Helpjul Note: I have had two hard disk

cables go bad so jar. They usually go "in-

termittent"first, a maddening state where

your hard disk works, but gives errors that

are impossible to track down. Ijyou're get-

ting these errors, then it may be a warning

to you that your cable is deteriorating.

If your hard disk is giving flaky, un-

reliable performance, try switching ca-

bles. (This usually means a trip to the

dealer or borrowing a cable from a

friend. And for heaven's sakes, if you

find a bad cable, mark it "BAD!" before
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you throw it in your junk box. A year

from now, you might not remember it

was bad. (This is good practice tor all

bad cables, disks, PC boards, etc.)

This is made triply worse by the

18-inch cable lengths that Atari sup-

plies. This short length practically

guarantees some sharp bends in the ca-

bles; a few bends later, the internal con-

ductors break. Again, I've seen this

twice.

When 1 opened up one Atari cable to

fix it, 1 found numerous cold solder

joints, a sure sign of bad construction. I

have also seen cables get so twisted up

that the connectors inside the plug pull

towards one another and short out;

again, not good. Therefore, investing in a

spare hard disk cable wouldn't be a bad

idea at all. ICD has a particuarly nice

long cable I use and happily

recommend.

Electrically, this cable is on what is

known as the AC51 bus. This is Atari's

own custom interface used by no one

else in the industry. It does bear a pass-

ing relationship, however, to SCSI, (often

pronounced "scuzzy") which is an in-

dustry standard.

Let's follow the cable into your drive.

It plugs into a 19-pin female connector

on the case

A few manufacturers (iCD for one)

now supply a 19-pin daisy-chain twin

female connector on their ACSI plug-in

board. You can then plug another cable

from the first hard disk to a second

hard disk, much like daisy-chaining

floppy disk drives. This is both good

and bad. The good is that it lets you

add another hard disk; the bad is that

unless you know what you're doing, the

second drive won't work at all. The sec-

ond drive must be internally configured

(wired) to respond to a different SCSI

device number; otherwise, the two

drives will both respond to any com-

mand, confusing things terribly.

Also, the ACSI design is very sensi-

tive overall and may keep a second unit

from working at all, depending on

when your machine was built, cable im-

pedance, length, distance from a local

radio station (I kid you not), and so on.

Atari laser printers may aggravate this

situation as well.

ACSI to SCSI

From the 19-pin female connector on

the case, the signals enter the ACSI to

SCSI interface board. This board simply

converts the ACSI signals into the

Ihe Adaptec

ACB-4000 controller

is cheap and

reliable—nothing

too fancy.

industry-standard SCSI signals. Gener-

ally, the SCSI signals emerge on a 50-pin

ribbon cable from this board.

SCSI is the industry standard for

general communication between CPU's,

hard disks, and other high-speed de-

vices. It's really pretty neat and very

quick on its feet. The Apple SCSI con-

nector on the back of the Mac is a DB-

25 with only 25 pins, just like a modem
cable; how (you might ask) can Apple

use 25 pins when the SCSI standard is

50 pins? Well, of the 50 pins, 24 are

ground, and a few others aren't too im-

portant! With a little work, you can

convert an adapter cable from ihe Apple

25-pin SCSI to a standard 50-pin SCSI.

The innards of an Atari drive can then

be made to work with a Mac-that's

how compatible SCSI is across

machines!

The 25-pin spare connector on a

Supra drive is an Apple SCSI connector

for daisy-chaining drives. WARNING:

This is NOT a place to plug in a

modem or printer. Just because the

plug fits (DB-25) doesn't mean that

you should; it will almost certainly

destroy the Supra if you do.

The Disk Controller

Back to the SCSI ribbon cable coming

from the ACSI-SCSI board.

The 50-pin ribbon cable carrying the

converted commands and data plugs

into the disk controller. This is a stand-

alone computer with plenty of smarts.

The one I have, for instance, uses an

8085 microprocessor; that's one of the

many processors supplied in CP/M

machines.

The disk controller is a dedicated

computer which processes disk com-

mands sent to it over the SCSI wires

(bus). Most commonly, it reads or

writes 512-byte sectors to the hard disk

and passes the data from or to the ST.

Sometimes it's also asked to do things

like format the hard disks, or park the

disk heads

The board Atari usually uses is the

very popular Adaptec ACB-4000 con-

troller This is a pretty good controller;

cheap, reliable, nothing too fancy.

NOTE: The newest Atari designs have

merged the ACSI and hard disk controller

onto one PC board, eliminating the sepa-

rate 50-pin cable. This doesn't change this

discussion, really; just consider the two

merged on the Megafile drives.

From the controller there are two

cables to control the hard disk, one 34-

pin and the other 20-pin.

ST 506-Or, On to the Disk

A hard disk known as the ST-506

(a Seagate 5-megabyte unit) long ago

defined the signals in the 34-pin and

20-pin cables, so they're called an ST-

506 compatible interface If you look in

an IBM add-ons book, you'll see that

most of the hard disks are ST-506 com-

patible; that means you could plug most

of them into this controller, given the

correct software Electrically, they

should work okay and since both Supra
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and ICD supply software that let you

specify your controller and hard disk

specs, you can then format almost any

ST- 506 disk and make it go. I recom-

mend ICD and Supra because I have

personal experience with them; other

people have said good things about

other manufacturers whose products 1

haven't tried.

Many, many people are swapping out

their 20-megabyte hard disk mecha-

nism and replacing it with a 40-

megabyte half-height mechanism. In

this way, your Atari (or other) hard disk

suddenly becomes a 40-megabyte drive

Another very interesting alternative

is to add a second hard disk to the

ACB-4000 controller Atari uses. The

controller can run two drives by using

just a second set of ST-506 cables. I

have two 40-meg drives running from a

single controller The setup is very relia-

ble and it provides enough storage for

most of my purposes. The second

drive's partitions then become more

If your hard disk is

flaky, try switching

cables.

drive letters to add (the first drive is

C,D,E,F and the second is G,H,IJ). With

the street price of 40-meg mechanisms

at about $399, this is a very attractive

and cost-effective way of adding storage.

See my article in the Winter 1987 issue

of START, "Megabytes not Megabucks,"

for a more detailed description of how

to do this.

Note: Seagate's ST-4096, full-height,

80-megabyte, 28 millisecond (fasti)

drive is now down to about $515. This

is an incredible steal; 40-megabyte

drives usually cost about $400. Check

out the ads in Computer Shopper Maga-

zine, but remember, full-height mechan-

isms won't fit in many chasses.

The best 40-megabyte mechanism 1

know of for the price that would fit

directly into your ST chassis (eg., half-

height) is the Seagate ST-251-1; the

difference between the ST-251-1 and the

plain ST-251 is a little more cost, but a

lot faster average access time The per-

formance makes an astounding differ-

ence; I recommend It

Coming Attractions

Next column, I'll take a closer look at

the disk drive mechanism itself and the

power supply. I'll also give you a few

more tips on trouble-shooting and even

more suggestions for making the most

of your hard drive See you next time!

David Small is a START Contributing

Editor and the creator ofMagic Sac

and Spectre 128. Dan Moore is best

known in the Atari world as the creator

of Paper Clip for the 8-bit machines.

Turn Your Atari

into a Macintosh™

» Newest, Most Powerful Macintosh

Emulator Available for Atari Computers

COMPATIBILITY:
• Reads and Writes Macintosh format disks with your

Atari Disk Drive
• Runs the latest Mac Software like HyperCard™
• Uses Spectre Format or Mac Format Disks
• Requires 128K Mac Roms and an Atari Computer
• Hard Disk Compatible

SPEED:
• GCR allows you to "plug and play'

with Macintosh Disks; no need lo

copy Mac disks to Spectre disks

• Screen 30% larger and overall

speed is 20% faster than Mac Plus

Suggested Retail : $ 299.95

Available June 1989

%* ito&nn a M<§*
40 W. Littleton Blvd., #210-211 • Littleton, Co. 80120

Phone: (303) 791-6098 - Fax: (303) 791-0253

^NEwT^ INVENTORY CONTROL . . .

at CASH REGISTER PRICES!'

BAR CODE + PLUS!™!!

CRICIT is an integrated Cash Register &
Inventory Control package. For the price of a cash
register, you can own the complete Bar Code Ready
CRICIT System.

• Complete cash register functions

Flexible inventory control for 65,500 products
• Daily, period and yearly reporting
• Price/product labels with optional bar code
• Reads bar code directly from packaging
Coupon issue and redemption(fixed or % of sale)

Customized receipts, inventory and reporting
• Ready-to- mail purchase orders with automatic
re-order calculation

• Commission calculation for 15 sales clerks

• Mailing lists in fist and label formats
• Lay-aways, auto- discounts, stock searches
• Categories, departments, non-stock items
• Between- store reporting via modem
User-friendly error correction and training manual

$249 U.S. / $299 CDN
Demo disk is available

for $7 U.S./ $9 CDN

Nice & Software
103 Queen Street S.

Kitchener, Ontario

Canada N2G IW

I

(519) 744-7380 Dealer and Distributor Inquiries Welcome
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. cJ4 Time Travel <¥at\tasy~

An Illustrated Text Adventure

for the Atari ST
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$49.95
+$3.00 Shipping & Handling

SAS SOFTWARE
1495 Monterey Boulevard

San Francisco, CA 94127

(415)665-6566

WORLD OF ATARI
Produced by ST WORLD in co-operation
with Atari Corp. and supported by
GLASS, GAGE, CHAOS and MAGIC user
groups.

JUNE 24-2 5, 1989
HYATT REGENCY

DEARBORN, MICHIGAN
FORDISCOUNT AIRFARE, CAR RENTAL
AND LODGING RESERVATIONS CALL
(503)673-6621

Watch for future show dates for Dayton,
OH; Seattle, WA; SanJose, CA; Dallas, TX;
and Salt Lake City, UT.

For additional show information and
tickets contact:

ST WORLD

(503)673-2259
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Z&phyr distributing
brings you twognat add-ons for yourST
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>e or RS232 FAX and 200 dpi SCANNER]

?fa Cambridge zSS
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The Cambridge comcj with 32k of R,
database included with its operaling sj
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gging o 10 lb. laptop around. It even hns nn [-PROM slol
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The TEFAX by TECO.
A lightweight multi-

function FAX machine
that also will SCAN
images into your ST
for use with art

and desktop publishing

grograms, or as fax

om or to your ST.

$1295 + S & H

To order call STPlus
(800)759-1110

We have all ST
products at 30% off
software, and 20% off

hardware. Join our
Game of the Month
Club for $10 & save
extra 5% off the
hottest new game.
Win $100 credit If you
are a 1000th buyer.
WE DO HAVE IT ALL!
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Getting

Copyright Basics For

Beginning Programmers-

And Everyone Else

BY ANDREW REESE
START EDITOR

If you write computer programs -or just

have thought about it— you need to

understand copyright. In this and fol-

lowing columns, I'll try to explain rhe

basics of copyright for the computer

programmer; it's not an easy subject

and, like the computer industry itself,

it's constantly evolving.

As an editor and author, I deal with

the nuts and bolts of copyrights ever)'

day. 1 don't claim to be an expert in copy-

right; if you have a specific copyright

question, the best single piece of advice

1 can give you is to consult an attorney

who specializes in it. As a former lawyer

who studied copyright and handled

copyright matters, 1 hope to teach you

the concepts, so that you can decide

when or i/you need to talk to a lawyer

and then be a more perceptive con-

sumer of legal services.

Also, we'll focus here on copyright

under the federal law. There are state

laws that still apply to create a so-called

common law copyright, but federal law

is more important for computer pro-

grams than state laws arc.

Copyright 1989

Antic Publishing, Inc.

A copyright notice consists of three things: 1

.

The word "Copyright", its abbreviation or

symbol; 2. The date of first publication of the

work; and 3. The name of the owner of the

copyright.

What Is a Copyright?

Most simply and narrowly stated, copy-

right is the right to keep anyone from copy-

ing or using your intellectual work without

your permission. A copyright m a work-

the bundle of rights you have regarding

that work- must be distinguished from

the work itself, say, actual computer

program code. This may sound odd to

you, but the idea really isn't so foreign.

For example, your house and the land it

sits on is a thing, but without the legally-

defined bundle of rights that we call real

property, "your house" might not even be

yours. When you buy it, you not only

want its sunny dining room, but you

want even more the right to keep every-

one else out of it!

Copyright applies to movies, sculp-

ture, computer programs and almost ev-

ery other tangible form of communica-

tion. The federal copyright laws,

contained in Title 17 of the U.S. Code,

protects". . .original works of author-

ship fixed in any tangible medium of

expression, now known or later devel-

oped, from which they can be per-

ceived, reproduced or otherwise com-

municated, either directly or with the

aid of a machine or device."

That's a mouthful, but think of it this

way: it protects a tangible expression of

an original work. Let's take the first of

these phrases— tangible expression. If you

have an idea for a totally new killer

game floating around in your head, you

can't copyright it; it's not tangible and it's

only an idea. But the second you turn

that idea into code and type it into your

ST, it's covered by federal copyright law.
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Order Toll Free <

800-558-0003'
Order Info and Wl Orders

414-357-8181
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Order Toll Free

800-558-0003
Order Info and Wl Orders

414-357-8181 1

Atari ST Compatible Hardware Specials

SqpmDriYs
30 MB Supra Drive - ST 629 DEL

30 MB Mega Drive - ST 629 DEL

40 MB Mega Drive - ST 779 DEL

CALL FOR LOW PRICES ON
OTHER SUPRA PRODUCTS!

Free Delivery to the 48

contiguous states of the USA.

Indus GTS-1 00

$189

IB 5.25" Drive

$219

Accessories
Drive Master 34.95
Monitor Master ... .3495
Mouse Maste' 34.95
Mouse House 4.95
Mouse Pad 5 95
Tweetle Boarrf . ...49 95
Video Key . 64 95
3.5" Drive Cloanlng Kit 5.95
6 Way Surge Protector 14.95

MODEM PACKAGES

Supra 2400 Avatex2400HC

$155 $165

Getting Started

This brings up an important distinc-

tion, one you must understand: copy-

right does not cover ideas, it covers the

expression of those ideas. Perhaps a sim-

ple and very real example would help

here According to movie industry lore,

the go-ahead for the movie Alien was

based on a simple concept: "Jaws in

outer space." That idea (an implacable,

non-human, virtually invincible killer

hunting and slaughtering humans in a

spaceship) could not have been

copyrighted, but the movie based on it

could be and, of course, was.

Closer to home, the bare idea of us-

ing a graphic interface to manage a

computer's operating system is not sub-

ject to copyright. The expression of it is.

(This has been a touchy subject for

some years and will continue to be one.

Although the original concept for the

Mac interface came from a Xerox think

tank, Apple is very protective about its

version. At various times, Apple has ac-

cused Digital Research, Hewlett-Packard,

Microsoft and others of treading on Ap-

ple's copyrighted toes. At least one ma-

jor lawsuit is still in the courts.) Finally,

consider the difference between the idea

of a maze game with pursuing monsters

and the expression of that idea in Pac Man.

The second phrase above, original

work, means that your program must be

the product of your own mind. We at

START couldn't change the name of

LDW Power to, for example, "START

Power" and then claim a copyright; it's

not original with us. (Note again that

the concept of a computer spreadsheet

is not subject to copyright; the

expression -the program-is.)

A copyright, then, is simply a legal

means of protecting creations of the

mind. Just as there are laws that let you

keep trespassers from taking over your

house, copyright laws let you keep

trespassers from taking over your

program.

How Do I Obtain a Copyright?

At its core, this is easy to answer The

moment you type your new game into

your ST, you have a copyright in it.

Really, that's it. And that copyright ex-

tends fifty years beyond your death, as

specified in Title 17.

But if you do create a superior new

game, you'll undoubtedly want to share

it with someone, your buddy or even a

software company. If you just give a

copy to either one without doing any-

thing more, you've published your crea-

tion; if you didn't put a copyright notice

on it, you've probably lost any copyright

you had. Your dynamite game goes into

the public domain and anyone can copy

it or use your code. (There are a num-

ber of other ways to prevent this under

certain limited circumstances, but the

easiest protection is simply to add a

Copyright Notice.)
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Getting Started

continued from page 52

An example of how serious this can

be was the recent lawsuit between chip-

makers Intel and NEC. Intel created the

8086 microprocessor and licensed it for

manufacture by others. NEC created its

own version and Intel sued for copy-

right infringement, among other things.

The courts have held (so far) that

microcode "hard-wired" into the cir-

cuits of a microprocessor can be

copyrighted, but since Intel hadn't done

enough to protect its copyright by mak-

ing sure that its licensees put a copy-

right notice on the chip case, Intel had

lost its copyright in the 8086 chip. We ha-

ven't heard the last word on this, but

you can see how seriously the courts

treat copyright notices.

If you do put a copyright notice in

your code, what does that accomplish?

Essentially, it puts the world on notice

that you claim a copyright in your game

and that no one is free to copy it.

What's Necessary

In a Copyright Notice?

To be valid, a copyright must contain

three things: first, the word "Copyright",

"Copr." (its abbreviation) or the circled

©. Second, it must contain the date of

first publication and, third, it must in-

clude the name of the owner of the copy-

right. This last could be the name of the

creator or someone else depending upon

the circumstances of its creation, etc.

This notice should be located wher-

ever it will be seen by others. If the

game is published as a printed listing,

the notice should a part of it. If the

game is published only as a runnable

program and users are unlikely to look

into the object code on the disk, then

you should make sure that your copy-

right notice appears somewhere on the

display. The goal here is to make sure

that any potential infringer can easily

see the notice and know thereby that a

copyright is claimed.

What's Next-And a Tip

In the next column, we'll look at regis-

tration of a copyright, its whys and

wherefores, the differences between a

copyright and a trademark and some of

the ins-and-outs of copyright.

If you'd like to know more about

copyright, pick up a copy of The Copy-

right Book by attorney William S. Strong

at your local bookstore It's not a substi-

tute for the advice of a knowledgeable

attorney, but it is an excellent readable

sourcebook that can answer some of the

more esoteric questions we can't reach

in this column.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

The Copyright Book,
$6.95. The MIT Press,

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Cambridge, MA
02142.
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Corner

Special Effects Part IV:

How To Use

Traveling Mattes
; Y JON A . BELL

Cyber Point goes to the matte to

produce a space bubble. File

CYBRCRNR.ARC on your START
disk!

One of the most fascinating things you

can do with Cyber Paint is use it to alter

existing imagery-either a still DEGAS

image or an animation sequence-and

then composite it back with the original

imagery.

This is what were going to do in this

installment of the Cyber Comer: we're

going to use Cyber Paint to selectively

alter portions of a complex image with

/raveling mattes- a striking and very use-

ful visual technique

What's a Matte?

Quite simply, a matte is a mask. In

Cyber Paint, you can use mattes much

as Hollywood special effects people use

them to add spaceships, giant monsters

or futuristic buildings to scenes. A matte

can be used to cover or reveal selected

portions of an image. When it's used to

cover a portion of an image, then it's

probably a "hold-out" matte-one

which "knocks out" part of the back-

ground image and also serves as an

opaque silhouette to hold another image

within it, which may be added later

With traveling

mattes, you can
assemble several

layers of images for

unique visual

effects. If you'd like

to experiment with

them—and dupli-

cate this unique ani-

mation at the same
time-all you'll

need is Cyber Paint

and the file

CYBRCRNR.ARC on

your START disk.

When it's used to reveal part of an im-

age, it may serve as a "hole" or window

onto that specific image.

The latter use is what we're going to

experiment with in this issue. We're go-

ing to create an interesting deep space

sequence using a complex galaxy back-

ground, a ball matte and a sprinkling of

ADO/APM effects.

A Galaxy on Your Disk

On your START disk you'll find a file

called CYBRCRNR.ARC Un-ARC this

file, following the Disk Instructions else-

where in this issue. In the un-ARCed

file are three additional files; GAL-

AXY.PI1, SPHERE.PU and ZOOM.ADO.

You'll need all three files to create the

Space Sphere sequence. Once you've

un-ARCed the files and transferred

them to disk, make sure you have a sec-

ond disk available-preferably double-

sided-to save your finished animation

sequence, if not, format a fresh disk and

set it aside.

At this point, load Cyber Paint

(either version 1.0 or 2.0) into your ST,

then go up to Menu and select

Load/Save When the Load/Save menu

appears, click on .ADO (or .APM) to
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Cyber Corner

load ZOOM.ADO file from yourun-

ARCed files disk. This will set the

.ADO/.APM menu with the matte

movement parameters we want.

Soap Bubbles in Space

The effect we're going to create is that of

a refractive sphere flying through space.

As it zooms from offscreen, far left, to

the bottom right of your screen, it will

look like a crystal ball distorting its

background. My inspiration for this

effect came from the Joe Dante film

Explorers, in which a group of young

boys (assisted by some goofy extrater-

restrials) create a forcefield bubble that

enables them to travel into space. The

bubble is a blue sphere which encases

the boys' tiny spaceship. As presented

in the film, the bubble optical effect

{courtesy of George Lucas's Industrial

Light and Magic) distorted whatever

background it moved across, just as a

real glass bubble would if you held it up

to your eye and looked at your sur-

roundings.

To create the effect in the film, ILM

first filmed background plates of what-

ever scenery the bubble was to pass in

front of, then they matted in the bubble

imagery, which consisted of airbrushed

artwork, reflective lighting highlights

and a slightly smaller version of whatever

background was behind it on any par-

ticular frame. The result was a three-

dimensional-looking moving sphere.

The ADO/.APM parameters will make

our bubble move in our Cyberspace.

Now, go back to the Load/Save menu

and load SPHERE.P11. This is the matte

ball we'll use to create our sphere. Place

the ball in the Clip buffer by pressing

the Tab key, then erase the ball on frame

1 by pressing the Clr/Home key. Next,

press Return six times to create 61

blank frames.

Go back to the .ADO/.APM menu,

set Frame Mode to All, and then select

Preview. You'll see the clip buffer box

come in from the left side of your

screen and disappear off into the dis-

tance on the right. This is how your

crystal sphere is going to fly through the

scene. Now, click on Render Cyber

Paint will then render the blue ball

across all 61 frames. (When it's finished

rendering, you can leave the

.ADO/APM menu and play the anima-

tion once or twice to get an idea how

the final effect is going to look.) When
you've finished playing the animation,

save it to your freshly formatted disk

under the title MATTEBALSEQ. (You'll

want to save all your work files to disk

so you can use them in the future, if

you desire)

Next, go to the first frame ol the se-

quence you've just saved, make sure

Frame Mode is set to To All, then go up

to the Load/Save menu. Select .HI, then

select Under (or Underlay). Load the

picture GALAXY.P11 underneath the

flying ball sequence A menu box will

appear, asking if you want to do this

under all frames, starting with this

frame; click on Yes. Cyber Paint will

then load this DEGAS Elite picture un-

derneath your flying ball animation.

Now when you play the sequence the

flat blue ball will fly over this deep-

space galaxy background.

Go up to the Color menu and select

color 1 (the background color, or

black)-the first color on the left, top-

most row of the color palette Next,

make sure that you're still in To All,

then go to the Frame menu and select

Separate Then, on any frame of your

animation, left-click anywhere inside the

ball image. A menu box will appear, ask-

ing if you want to separate across all

frames. Click on Yes. Cyber Paint will

then fill the blue color of the sphere

with black. (It will also fill other occur-

rences of this dark blue where they ap-

pear on the galaxy picture, but don't

worry about this.) When Cyber Paint

has finished Separating the sphere im-

age, save this sequence to your fresh

disk, calling it BACKGRND.SEQ. The

"black hole" flying across the Galaxy

picture will serve as the "holdout matte"

for your replacement imagery.

Now, Kill this sequence from your

memory, and load MATTEBALSEQ
back into Cyber Paint. Go up to the

Color menu, and select color 2 from the

palette- it's a dark blue, almost black.

Then select Separate from the Frame

menu and left-click anywhere outside

the ball image, making sure you're still

in To All mode Cyber Paint will Sepa-

rate out the black background and ren-

der it as the dark blue (to make it

opaque). Go back to the Color menu,

select color 1 (black), and Separate the

ball across every frame just as you did

before When it's done, go to the first

frame of your animation, then go to the

Load/Save menu. Select .Pll and Under-

lay, then load the GALAXYPI1 picture

underneath all the frames of your se-

quence

As you can see when you play the

sequence, the black ball acts as a mov-

ing "window," revealing the untouched

Galaxy picture. Now, go back up to the

Frame menu, select Separate once more

and select color one (black) from the

Color menu. Separate everything out-

side the moving window imagery. You

now have a moving window on the

galaxy-and nothing else Save this ani-

mation sequence to your workdisk as

GALSPHERE.SEQ.

Now you're ready to create your

traveling matte.

Space/Time Distortions and

Other Fun Things

Now the going gets somewhat tricky-

and forgive me, but to produce the

effect we want, the going also gets a little

tedious. Don't worry- the results should

be worth it.

First, set your Frame Mode to To

Frame, then go to the first frame of your

sequence where the background imag-

ery appears. Now, in tliis exact order, do

the following across the next 60 frames:

1. Press Tab. This will Clip the image

and save it to the Clip buffer.



2. Press Clr/Home. This will clear the

current image from the frame.

3- Press I. This will invert the image in

your Clip buffer

4. Left-click your mouse button to invert

the image. (Note: Before you do this, make

sure your mouse cursor is below the galaxy

5. Right-click your mouse button to set

the inverted image on the frame.

6. Press the right arrow key on your

keyboard to advance to the next frame

7. Repeat the above procedure on the

frame, and continue until you've

finished the entire sequence

(If you're groaning in pain at the

thought of all this repetitive work,

don't- it's actually quite easy to get a

rhythm going if you're using the key-

board to enter your commands. Tab,

Clear, I, left-click, right-click, right arrow,

repeat. Pretty soon you'll be doing it like

an automaton, but don't get going too

fast-you want to make sure you get

every frame)

Now, when you've finished inverting

all of the circular Galaxy images, save

this to disk as GALSP1NV.SEQ. Set the

Frame Modes to To All, go to the first

frame of your inverted galaxy anima-

tion, then go to the Load/Save menu.

Select Underlay, then load

BACKGRND.SEQ-the holdout matte

sequence-into your inverted imagery.

When it's done, play the animation.

Fascinating, isn't it? You see the

sphere effect mainly by how it distorts

and alters the background -one of my
favorite Cyber Paint techniques.

Wrapping Up

There are ways to simplify these proce-

dures, of course, and the results will

look different. You can Defocus, Crystal-

ize or Antialias a copy of the Galaxy

picture, save the altered image to disk,

load that as an Underlay into your MAT-

TEBAL.SFQ, then load your original

BACKGRND.SEQ under that. Experi-

ment with the features in Cyber Paint

2.0's Pixel f/x menu and see what you

can come up with. Try adding more

frames (when I originally did this se-

quence, it ran 100 frames long), random

sparkling highlights or flashes of light

on the sphere every dozen frames or so.

And don't forget to try out these tech-

niques with other Cyber animations

(including CAD-3D 2.0 objects).

That's it for this issue In the future,

we'll talk about miscellaneous lighting

effects such as sparkles, and how to use

the classic START program Pixel-Pro

with Cyber Paint.

Jon A. Bell is theformer Associate

Editor ofSTART, and is now Managing

Editor ofORACLE, The SQL Database

Journal.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Cyber Paint 2.0,

$79.95. Antic Software, 544
Second Street, San Fran-

cisco, CA 94107, (800)
234-7001.

EUROPEAN SOFTWARE
1(800) HHH- 9273

IMPORTED BY SIDELINE SOFTWARE
81 West Commercial Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309

BARBARIAN II 30.00
VICTORY ROAD 30.00
RETURN OF THE JEDI 30.00
CRAZY CARS II 30.00

I. S. S. ACTIVISON 30.00

SUPERMAN 35.00

BATMAN 30.00

IKARI WARRIORS 24.00
INTERNATIONAL KARATE +30.00
HOSTAGES 35.00

F 16 FALCON HJJK 32.00

LOMBARD RALLY 32.00

ARKONOID

I

20.00
ARKONOID II 30.00

OPERATION WOLF 30.00

THUNDERBLADE 30.00

S STAR PACK 5 Games 35.00
STARWARS 25.00
OUTRUN 25.00

Many Others in Stock NEW TITLES WEEKLEY i

DIRECT IFROM ENGLAND!
READ THE LATEST NEWS, REVIEWS,

AND SEE ALL THE HOT NEW RELEASES!

Full Color HIGH GLOSSY
ST ACTION 5,50

ST USER 5.50

ST WORLD 5.50

THE GAMES MACHINE 5.50

ATARI ST FORMAT W/ DISK 10.00

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOMED
Florida Res. Add 6% Taj

Other Questions
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mk ___^Fesesign elegant Fonts for all your
Desk Top Publishing needs with Hyperfont.

HyperFont™ gives a fresh approach to solving the problem of obtaining

high quality fonts for Desk Top Publishing or drawing applications. Unlike other

font editors, HyperFont uses a font description to generate any desired size for

any GDOS™ device from the same template. HyperFont uses character outlines

instead of simple pixel arrangements. In this way, the font design can be changed

as often as desired. You can generate with a few clicks all the fonts you'll ever

want, at the precise size you need.

Since the Atari ST supports GEM™ Metafile fonts (which are pixel fonts), up

until now you had to make changes in each size of the font. Designing a new font

was, in most cases, out of the question. With HyperFont you design the font once,

and it remains easy to change or re-size. You can effortlessly generate a GEM font

at any size you need.

In addition, you can cut and paste between up to four edit windows, making it easy to transport different attributes

from one font to another. The single most useful feature of HyperFont, however, is the ability to use images as

templates for your font design. You can use screenshots of fonts you already have in one size, but need in another-or use

scanned images of various typefaces. This speeds up the design process incredibly, and makes it easy even for novices

to make beautiful fonts.

HyperFont takes the ST a step closer to professional Desk Top Publishing with this true outline font editor.

Just $49.95

from

Michlron^

Let Personal Finance Manager take the worry out of handling your money!
Personal Finance Manager is a

sophisticated personal Banking Program

that balances your check book, keeps your

records straight and does so much more.

Standing Orders and automatic

payments are handled with ease.

Personal Finance Manager allows

budgeting of both expenditures and
income. Budgets can be set over a year,

in. am "^' -•'•"

quarter, or month, and then displayed cither

in figures, or as a bar graph for a given

period. Income/expenditure amounts for

these budgets can be shown as a pie chart so

you can see in a moment where your money
has gone.

Whether for the home or a small

business, balancing your accounts couldn't

be simpler. And Personal Finance
Manager lays out your transactions just like

a hand written checkbook so you'll find it

easy to follow. Intuitive GEM™ drop down
menus and dialog boxes provide the ultimate

user interface. Available for just $49.95!!

j^Michfron^
•n (J/J] 334-5700 #»* if CIRCLE 023 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Great New Graphics Tools

From Migraph

Easy Tools, Touch-Up, Draw Art and Scan Art

BY DAN FRUCHEY

Migraph entered the ST market three

years ago with Easy Draw, a superb

object-oriented graphics program that

puts even MacDraw and GEM Draw to

shame. While Easy Draw remains the

flagship of the Migraph line, Liz and

Kevin Mitchell have now published

Easy Tools, Scan Art, Draw Art, and

Touch-Up to complement Easy Draw.

While these four products are in-

tended to be used with Easy Draw they

can, with the exception of Easy Tools,

also be used to enhance other graphics

and desktop publishing programs. You

will, however, need at least one mega-

byte of memory and a double-sided

drive to run Touch-Up or Easy Draw

with Easy Tools. A double-sided drive

will also be necessary to read either or

the clip art collections.

Easy Tools

Easy Tools is a collection of graphic

tools that expand the capabilities of

Easy Draw. The toolbox is packaged as a

desk accessory that remains dormant

until Easy Draw is loaded into memory.

Then an icon appears on the screen

that allows access to Easy Tools' addi-

tional functions.

Easy Tools precisely manipulates

object-oriented graphics and text. It will

Desk File Page Zoon E

Sngul tor Value: B.ea Deg,

Last 1 itatinrt : H.HH D?g,

ringlE to Rotate: It, Gil Dcg.

You can look at

objects from oil

angles with Easy

Tools. One of its

mast powerful tools

is the Rotator,

which, as you can

guess, rotates

objects on any axis

and at any angle—
and lets you dupli-

cate and resize them
during rotation.

measure, create, duplicate, resize and ro-

tate graphics and graphic text with little

effort- It speeds up many of the mun-

dane steps required to produce object-

oriented graphics. Easy Tools will create

grids of any size, precisely size and

place graphics with up to 1/1,000-inch

accuracy and copy graphics in any size

from 1 to 999 percent of the original.

One of the most powerful tools avail-

able is the Rotator, used (as the name

says) to rotate graphics. Objects can be

rotated on any axis and at any angle.

During rotation, objects can be dupli-

cated and resized to create designs and

patterns quickly.

GEM programs that follow the stan-

dards established by Digital Research

can't rotate text, because they use GDOS
fonts. This limitation is especially frus-

trating if you want to create rotated text

banners and sidebars. Easy Tools in-

cludes a polytext function that lets you

create text that can be rotated and

manipulated. The rotated text can then

be used in Easy Draw or exported to

other programs that also succumb to

this GEM limitation.

Easy Tools is an essential addition to

Easy Draw for professionals who use

graphics. Carpenters, architects and en-

gineers will find this powerful tool in-

dispensable when creating scale models

or plans. Artists, designers and desktop

publishers will find that Easy Tools

saves time and helps avoid costly page
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Review Graphic Tools from Mtgrapb

Desk F le Page loan Edit Arrange Text Line Pattern Color
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The Inquisitor fea-

ture in Easy Tools

lets you enter the

coordinates and

form rather than

using the mouse to

stretch, shrink and
position the figure.

layout mistakes. If you use Easy Draw,

Easy Tools will prove to be an enjoyable

addition to your system.

Touch-Up

For the last two years, I have been using

a scanner to copy monochrome images.

1 have hundreds of scanned-in pictures

and I use them quite frequently. Previ-

ously, I couldn't edit my pictures once I

had scanned them. Programs like

DEGAS Elite allow users only to load

and edit a single screen of picture data.

The pictures I had scanned in at 300

dots per inch were sometimes^ive times

the size of a single screen.

Migraph's Supercharger addition to

Easy Draw allowed some very primitive

dot-by-dot editing of image files and it

could clip out specific portions of a pic-

ture for use. Unfortunately, Supercharger

went no further- it's an advanced pic-

ture conversion utility, not a paint

program.

Enter Touch-Up, Migraph's advanced

paint program and picture conversion

utility rolled into one. Touch-Up can

create and edit bit-mapped graphics us-

ing virtually any picture format that is

currently accepted by ST and Mega

computers. In addition, Touch-Up will

import pictures from many non-ST for-

mats to give you the graphics versatility

of other systems.

Touch-Up works on both color and

monochrome monitors. However, while

you can load color images, you can only

edit them as monochrome images. Dur-

ing the loading process, you must

choose a method of converting the

colors to black and white. All output is

monochrome.

Touch-Up uses the standard mouse,

windows and drop-down menus every

ST user has come to expect. To the left

side of the working area there is also a

series of icon-oriented option menus

used to access the various modes.

Features, Features, Features

One of the chief attractions of this pro-

gram is a freely adjustable working area.

From postage stamp-sized images to

graphics five times the size of a single

screen, Touch-Up loads them all with-

out a hitch. If you need more room to

merge additional graphics, you can

readjust the size of the working area at

any time. A resizable clipboard is also

available for storing and editing com-

pleted pictures or portions of pictures.

Four zoom levels are available at all

times. You can zoom in for detail work

or zoom out to the full page mode to

obtain an overall view of pictures in

progress. Most editing functions must

be performed in one of the zoom

modes, but overall changes like masking

and use of fill patterns can be per-

formed in the full page mode.

Touch-Up includes all of the options

normally found in a paint program. You

can create boxes, lines, polylines, arcs,

wedges and ellipses almost automati-

cally. Line style and thickness, shadow

style and direction, brushes and fill pat-

terns are all adjustable. Pictures can be

copied, rotated, flipped, mirrored,

slanted, stretched or sized using the

clipboard and working area.

There are many versatile extra

touches that save time and add a great

deal of power to Touch-Up. These in-

clude creation of B-spline and bezier

curves, masking and automatic outlin-

ing of graphics.

One extra I found especially useful

is the Clean Up mode. Scanned pictures

normally contain stray pixels where

the hardware picked up ghost images,

smudges, or dirt. Normally a great deal

of time is required to erase these in-

dividual dots so that pictures will look

sharp. The Clean Up mode automati-

cally erases stray dots on the page. If

you do have scanned clip art, this mode

is a real time and sanity saver.

From images the

size of a postage

stamp to graphics

that are five times

the size of a single

screen, Touch Up
loads them all with-

out a hitch—and
you can readjust the

size of the working
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Touch-Up uses 12 resizable vector

fonts. Publishing Partner and Page

Stream fans may recognize the designs

as they are based on the same fonts.

Any text created with Touch-Up is treat-

ed as a bit image graphic, not as edit-

able text. This has many advantages.

Text can be manipulated in many ways

normally inaccessible within Easy Draw

and other programs that follow GEM
standards. Styles available to modify the

included fonts include bold, light,

italics, backslant, outline, underlined,

filled and fat. Text created with Touch-

Up consumes less memory than GDOS
text and allows much more versatility.

They do, however, cease to be

resolution-independent when created

this way.

Pictures can be loaded and saved in

many ST formats including Printmaster,

DEGAS/DEGAS Elite, Image and NEO-

chrome. You can also load and save

MacPaint, PCX and TIFF graphics nor-

mally used by Apple and IBM com-

puters. When you're finished creating

your art work it can also be saved in

GIF or Amiga IFF formats.

On top of these capabilities, Touch-

Up also includes a slide show utility, di-

rect output to printers via GDOS, the

ability to lock modes in place, tear-away

menus, editable file paths, sample

graphics and a utility that speeds up

mouse movements.

Touch-Up is a powerful design tool

that is a suitable companion for any

Scan Art monochrome bit-mapped images, edited extensively to provide crisp, clean output.

Scan Art has over 100 graphics with themes such as animals, food, holidays, the office,

performing arts, school, sports and transportation.
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graphics or publishing software you

own. What Easy Draw is to object-

oriented graphics, Touch-Up is to bit-

mapped graphics. The program can be

compared favorably to MacPaint, PC

Paint and other high resolution paint

programs on those other systems. For

the casual user, Touch-Up might be a bit

option-heavy, but for the professional

user Touch-Up has all the power you

need.

Migraph is helping to broaden ac-

ceptance of the ST by supporting im-

portation and exportation of non-ST

standard graphics formats. Many collec-

tions of graphics already exist on other

systems and now it is possible to retain

the power of an ST and still have the

graphics selection other computer

owners boast about.

I am extremely impressed with

With Touch-Up, you

can create and edit

bit-mapped

graphics using

whatever picture

format your ST can

handle-and even

some non-ST

formats.

Touch-Up; it is a quality product that

will definitely save time on desktop

publishing and graphics projects.

Away With the PSK?

A controversy has arisen over Migraph's

use of a Program Security Key (PSK)

with Touch-Up. The PSK, sometimes re-

ferred to as a "dongle" (don't ask me

why), must be plugged into the parallel

port first or Touch-Up won't run. It does

not interfere with your printer or any

other programs.

The PSK should limit piracy of

Touch-Up, while still letting you load

the program onto a hard disk. I have

mixed feelings about it. While I don't

believe application programs should be

copy-protected, I'll take the bad with the

good and Touch-Up is very good.

Scan Art

Scan Art is a collection of monochrome

bit-mapped images (clip art) obtained

from popular design resources. The

scanned pictures have been edited ex-

tensively to provide crisp, clean output.

The collection comes on two double-

sided disks and has over one hundred

graphics with themes such as animals,

food, holidays, the office, performing

arts, school, sports and transportation

The images are saved in GEM Image

format (.IMG) and can be used with

most publishing and graphics programs
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Drow Art images are object-oriented clip art. They're not as crisp as the Scan Art ir

they're far more flexible.

and in those word processors that im-

port graphics. The pictures can be used

with programs that run in any screen

resolution without resorting to conver-

sion utilities.

Scan Art has saved me many hours

of searching for appropriate graphics. I

frequently use Scan Art in the newslet-

ters and brochures 1 create for clients

and friends. Creating commercial publi-

cations? Don't worry. Scan Art can be

used in your projects without copyright

infringement (a potential problem with

public domain pictures).

A catalog included with Scan Art

shows each graphic. There's also an in-

dex that lists their dimensions. This

well-documented product will make an

excellent addition to any clip art col-

lection.

Remember, however, that Scan Art is

sold only on double-sided disks. If you

have only a single-sided drive, you will

have to ask a friend or cooperative

dealer to copy them to single-sided

disks.

Draw Art

While Scan Art is composed of bit-

mapped images. Draw Art is a collection

of object-oriented clip art drawn by

graphic artist Tom Ethen. The collection

of over one hundred images comes on

two double-sided disks, thus raising the

same potential problems as Scan Art. Its

themes include animals, arrows, bor-

ders, buildings, computers, maps, office

equipment, sports equipment and tools.

Because Draw Art is object-oriented,

its graphics can be "disassembled" and

used in many different ways. As an ex-

ample, the front wall of a house can be

removed to reveal an interior presented

in three-dimensional realism. You can

remove the lens from a 35mm camera

image to show the shutter planes; the

possibilities are endless. This ability is

unique to object-oriented graphics and

has tremendous potential.

Graphics for almost every conceiv-

able application are included in the col-

lection. From baseball bats for little

league flyers to detailed houses for real

estate ads, Draw Art is an exceptional

collection of high-quality artwork.

A catalog of the pictures is included,

along with hints and ideas on using and

displaying Draw Art.

Object-oriented graphics (also called

vector graphics) have another distinct

advantage over bit-mapped graphics.

Bit-mapped graphics can only be en-

larged to a certain point before their

lines and curves display jagged stair-

step patterns that make them look

blocky and unattractive. Vector graphics

are saved as shape and pattern defini-

tions rather than pixel-by-pixel bit-

mapped images and thus can be resized

endlessly without a loss in resolution or

detail. When changes are made in an

object-oriented graphic the computer

recalculates the relationships between

objects and optimizes each component

so that the pictures will look their best

no matter what screen resolution or

output device is used.

I have yet to find a project where I

have not used some form of object-

oriented graphic. Draw Art is an invalu-

able addition to my graphics library. It

speeds up projects and allows me many

variations in design. Creating object-

oriented art is a time-consuming task;

using Draw Art is quick and painless.

And In Conclusion. . .

Even Siskel and Ebert would offer "Two

Thumbs Up" for these four outstanding

efforts by Migraph. They're that good

Dan Fruchey, formally the desktop pub-

lishing columnistfor ST Applications,

works as a paramedic in Santa Rosa,

California and runs a small clip-art

business on the side.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Draw Art, $69 95; Easy
Tools, $49 95; Scan Art,

$49.95; and Touch-Up,
$179.95. Migraph, Inc., 200
S. 333 Suite #220, Federal

Way, WA 98003, (206)

838-4677 for information or

(800) 223-3729 for orders.

CIRCLE 159 OH READER SERVICE CARD
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by Heidi Brumbaugh,

START Programs Editor

In celebration of this issue's Arcade Addic-

tion article by Tom Byron, here are three

game tips compiled after intensive research

by the START staff:

Defensive Groundwork
When Missile Command starts to get

hectic, around the fourth level, spread a

thin line of lasers from both missile

silos at the very beginning of the round

to pick off the first line of attack. Use

both silos evenly so you don't exhaust

your missile supply from either one of

them early on.

Keep your Balance
The trickiest jumps in Tower Toppler

are when you are jumping over a

bouncing eye-timing in this devious

situation is critical. Give yourself a head

start by getting into position as close to

the edge of the ledge as possible.

Beware-hang over too much and the

eye might knock you off as it bounces

by, but getting as close as possible to the

edge without falling off will give you the

time you need to get clear when you

make your jump.

Steady the Pace
Arkanoid is a fast-paced game and

watch out-the longer you live in a sin-

gle turn the faster it gets. We've noticed

that the ball speeds up if you hold the

paddle in the same position for too

long. If the ball is thrashing around on a

part of the screen where you don't need

to hit it very often, keep the paddle

moving back and forth.

Install Application:
Setting it Up
One feature of the ST Desktop's power-

ful Install Application option is that it

lets you bypass the standard "Open Ap-

plication" dialog box you see when you

double-click on a program with the ex-

tension TTP

In most cases TTP programs work

on files that all have the same file ex-

tender. For example, ARCX.TTP always

works on hies with the extender .ARC.

Install Applications lets you set up your

system so that ARCX.TTP will automati-

cally un-ARC any file you double-click

on that has the extender .ARC

To use Install Application, single

click on the application you want to in-

stall, for example ARCX.TTP When the

program icon is highlighted, click on

"Install Application. .

" under the Op-

tions menu. The button "TOS-takes

parameters" should be highlighted; if it

isn't, single-click on it. Now type in the

file extension ARC next to Document

Type-

Click on OK (do not press Return).

You must save your Desktop to your

boot disk so that the next time you turn

on your computer you will still be able

to double-click on ARC files to un-ARC

them.

Install Application:
Solving the Problem
Install Application works great, so

what's the problem? Say you have

ARCX.TTP in the folder UT1LS in drive

D, but the file you want to un-ARC is in

your SCRATCH directory on drive C. If

you double-click on your archive file

the system will first look for ARCX.TTP

in the SCRATCH directory. If it doesn't

find it, it will look for it on drive A. If

ARCX.TTP isn't there you will get an er-

ror message telling you that the system

can't find the file you just tried to

access.

You can solve this problem by edit-

ing your Desktop Information file

(DESKTOPINF) and explicidy giving

the path name for ARCX.TTP Load

DESKTOPINF into your word processor

and replace ARCX.TTP* with

D:\UTILS\ARCX.TTP* in the line:

#P 03 04 ARCX.TTP* *.ARC*

Save the file in ASCII format and reboot

the system.

Assembly Language
Challenge
The assembly language code listing in

this issue's Programming in Pascal

column calculates the position of a pixel

on the screen and performs an exclusive

or (eor) on that pixel. This routine is

fast, but it could be faster To see how

fast that routine could work the Clip-

board is issuing a challenge:

Submit your version of the

FLIPPIXM.S routine to the Clipboard

(544 Second Street, San Francisco, CA
94107) in hard copy and disk format.

Comment each line of code, and in-

clude in the comment line the number

of clock cycles each instruction takes.

Enclose with your entry a cover letter

with your name, address, daytime

phone number and the total number of

clock cycles your routine takes.

The monochrome version of Small

Flight (SFLTASMLPAS) must work with

this routine without any modifications.

The fastest routine will be published in

the Clipboard in a future issue of

START, and the winner will receive $25.

All material becomes the property

of Antic Publishing and may not be re-

turned. In case of a tie, the entry with

the earliest postmark will win. Entries

must be received by June 30, 1989.
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This issue we continue to provide you with top commercial-quality programs from

GFA Systemtechnik with GFA Vector. Use this program with GFA Object (from the

May 1989 issue) and the GFA BASIC 2.0 interpreter (from the January 1989 issue)

to create great 3D animated sequences for your programs. File VECTOR-ARC; runs

in medium or high resolution.

Computerized Concentration games aren't new, but Jon Rick's Match Quiz ST

will really knock your socks off. This game combines color-cycled animation with

musical medleys for a dazzling display. Use Match Quiz ST to teach your children

arithmetic or musical notes, or create your own trivia files to match wits with

players of all levels. File MATCH.ARC; runs in low resolution.

For a diversion this month, try Charles Baily's STPinochle. Play this classic

card game against two computer opponents. You can customize many of the rules

in this challenging game File PINOCFILE.ARC; runs in low resolution.

Also on your START disk are some great tools for serious ST users. If you're

writing a screenplay, Mike Perry's WordPerfect Macros will make formatting your

work a snap-so you can get right to the creative aspects of writing. File

WPMACROS.ARC; requires WordPerfect.

New to spreadsheets? Then dive into Christopher Herd's Financed Investment

Gain/Loss Statement template to get started. This template complements START'S

new Business Applications column. File GAINLOSS.ARC; requires a spreadsheet

that can read WKS format files.

Another new START column this issue is Programming in Pascal. Bruce Wiebe

introduces you to assembly language programming- and shows you how to use it

to get your Pascal programs really moving. See his Small Flight demo on disk, and

read the Clipboard in this issue for START'S assembly language challenge. File

SMALLFLTARC, runs in medium or high resolution.

Finally, the CyberPaint files on your

START disk let you follow along with

Jon Bell's Cyber Corner this issue as

Jon describes how to use traveling

mattes for stunning optical effects. File

CYBERCNR.ARC; requires a color mon-

itor and CyberPaint.

Business Applications. . . Page 92

NO START
DISK?

CALL (800)
234-7001

!
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Disk Instructions

How to Get Our Programs Up and Running

Each article in this issue with a disk icon next to its title on the Table of Contents or "On Disk" on its first page has an accom-

panying file on your START disk. These files are archive files-they've been compressed with the Archive Utilities Set, or ARC, a

public domain program available for many personal computers. We use the ARC utility to squeeze the many files that may go

with a particular article into one compressed file, which may be only 40 percent the total size of the original files.

In addition to the archive files, you'll find the program ARCXTTP, which stands for ARChive eXtract, on your START disk.

You'll use this program to decompress, or extract, the disk files we've shrunk down with ARC.

All programs on your START disk are copyrighted. They are for your own private use, and are not public domain.

Getting Started
To use the files and programs on

your START disk, please follow these

simple instructions. You'll need two

blank, formatted single- or double-

sided disks to properly extract the

files.

Your START disk is not copy-

protected and you should make a

copy of it immediately to the first

blank disk. Make sure the write-

protect window is open on the START

disk at all times to insure that you

don't accidentally erase the disk.

Note: Ifyou are unsure how to for-

mat a disk, copy a disk or copy individ-

ual files, please refer to your original

Atari ST or Mega manual and study

these procedures carefully before going

on.

After you've copied your original

START disk, store it in a safe place

and label the copy disk "START

Backup."

Now, put your START Backup disk

in Drive A of your computer and

double-click on the Drive A icon to

see the disk's contents.

Un-ARCing the Files

To use START'S compressed disk files,

please follow these steps:

1. Copy the ARCed file you wish to

use and the program ARCXTTP from

your START Backup disk onto your sec-

ond blank formatted disk. When you're

finished, label it Un-ARC disk.

2. Now you'll extract the compressed

files from the ARC file you just copied.

Insert your Un-ARC disk into Drive A. If

the Drive A window is already open on

the Desktop, you can press the Escape

key to see the new disk directory.

Otherwise, double-click on the Drive A

icon to see the directory. Double-click

on ARCXTTP The following dialog box

will appear:

open application

Hane; ARCX
Parameters;

.TTP

1 hk 1 1 Cancel ]

3. Type in the name of the ARC file

you just copied over to your Un-ARC

disk and press Return. You do not have

to type in the extender .ARC You can

type in the name in upper or lower

OPEN APPLICATION

Hane: ARCX
Paraneters:

.TTP

•t

1

1
1 OK 1 1 Cancel

the name of the ARC file. You must type

the filename exactly as it appears in the

directory.)

4. As the program runs, it will dis-

play the names of the individual files as

it extracts them, similar to the example

below.

Archive; SAMPLE, ARC

Extracting file! EXAMPLE. PRG

Extracting filclFILE.TXT
Extracting file! SAMPLE, PIC
Extracting file! README

(Note: If ARCXTTP can't find a file, it

may be because you have misspelled

When ARC has successfully ex-

tracted all the files, it will return to the

Desktop and you will see the onginal

files within the directory window, along

with the archive file and the ARCXTTP
program. You may now use any of the

START files as you wish; just follow the

instructions in the appropriate article in

this issue

To use any other archive files on

your START disk, simply repeat the

above procedures. Be sure you begin

each time with a blank, formatted disk.

In addition to the runnable pro-

grams, some ARC files may also contain

source code listings or an ASCII text file

(called BREAKDWN.TXT, for example)

which describes the program's structure

You can examine such a file from the ST

Desktop by double-clicking on its icon

and then clicking on Show (to see it on

the monitor) or Print (to print it out). I
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PD NUDES 1

THE ULTIMATE ATARI ST GRAPHICS DEMO

- Public domain collection of beautiful

female nudes fill each disk

- It's like the swimsuit issue, without

the swimsuits!

- Specify single or double sided: top

rate spectrum graphic viewer included

- Order PD NUDES disk 1, 2, or 3 for

$10 each, or all 3 for $25.

You must state you are over 18 years of age

To order send check (cash/money order NOT

accepted) to: Data Foundations

Dept 200C

2208 Meloy Rd.

Kent, OH 44240
CIRCLE 060 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Capture Color Video Images: only $249. 95

Capture B/W Images: only S149. 95

Now you can easily and inexpensively acquire images
Irom any standard video source - videotape, camera, disk -

for display on your ST. Capture time is less than six seconds.
and you have complele control ot displayed color levels

(or gray scales in monochrome).

ComputerEyes has everything you need;
Interface hardware, complete easy-to-use sollware support

on disk, and owner's manual. It fully supports all

ST graphics modes and a variety of image formais and
is compatible with virtually all popular graphics programs

Think of the possibilities!

ComputerEyes is backed by a one year warranty and the

success of over 10.000 systems sold. Satisfaction

guaranteed or reiurn ii within ten days lor lull refund.

Demo disk available. $3. See your dealer or order direct.

Forr 1 information call 617-329-5400

To order call 800-346-0090

66 Eastern Avenue Dedham. MA 02026
VISA. M'C. or COO accepted
SSH S^lorCompulerEyes

add 5% sales la*

CIRCLE 051 ON READER SERVICE CARD J?
ProCopy ST

BACKUP
UTILITY

You can't backup your software
because copy protection locks
you out. ProCopy is the key!

Protects against the accidental loss of

expensive software

Works with all Atari STs

Copies both S/S & D/S disks

Use with 1 or 2 disk drives

Not copy protected
FREE shipping and handling

TOLL-FREE telephone number
Updates are only S12 with return

Orders shipped same day
Disk analyze function included

Dealer
Inquiries
Welcome

and C.O.D.
orders 534.95

Call (800) 843-1223
Send check for S34.95 (overseas add S2.00 for air mail) to:

PROCO PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 665, CHEPACHET, RHODE ISLAND 02814 USA

(401) 568-8459

Available the moving finger co.
Internationally Building 2

in Europe - Shamrock Quay

and
Australasia

Southampton, SOl-lQL
England

Tel. 0703-227274

TECH-SOFT
COMPUTER WHOLESALE
32d Stirling Highway

Claremont
Western Australia 6010

Tel. 09-385-188!

Get A Complete

Call

800-234-7001
(6 am to 6 pm Monday through Friday PST)
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Get the disk in

your hands fast!

Askfor

SDS689
For same

day service

ask for the

disk desk.



The ST/MIDI

Atari At The NAMM Show
BY JIM PIERSON-PERRY
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Every January, the music community

holds its breath waiting for the new wave

of instruments, electronic wonders and

software to be released at the Winter

NAMM (National Association of Music

Merchandisers) show. This year was no

exception and Atari was right in the

mainstream, showing its commitment

to the music/MIDI market. The large

number of exhibitors showing products

for the ST really reinforces its role as the

"musician's computer."

The major software news is availabil-

ity of multi -tasking environments for

music and other applications on the ST.

This is real multi-tasking, not just pro-

gram switching a la Multifinder on the

for RealTime, the

multi-tasking se-

quencer. The dis-

play shows the MIDI
note data and some
graphically edited

pitchbend data. The
pointer is being

used to add addi-

tional notes in step

time.

Mac. First honors for implementing this

ability go to Intelligent Music's new se-

quencer program RealTime. In fact,

while writing this report with ST Writer

I am running songs through RealTime in

the background. Coming close on its

heels is M-ROS, the Music Real Time

Operating System, from Steinberg/Jones,

which is envisioned to provide multi-

tasking across ST, Mac and IBM AT

computers. This system was demon-

strated by simultaneously running Cubit

(an advanced new sequencer), Syn-

thworks Ml (new patch editor for the

Korg Ml) and the Mimix desktop auto-

mated mixing system.

Patching Things Up

Generic patch editor programs are a hot

new MIDI application. Previously, dedi-

cated patch editor programs were re-

quired for each synthesizer to deal with

instrument-specific sound parameters

(sysex data). The new approach is to

use a single program with numerous

screen controls (eg., sliders) that can be

assigned to any desired type of sysex

data. The first entries in this field are

Tweak It! from Savant Audio, X-Or (for-

merly Orchestrator) from Dr. T's Music

Software and GenEdit from Hybrid Arts.

NAMM is also a prime time for

major upgrades to sequencer programs.

Hybrid Arts has released new versions

of their MIDI Track sequencers along

with a new member of the family, Edit-

Track. All are mutually compatible, the

differences being in hardware syn-

chronization capabilities. This upgrade

also includes support for MIDI files

(format and 1).

Dr T has finally broken the GEM
barrier. His KCS version 1.7 features a

standard menu bar, scroll bars and ac-

cess to desk accessories, and it can

work with up to eight program modules

under the multi-program environment

(MPE). Two new modules were released:
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The ST/MIDI Connection

ADVERTISEMENT

#7C

"Hawaiian Odyssey" Scenery Disk -

Yes, our new "Hawaiian Odyssey" Scenery

Disk puts Flight Simulator and Jet pilots in a

tropical paradise! The islands contain many
wonderful sights; one ofthem also contains a

mysterious gateway to a fantasyland unlike

anything you've ever seen!

The natural beauty of Hawaii adds up to one

great Scenery Disk. Our design team did an

excellent job of recreating downtown

Honolulu and Pearl Harbor on the island of

Oahu. Flying into the crater of Mauna Loa,

one of Hawaii's most volatile volcanoes, is

exhilarating and perfectly safe. The 400-mile

long Hawaiian Island chain's distinctive visual

details, airports and radio nav-aids make it a

perfect complement to all SubLOGIC flight

simulation programs.

"Hawaiian Odyssey" also offers the very first

structured SubLOGIC Scenery Disk

adventure! A number of clues are scattered

about the islands. They can be located only

by exploring each island at low altitude (and

what better way can you think of to pass the

time?). These clues will guide you to a very

surprising reward; don't let anyone tell you

about it ahead of time!

Top Selling Scenery Disks This Month:

(for use with Flight Simulator II and Jet)

1

.

Scenery Disk # 9 - U.S. Midwest

2. "Western European Tour" Scenery Disk

3. Scenery Disk # 7 - (J.S. Eastern Seaboard

4. San Francisco Scenery Disk

5. Scenery Disk #11- U.S. Northeast Border

See your dealer to purchase SubLOGIC products,

or call us direct to order by charge card at (800)

637-4983. Illinois residents call (217) 359-9482.

SubLOGIC Corporation

501 Kenyon Road

Champaign. IL 61820

imn ID ATTN: Chairman's Office.

CIRCtE 045 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Tweak It! is a

generic patch editor

program that can

be configured for

virtually any instru-

ment, controller or

effects unit capable

of responding to sy-

sex data.

Tiger, for graphical editing, and CliX for

cue sheet and film scoring support. And

Passport Designs showed its Master

Tracks Pro version 3.0 with the MIDI

Transport Command synchronization

box.

Good programs continue to be port-

ed to the ST from established Mac MIDI

software developers. Kurzweil entered

the ST market with Object Mover, an

editing/librarian program for their

K1000 and compatibile tone modules.

Another new entry comes from Opcode

Systems with a patch editor for the new

Proteus sound module from E-mu (the

hottest new instrument hit of the show).

Digidesign unveiled the ST version of

Turbosynth, a do-it-yourself software

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

sound construction kit. A variety of

sound synthesis and processing mod-

ules are provided that can be strung to-

gether in any order, with the final re-

sults being sent to your sampler

Of course, one major product in-

troduced at NAMM was the Hotz In-

strument, discussed at length in "jimmy

Hotz's MIDI Magic" in the April, 1989

issue of START. For details of the Hotz

Instrument at NAMM, see News, Notes

and Quotes in last month's issue.

Jan Paul Moorhead is a professional

musician who runs a recording studio

in Los Angeles. Jim Pierson-Perry is a

research chemist who lives in Elkton,

Maryland.

ReolTime, $350. Intelli-

gent Music, 116 North Lake

Avenue, Albany, NY 12206,

{518)434-4110.

CIRCLE IB! ON READER SERVICE CARD

M-ROS (Music Real Time

Operating System), included

as a part of three packages.

Steinberg/Jones, 17700
Raymer Street, Suite 1001,

Northridge, CA 91325, (818)

993-4091.

CIRCLE 182 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Tweak It! price not avail-

able. Savant Audio, 2140
Bellmore Avenue, Bellmore,

NY 11710, (516) 826-6336.

CIRCLE 183 ON READER SERVICE CARD

X-Or, $250, KCS version
1.7, $275; Tiger mod-
ule, $129; CliX modules,

$195. Dr. T s Music Software,

220 Boylston Street, Suite

306, Chestnut Hill, MA
02167, [617)244-6954.
CIRCLE 184 ON READER SERVICE CARD

GenEdit, approximately

$200; MIDI Track II, $94
alone, $193 with MIDI Mate;
MIDI Track III, $98
alone, $197 with MIDI Mate;

Ed itTrack $199. Hybrid

Arts, 11920 W.Olympic
Blvd., Los Angeles, CA
90064, (213)826-3777.
CIRCLE 135 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Object Mover, $50. Kurz-

weil, 411 WaverleyOaks
Road, Walfham, MA 02154,

(617)893-5900.
CIRCLE 187 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Master Tracks Pro ST
version 3.0, $395; MIDI
Transport Command
synchronization box,
$395. Passport Designs, 625
Miramonte Street, Half

Moon Bay, CA 94019, (415)

726-0280.

CIRCLE 186 DN READER SERVICE CARD

Patch editor for E-mu
Proteus, no price set.

Opcode Systems, 1024
Hamilton Court, Menlo Park,

CA 94025, [415)321-8977.

CIRCLE 188 OH READER SERVICE CARD

Turbosynth, $349.
Digidesign, 1360 Willow
Road, Suite 101, Menlo Park,

CA 94025, [415)327-8811.
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NOW! RUN THE MOST POPULAR IBM
PROGRAMS ON YOUR ATARI ST!

'"A Best Buy' I'm impressed"
David H. Ahl, Atari Explorer, Nov-Dec 1987

"If you've got an Atari, you probably need this program."
Jerry Pournell, Byte Magazine, October 1987

"Converting the 1040ST to an MS-DOS machine with pc-ditto

software is a breeze"
John Wolfskill, PC Resource, October 1988

"This is the product we have been looking for."

Donna Wesolowski, ST Informer, August 1987

"This truly incredible software emulator really works."
Mike Gibbons, Current Notes, September 1987

pc-ditto is a software-only utility which taps the power of our Atari ST to imitate an IBM PC XT.

No extra hardware is required (an optional 5.25-inch drive may be required for 5.25-inch disks).

Progams such as Lotus 1-2-3, Framework, Symphony, dBase II, II, in+, Sidekick, Turbo Pascal,

and hundreds more, will work "out-of-the-box".

We also recommend the 5.25-inch IB Drive by IB Computers (503-297-8425), and
Drive Master, the floppy drive switchbox, by Practical Solutions, (602-884-9612).

pc-ditto features include:

All ST models supported (520, 1040, & Mega)

up to 703K usable memory (1040 & Mega)

not copy-protected ~ installable on hard disk

imitates IBM monochrome and IBM color graphics adapters

access to hard disk, if hard disk used

optionally boots DOS from hard disk

parallel and serial ports fully supported

supports 3.5-inch 720K format and 360K single-sided formats

supports optional 5.25-inch 40-track drives

System requirements:

• IBM PC-DOS or Compaq MS-DOS version 3.2

or above recommended
• optional 5.25-inch drive is required to use

5.25-inch disks

• 3.5-inch 720K DOS disks require a double-sided

drive (Atari SF314 or equivalent)

See pc-ditto today at an Atari dealer near you

or write for free information.

$89.95

pc-ditto
^by

Avant-Garde Systems
381 Pablo Point Drive
Jacksonville, FL 32225

(904) 221-2904
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Yes. Please send me more information!

Avant-Garde Systems, 381 Pablo Point

Jacksonville, Florida 32225

^Jame

Address

City _St_ _Zip_



UNIT PICTURED INCLUDES SOME OPTIONS

DISK BACKUP EXPERT

DISK BACKUP
AND MAC
CONVERSION
* For Atari STawl MEGA computers, 512K minimum
* Simple plug in installation, plugs into cartridgeport
and external drive connector

* Software included

* Works with I to 4 internal or external drives

* Discovery Cartridge is not needed to run the backup

The DISCOVERY CARTRIDGE is a sophisticated hardware device,
based on the powerful HART chip, custom designed by HAPPY
COMPUTERS. The Discovery Cartridge system is the disk backup
expert, so YOU don't have to be.

Just read what our customers have said;

"Out oflhe box, my Discovery Cartridgecopied every disk, even the
toughest new European copy protection.

77te Discovery Cartridge's disk backup and customformatting
capabilities are awesome! It is 10 times better than the Copy IIPC
Option cardfor the IBM. It totally blows away softwareprograms
like Procopy,

"

The Discovery Cartridge restores your legal right to have a
backup of the programs that you purchase. No damage to your
equipment or disks will occur when you use the Discovery
Cartridge to copy the disk, regardless of false claims to the
contrary. Using our unique image file system, you can create first

generation backups now and forever, even if the original disk is

damaged or no longer available.

No other software or hardware device tor your Atari ST computer
can even come close to the copying capability of the DISCOVERY
CARTRIDGE. The DISCOVERY CARTRIDGE can even backup copy
protected disks for other computer systems besides the Atari,

such as Amiga or IBM PC.

MAXIMUM STORAGE WITH TOTAL CONTROL
The Discovery Cartridge can be used with high density 3.5

' and
5.25" disk drive mechanisms, accessing twice the storage of

normal double density. You can access files from high density IBM
PC and Macintosh disks. High density drives contigured tor use
with the Discovery Cartridge on your Atari ST are available from
other suppliers.

The advanced user can explore the HART chip's ability to measure
each disk tlux spacing during reading, and control each disk flux

spacing during writing. Disk data bit rates up to 800 thousand bits

per second, and totally variable densities are possible!

READ MAC DISKS FAST!!!
The DISCOVERY CARTRIDGE converts Macintosh disks to and from

MAGIC format, for use with various Macintosh emulator products.

The DISCOVERY CARTRIDGE is better than 5 times faster, when
compared to the Translator sold by Data Pacific. Based on pre-

release product information for the Spectre GCR, the Discovery

Cartridge is a much better value than the Spectre GCR, since the

Discovery Cartridge is not limited to reading Macintosh disks.

The Discovery Cartridge does not bog down the execution otMac
programs, like the Translator does. In just about 3 minutes, the

Discovery Cartridge converts an entire disk side from Macintosh
format to Magic, Spectre, or Aladin format. This includes read,

format, write, and verify. Once the Macintosh disk is converted,

the Discovery Cartridge does not have to be present for your ST to

access the converted disk.

You can even use your Discovery Cartridge directly with the

Spectre, and run Macintosh programs directly from Macintosh

formatted disks. The Spectre 128 is required, which is not sold by

Happy Computers. You can also access data and tiles from

Macintosh format disks, without the need for any emulator.

No special Macin*osh drive is needed. The power of the

Discovery Cartridge's HART chip allows Atari ST drives to directly

read the variable speed Macintosh disks, without any need to

vary the drive speed. Either MFS or HFS, single or double sided

diskscanbeconverted. A double sided drive is needed to access

double sided Macintosh disks.

OPTIONS
Option package #2 adds a battery backed up clock, ROM /

EPROM sockets with a program select switch, plus the circuitry

and connector needed to support direct access of a 3rd and 4th

floppy drive. Other option configurations are available, including

a second cartridge port. A technically inclined user can install

their own options. Complete documentation is included with

each unit. The standard unit which has no options, can perform

all disk backup and Mac disk conversion.

NEWLOWPRICE!!
' Complete system for disk backup

and MAC disk conversion $188.00

' Complete system plus
option #2 $266.00

HAPPY COMPUTERS
P.O. Box 1268 Morgan Hill, CA 95038-1268
(408) 779-3830 Sales & Support 9-5 Mon-Fri (Pacific)

FAX (408) 778-6092 • BBS (408) 778-5984

Maslefcard and Vlso accepted
Add shipping & handling:

S5.00 tor continental USA,

$10.00 airmail and Canada,
$15.00 foreign.
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Review

KEEPING THE BEAT

WITH MIDI DRUMMER
The First ST Drum Machine Sequencer

BY JIM PIERSON-PERRY
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The MIDI Drummer
workscreen. The
current pattern is

displayed in the

grid while a full

song (pattern list) is

shown at the bot-

tom of the screen in

the display window.

The pattern selector

box is at the upper
right corner.

Sometimes the timing works out just

right. In a recent START MIDI column, I

listed a drum machine sequencer under

my MIDI software wish list. Not 12

nights after submitting the column a no-

tice arrived from MusicSoft announcing

MIDI Drummer, the first drum machine

sequencer for the ST Well -designed,

simple to use and with more features

than you could shake a spear at, this

program turns drum machine program-

ming from tedium into tun.

MIDI Drummer works with any

drum machine that responds to MIDI

note triggering, including virtually all of

the popular models, and goes well be-

yond just drum machines to control

synths and samplers as well.

Measure for Measure

Drum machine sequencing is oriented

toward creating small blocks of meas-

ures called patterns. Once started, a pat-

tern plays through to completion, then

loops back and starts over again. Songs

are built up by stringing different pat-

terns together, adjusting the number of

loops played per pattern. This is con-

ceptually different from typical linear

sequencers that are based on a tape

recorder model, building a song one en-

tire track at a time

Patterns are usually viewed on a grid

with time (beats per measure) on the

X-axis and available drum sounds listed

down the Y-axis. A mark (hit) on the

grid means the particular drum sound

is played at that time. Typically, a pat-

tern is developed by overdubbing one

drum sound after another while listen-

ing as the pattern loops. An example

would be to start with a kick drum, ad-

just its timing, then add snare drums,

cymbals, torn toms, etc.

As You Like It

MIDI Drummer runs on all STs and

Megas with either color or monochrome

monitors. Key disk copy protection is

used, permitting you to install the pro-

gram on a hard drive and make backup

copies. A backup master disk can be

purchased from MusicSoft by registered

owners at the (somewhat exorbitant)

cost of $25. The manual covers all pro-

gram operations tersely and has several

minor inaccuracies between it and the

current program operation. It could

stand a rewrite, including an index and

additional screen shots. Standard GEM
implementation is followed with full ac-

cess to desk accessories. Several appar-

ent menu commands are actually just

messages and should be relocated to a

help screen.

Program operations are carried out

from a main workscreen divided into

four areas: pattern grid, pattern selector

box, song display and playback con-
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iloice assignments

Uoice Hane Channel Note Ho,

fl 24" P»r Kick] 16 35 Velocity Default Values
8 Hood Snare_. 16 33

C Close Hi Hat 16 42

D Hid Hi Hat.. 16 44
E Open Hi Hat. 16 46

F Hand Claps.. 16 39
6 Lrg Cdh Bel 1 16 67 I 42

H Lrg Wd Block 16 68 4 56

I IB" Pur Tan. 16 4B
J 14" Dal Ton- 16 45
K 16" Pup Ton. 16 41
L KatrxEiDrane l n
H Ride Cjnbal. 16 51 9 127

H Crasn Cynbal 16 43 J 127

S)Bfl!Stepsl_ 5 23
P 59BB;Steps2. 5 29

1 | 1 [ Cancel 1

1 Ok I 1 Cancel 1

The two setup

dialog boxes are

shown here for

velocity scale. Of
the 16 voices used,

13arefromadrum
machine (AlesisHR-

16), two are from o

sampler (Akai S900)

and one is from a

synthesizer (Ober-

heim Matrix 6}.

rials. Patterns are created and edited in

the grid, which occupies the center of

the screen. Grid resolution supports

timing down to a one-thirty-second

note. Up to 100 different patterns can

be created and kept in memory, each

with an index name (AO toJ9) in refer-

ence to the pattern selector box. Pat-

terns are defined for a single measure

but each can have its own time

signature.

Songs are constructed in the song

display window by choosing patterns

from the selector box in the order they

are to be played. Up to eight separate

songs can be kept in memory at once,

each identified by a 24- character name

A song select menu command lets you

decide which one to edit or play. Play-

back start and stop are controlled by

screen buttons or their keyboard

equivalents, along with a tempo setting

that can be varied while MIDI Drummer

plays.

Before starting to create patterns, you

need to define the voices (sounds) that

will be played by your specific MIDI

setup. These can range from separate

sounds in a single drum machine to

combinations of instruments played on

different MIDI channels. A dialog box

guides you through assigning a MIDI

note, channel and name (12 characters)

for up to 16 voices. (It's not necessary to

use them all.) An optional velocity scale

can be created to assign 10 preset note-

on velocity (loudness) values to add dy-

namics when entering hits. All 100 pat-

terns and eight songs, along with voice

and velocity tables, can be saved as a

setup hie. As drum machines and other

instruments do not follow any standard

for relating drum sound to MIDI note,

you can have separate setup files for

each MIDI instrument configuration

used. You can design a default setup file

to load automatically when the program

starts. The program comes with a sam-

ple setup file for the Roland D-10.

Anyone who has

ever programmed a

drum machine will

feel right at home

with MIDI Drummer.

MIDI Drummer can act as either the

master or slave with respect to the MIDI

clock for your system. Operating under

an internal clock (master mode), MIDI

Drummer will play with respect to its

given tempo setting and send MIDI

clock, start/stop/continue and song po-

sition pointer messages. If set to use an

external clock (slave mode), the pro-

gram receives tempo information from

an external source (such as a hardware

sequencer) and responds to MIDI clock

and song position pointer messages.

Taming of the Grid

Anyone who has ever programmed a

drum machine will feel right at home

with MIDI Drummer. Patterns are en-

tered on the screen grid by clicking

with the left mouse button to mark hit

points. Clicking on a hit a second time

erases it. Keyboard equivalents for each

voice can be used (tap write) to enter or

erase hits to a sixteenth-note resolution;

you must use the mouse for higher

resolution. You can completely define a

pattern before hearing it or create and

edit it while it is playing.

Simple hits are denoted with an

asterisk on the grid and all get the same

default velocity value Entering a hit by

typing a number from to 9 gives it the

corresponding preset velocity value

from the setup assignment table These

values can be edited like any other hit

to change or erase them. In addition,

holding the shift button down and

clicking on the left mouse button in-

creases the value (Shift-right button

decreases the value) For more detail,

clicking on a hit with the right mouse

button calls up a dialog box where you

can enter the exact velocity value from

to 127. Use of velocity dynamics

significantly adds to the realism of your

drum parts.

Hit durations are defined initially as

a very fast trigger pulse. Alternative set-

tings are to last for one MIDI clock beat,

duration of a one- thirty-second note

beat or sustain until the next hit for the

voice Hit duration is a global parameter,

affecting all voices over all patterns. The

trigger setting seems to work fine with

drum machines but was not picked up

by my synths. All other duration set-

tings were fine An All Notes Off com-

mand described in the manual is not

implemented in the current program
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Each pattern starts with a default

time signature of 4/4. This can be

changed to any signature of the form

"1 to N overN" (where N= l, 2, 4, 8. . .

32). Time signatures such as 5/4 or

11/8 are not supported directly but can

be broken into consecutive patterns (eg.

5/4 equals 3/4 followed by 2/4). The

only exception is 12/8 for patterns with

a triplet feel.

Playback is started and stopped by

clicking on the respective screen trans-

port buttons or their keyboard equiva-

lents. The tempo can be set explicitly or

computed after hitting the numeric

key button four times at the desired rate

(nice touch!). All patterns are played

with respect to the current tempo. The

allowable range is 30 to 255 beats per

minute and can be changed with the

mouse during playback, but tempo

changes cannot be programmed as part

of a song A metronome can be turned

on that plays through the monitor inter-

nal speaker (not MIDI) to help set and

follow the tempo During playback, a

beat counter at the top of the grid helps

you track the program through the grid.

Individual voices can be muted or un-

muted during playback by clicking on

the voice name in the grid.

Several editing features are provided

to simplify creating patterns. An in-

dividual voice line, across the entire

grid, can be copied to any voice line in

any pattern. Extending this, an entire

pattern can be copied to any other pat-

tern. When copying a pattern, its time

signature goes over with it. If you make

a mistake, you can clear hits individu-

ally (via mouse or keyboard), across an

entire voice at once or the entire grid

can be cleared.

A MIDI Drummer's Night Song

After defining all the patterns you need,

the next step is to assemble them in the

desired order to build the overall song

MIDI Drummer makes this operation

very straightforward with the song dis-

play window and pattern selector box.

Holding down the shift button and

clicking on an index in the selector box

adds the corresponding pattern into the

song.

Song playback is controlled by the

stan/stop transport buttons; a screen

toggle button selects between song and

individual pattern play While playing a

song, the current pattern is highlighted

in the song display box and shown on

the pattern grid. A measure counter

increments to track playback through

As intuitive as this

program is, Music-

Soft's customer

support people will

probably get lonely

waiting by the

telephone.

the song. Patterns can be edited even

while a song is playing. Conversely,

songs can be created and edited even

while a pattern is playing. Songs nor-

mally play through once and then stop,

but this can be changed to repeat the

song a set number of times or to the en-

tire song continuously.

While editing, the song display can

be set to either insert or overwrite

mode, similar to a word processor

Under insert mode, existing patterns in

the song display are pushed to the right

to make room for new entries. The al-

ternative, overwrite mode, simply puts

new patterns in place of previous ones.

Standard cut, copy and paste menu

operations are provided along with

function key equivalents. These work

over a block of patterns selected with

the mouse The paste function can be

extended to paste multiple fills at once

In cases of total frustration, a song clear

operation will erase the entire song

buffer Text labels can be entered in the

song display window to identify song

fragments or provide notes for whatever

reason. Simply click within the song

display window at the desired location

and enter your text in the resulting dia-

log box. Using this feature to mark pat-

tern blocks associated with verses, cho-

rus, intros, etc. can be a real time-saver

during editing.

Much Ado About a Few Things

I ran into two small problems while us-

ing MIDI Drummer that apparently are

due to the new Mega ROMs. First, the

dialog box for entering explicit hit

velocities didn't work. This was not too

much of a problem, as the 10-level

preset velocity scale gave adequate dy-

namics for drum parts. A second

strange bug was that opening the Con-

trol Panel desk accessory (and only that

one) while running the program

prevented further playback. Editing or

file operations were not affected, but it

simply would not play. I tested a host of

other desk accessories and no other one

caused this problem. Neither of these

minor blemishes showed up when I

tested the program with a standard

520ST or 1040ST; MusicSoft is currently

checking into them.

Of course, no review would be com-

plete without a list of desired additional

features. First, I'd like to divorce the

voice assignment setups from the pat-

terns and songs when stored to disk.

That way, pattern files could be shared

between users without editing, regard-

less of their drum machine choice or

MIDI setup. Second, include a menu

command for disk formatting. This is a

fairly trivial addition that should be a

standard feature for all programs where

you run the risk of losing your work.

Just a little touch to add to the already

good user interface On editing, I'd like
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to see the copy line and pattern edit

commands enhanced to write to a des-

tination range rather than the present

single destination. When editing 10 pat-

terns that are variations of a single

theme, I'd rather do the initial copy

command just once. Finally, how about

making tempo a pattern-specific value

like time signature? It would be nice,

and more reproducible, to be able to

build tempo changes into the song

rather than manipulating the tempo

window during playback.

All's Well That Ends Well

I saved one of the best features for last.

A companion program is supplied with

MIDI Drummer that converts songs into

standard MIDI file format. This lets you

write drum parts quickly and efficiently

with MIDI Drummer, then import them

as tracks into any sequencer that recog-

nizes MIDI files. I tested this by import-

r atterns (an be

edited even while a

song is playing.

ing songs into Dr. T's Keyboard Con-

trolled Sequencer and it worked great!

In addition, The Copyist (Dr T's scoring

program) also recognizes MIDI files, so I

was able to generate transcriptions of

my drum parts. MIDI file support is fast

becoming a standard feature that users

are looking for and it's good to see that

MusicSoft wasted no time in supporting

it. And that's not all: two additional pro-

grams are included that exercise your

MIDI system and analyze the MIDI data

flow going in or out of your ST.

All in all, I recommend MIDI Drum-

mer highly. It takes the drudgery out of

drum machine programming and

makes it easy to try new ideas quickly. I

should also mention that I had no trou-

ble getting technical support from

MusicSoft on several occasions during

this review. There was always someone

online with the answers. That's a pity:

as intuitive as this program is, they'll

probably get lonely waiting by the

telephone.

START Contributing EditorJim Pierson-

Perry is a semi-professional musician

and research chemist who lives in

Elkton, MD.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

MIDI Drummer version

1.6a, $99.95. MusicSoft,

1560 Meadowbrook, Al-

todena, CA 91001, (818)

794-4098.
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GOT A MERCEDES THAT WON'T TURN LEFT?

. .

.

or a great database with a killer limitation or bug? Now there's an 8-BIT

irogram thai works, and does all those things required in a small
-ANTIC Awards 'E

Turbobase: $179.

"IBM power without the price- . . / really can't think of any feature associated with

running a business that has been left out-except for the huge prices charged for

comparable software on MS-DOS computers. " -ANTIC, Dec. '87

".
. .the most time consuming review I have ever done, due to the number ot fea-

tures... Turbobase finally gives what 8-bit owners have been clamoring for'foryears;

true, powerful business software. . . set up a fully capable business system for less

than $1,000.. . customer support is superb . . . Practicality-excellent. Documenta-
tion-excellent.

" -COMPUTER SHOPPER, Aug. '87

Why settle for mere IBM performance when you can get that on an 6-bit with

Turbobase? Designed by the author of Turbobase to maximize ST database

performance, we present. .

.

Ultrabase. STja.
The ultimate in power/flexibility without learning a programming language!

Requites BW monitor — fu I .so of "no superior oof n'too of :'io R ''A' screen provides fea-

tures not available with color: WYSIWYG -np-n' c;«nsr;-:1-nr igh-'os i lustrations make com-
brn.-i!;-,

I'ri;:;';; :n".-.:(r :::»:; nppii;;,:i:ioos tor rem ro Gl. PSAR .V'-smii/irn-is COGS ay i'p cs:i

mating /order entry Ul 'S foo c-s oidorino i
r vo o tc y.

.; a I
;. ,1:10:1;", VVIi ' scheduling/teacher's

grades ws.d. /pat 10 11 1 io;j st -o:all orcolis colon:: or; ctocrs -ioviow modify these with over-

write. Easy to set up church/library clods ro.ilrq ho no ecu go: Nixi;;; ,r:y general data ease.

Use your invoices/any other forms Standard die transfers tram olher programs/remote

This is the simp'est pro tj ram on t-.e rna-Ksl lo set up seres integrated applic
scratch with complete business capability! Expertise/programming not required!

lions in less than 100 pages.

(407) 857-6014

MICROMISER SOFTWARE, 1 635-A HOLDEN AVE., ORLANDO, FL 32809

NeoDesk
The Desktop Alternative

TSIew Version 2.00!!
The Powerful Desktop Alternative for

all Atari ST Personal Computers!!
Fsatures Include:

High-Speed file a Disk Operations Editable Icons (Icon Editor Included)

20-30% Faster Install Application that Works • Replace Desktop with any

Picture Batch File Support Improved Disk Formatting New Rubberband Bo*
Support for Owners of Color S Monochrome Monitors Takes Up as Little as

24K ot HAM • Auto-Execute any Program and/or Batch File Editable 30

Character Volume Name (Displayed at the Bottom ot all Windows] • Separate

Hard Disk, Floppy, RamDisk, Batch File, and Printer Icons Support (or Future

ROM Releases - Replacement Control Panel with Corner Clock. Screen Saver,

and Blitter Control • Keyboard Reset from Inside any Program • Printer Queue (Up

to 10 tiles at Once) • Complete Illustrated Manual Keyboard Equivalents (or Most

Commands • File Templates - Environmental Variables • Place Icons on Desktop

For Only = $49.95

Grlbnif Software
eck (add $3.00 (or S 8 H] to:

r Inquiries Call (413) 584-7B87 j
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Programming

In tmA

Supercharging Pascal With

Assembly Language

BY BRUCE WIEBE

Supercharged stars move fast with

SMALLFLT.ARC on your START disk.

In this first installment of START'S

newest programming column, I'll show

you how to use assembly language rou-

tines in your Pascal programs to dra-

matically improve performance. On
your START disk, there are three ver-

sions of the demonstration program

Small Flight, each faster than the one

before it. Un-ARC the file

SMALLFLT.ARC, following the Disk In-

structions elsewhere in this issue.

Double-click on SFLTVD1.PRG from

either medium or high resolution. The

pixels coming toward you simulate the

stars you would see if you were blasting

through the universe in your X-Wing

iighte*;

Take a Trip

I got the idea for Small Flight from the

March 1986 issue of MacTutor. It was

originally written by Mike Morton and 1

wrote the ST conversion in OSS Per-

sonal Pascal.

Small Flight simulates three-

dimensional movement on a two-dimen-

sional plane with all calculations

performed in 3D then converted to 2D

display coordinates. To store informa-

tion about a star you need to keep track

1 2 3 4 5 6 ? 8 9 1B1112131415 Bit lumber

1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II I"'""

1

1 1 II II II II II II II 1
Kuril

in ii inn mi 1

1

~[~l 1st 16 pixels

6 1 2 3 4 5 & 7 8 9 16 II 12 13 14 15 Pixel nimber

6 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IB 11 12 13 1415 Bit lumber

ll ; 1111 1 1 1 111 11 1831

n, .i ii.
2nd 16 pixels

16 17 18 19 28 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 2B 29 3B 31 Pixel nunber

Figure 1, In medium
resolution the first

16 pixels on the

screen correspond

to the first two

words in screen

memory, the next 16

pixels correspond to

the next two words,

etc. To change pixel

number (19,0), you

would have to

change bit 3 in

word 2 and also bit

3 in word 3.

of three values: x, y and z. Random

values are generated for x and y The

variable z is 200, which represents the

distance the star is from you. By decreas-

ing the value of z, the star will get closer

and closer to you. In my example 1 am

using 75 stars at once. When a star dis-

appears off the screen, another one is

generated

The formulas to convert the point

(xy,z) to a 2D display are:

h = x * k / z

v = y * k / z

The variable k is a constant that de-

termines how wide the view is. Vary

this number and see the effects.

In my program the procedure Cycle

examines each star and moves it toward

the viewer by decreasing z and recal-

culating (hy). The previous position of

the star is erased and a new position is

created. Turning pixels on and off is

done with the Flippix routine.

The program itself is very simple.

The challenge, of course was to get the

program running as fast as possible

Getting Up to Speed

Most programs can benefit a great deal

by improving a small segment of code

that is used frequently. Since Flippix is

the most-used routine in Small Flight,

we'll be able to increase the program's

speed dramatically by optimizing its

use

My first attempt at Small Flight uses
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the built-in Personal Pascal function

PlotC ). The program SFLTVD1.PRG

shows my result. By executing the Per-

sonal Pascal function Set_

Drawmode(3), a call to PlotO will turn a

pixel off and on. This is the slowest

method I used for Flippix.

My second attempt was to use A-

Line routines. The 68000 chip has

some unimplemented instructions that

computer manufacturers can use how-

ever they wish. Atari chose to imple-

ment these as fast graphics primitives

(basic graphics commands). Among

these primitives are a_getpixel (which

returns the color of a pixel) and

a_putpixel (which changes the current

color of a pixel). You need to use both

of these functions since you must know

the current color of a pixel before you

can change it.

A-Line routines can only be called

from assembly language. The Tackle Box

ST from SRM enterprises has a pre-

written assembler module that you can

link with your Pascal program and ac-

cess the A-Line routines. Tackle Box's

object files are copyrighted, but by ex-

amining SFLTLINA.PAS you can see

how these calls are used.

SFLTL1NA.PRG is certainly faster

than SFLTVDI, but we can do better

For my third attempt, I did what ev-

ery computer manufacturer warns never

to do and almost every game program-

mer does anyway: I wrote directly to

screen memory. Run the program

SFLTASM1.PRG if you have a mono-

chrome monitor or SFLTASM2.PRG for

medium resolution color and see for

yourself. The speed is amazing! This

version was the most challenging to

write. Being the first assembler program

1 have written, the final Flippix routine

was very satisfying to complete.

Finding the Screen

The screen memory on the ST is just

like the rest of the ST's memory- it can

be anywhere. In fact, the default screen

memory varies among the different ST

models. Screen memory is a 32,000-

byte contiguous block of RAM that must

begin on a boundary evenly divisible by

256

Finding the starting address of

screen memory is easy enough. The

function XB10S(2) (get_physbase) gives

you this number The following Pascal

program segment shows how the proce-

dure should be set up:

FUNCTION GetPhysBase : Long_

Integer;XBIOS(2);

Never assume that the screen mem-
ory is at a particular address. Always

1 COMMENT PASCAL

2 XDEF FLIPPIX

3 SECTION TEXT

4 FLIPPIX

5 move.l (sp)+,d5 * pop off return address

6 move.l (sp) + ,d0 *pop y off stack

7 move.l (sp)+,dl *pop x off stack

8 move.l (sp) + ,a0 *get screen address

9 Isl.l #7,d0 *multiplybyl28

10 move.l d0,d4 * save the result

11 add.l d4,d0 *the result

12 odd.l d4,d0 *of all this is to

13 add.l d4,d0 * multiply by 640

14 add.l d4,d0 without using mul

15

16 add.l dl,d0 * add x to get pixnumber

17 divs.w #16,d0 * get byte offset

18 swap dO * exchange high and low byte

19 move.b dO, bitnumber * save the remainder

20 swap dO *flip bytes back

21

22 and.l #$0000FFFF,d0 * clear high byte

23 Isl.l #l,dO * multiply by 2 the fast way

24 add.l dO.aO *find address of screen byte

25 move.w #15,d3 *get bitnumber to AND with

26 sub.b bitnumbe ,d3 *d3 is number of bits to shift

27 move.w #l.d4 *put a 1 in d4

28 Isl.w d3,d4 * shift bit to correct position

29 move.w (aO),dl * load word of screen to dl

30 eor.w d4,dl * toggle bit

31 move.w dl.(aO) * write directly to screen

32 move.l d5,-(sp) *push return address on stack

33 rts

34

35 bitnumber even

36 dc.b

Figure 2. This code segment is from the file FLI PPIXM.S on your START disk in the archive

file SMALLFLT.ARC. This is the monochrome version of this routine; the medium-resolution

version is the file FLIPPIX. S. The line numbers are for reference only.



use the XB10S(2) call to find the

address.

Now comes the more difficult part,

knowing which bits and bytes to

manipulate. The basic plan of attack is

as follows:

1. Convert the x,y coordinate to a pixel

number using the formula:

pixel number = 640y + x

2. Divide your number by 16 to find

out which word this pixel occupies.

3. Move the word into a register

4. Find out which bit to flip.

5. Flip the bits by using the eor (exclu-

sive or) instruction.

6. Replace the manipulated word(s) in

screen memory.

Monochrome (high resolution) is the

simplest to understand. Each pixel on

the screen can be either on or off (black

or white). Thus, each pixel can be

represented by one bit in memory. The

first 16 pixels on the screen are mapped

to the first 16 bits in screen memory

(one word). If the bit is 1, the pixel will

be on (black), if the bit is 0, it will be

off (white).

The first 640 pixels (the top line on

the screen) are mapped to the first 640

bits, the next 640 pixels to the next 640

bits, and so on until the end (639,399)

is reached.

Medium resolution is more compli-

cated. Since there can be a choice of

four colors for each pixel, two bits are

needed to represent each pixel. The ST

does this by using interleaved bit

planes. The first 16 pixels are

represented by the first 32 bits (two

words) in screen memory. To change

pixel number (19,0), you would have to

change the third bit in the second word

plus the third bit in the third word. See

Figure I.

Low resolution uses the same idea,

but with four bit planes instead of two.

Since each pixel can be any one of 16

colors, it takes four bits to represent

each pixel.

The Assembly Language Routine

Let's go through the assembly language

routine in Figure 2 one step at a time

The statement numbers are for refer-

ence only. This is file FLIPPIXM.S on

your un-ARCd Small Flight disk. Note

that the label FL1PPIX starts in column 1.

I'll use the high- resolution example

and stop to describe the differences for

medium resolution when necessary. I

used MichTron's DevpacST to develop

the assembler routines.

The line 1, COMMENT PASCAL tells

the assembler to generate code that is

compatible with OSS Personal Pascal.

Line 2, XDEF FLIPPIX, tells the assem-

bler that the symbol FLIPPIX is to be

global. Some assemblers (like Assem-

pro) use the pseudo command .globl to

accomplish this.

Lines 5-8 pop values off the stack.

Personal Pascal pushes the parameters

on the stack before it makes the call to

the assembly language subroutine Re-

call what the Personal Pascal function

looks like:

PROCEDURE Flippix(screenaddress,hy

: Long_Integer); EXTERNAL;

In assembly language, register a7

always points to the top of the stack.

Sometimes sp (stack pointer) is used to

denote register a7. The order that the

parameters are pushed on the stack is

important. Parameters are pushed in the

same order that they are declared, from

left to right. This means that the assem-

bler routine will be popping them off in

the reverse order Since the three para-

meters are all declared as Long_lntegers

(32 bit values), the assembler routine

must execute move! instructions in-

stead of move.w instructions.

The screen address is in register a0,

the y coordinate is in register dO, and

the x coordinate is in dl. Lines 10-14

multiply register dO by 640- We need to

multiply by 640 because each row con-

tains 640 pixels. Ifwe were working in

low resolution this number would be

320. Line 9 (lsl.l #7,d0) shifts the con-

tents of dO seven bits to the left. This is

equivalent to multiplying by 2 to the

power 7.

The result is stored in register d4

(line 10) and added to register dO 4

times (lines 11-14), which is the equiva-

lent to multiplying by 640.

Why not just execute a multiply in-

struction? Even one multiply instruc-

tion would take longer to use than the

method above. You can find this out by

consulting a book on the 68000. 1 used

the quick reference guide that came

with DevpacST. Here is a comparison of

the two methods:

A multiply instruction takes 70 clock

cycles.

My method uses:

IsLl 22 cycles

movel (register to register) 4

add.l 8 cycles (times 4) +32

58 total

I can save 12 clock cycles by avoid-

ing the multiply instruction.

The add.l dl.dO instruction puts the

pixel number in dO. Next I divide the

result by 16.

By adding x to the result (line 16) we

get the pixel number This is the num-

ber of pixels relative to the upper left

comer. Using this number we need to

find out which word in screen memory

contains the pixel and which bit in that

word is the pixel.

By dividing the pixel number by 16,

(line 17) you get both values. The quo-

tient is the word that contains the pixel,

and the remainder is the bit number in

the word. Note that the bit number is

from left to right.
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Since there are two bytes in a word,

multiply the above quotient by two I

used the Isl.l trick again (line 23). Here

is where a difference occurs in the

medium resolution version; the above

quotient would have to be multiplied by

four instead of by two.

After a divide instruction, the quo-

tient is in the low word and the re-

mainder is in the high word. By execut-

ing the swap instruction to exchange the

high and low word, the remainder can

be stored (lines 18-20).

Line 22 clears the high byte of regis-

ter dO. Line 24 adds the newly calcu-

lated byte address to the starting screen

address to register aO.

Lines 25-28 perform the bit shifting

to get a one in the appropriate position

to eor (exclusive or) with the word in

screen memory.

Lines 29-31 copy the word from

screen memory to register dl, exclusive

or's it with register d4, and places it

back in screen memory.

This sequence must be modified

slightly for the medium resolution ver-

sion. Since each pixel needs two bits

(stored in two different words), two

words would have to be eor'd. The code

would look as follows:

rnovew (a0),dl

move.w 2(a0),d2*2 bytes past.

eorw d4,dl

eorw d4,d2

move.w dl,(aO)

movew d2,2(a0)

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

This completes the function of the

assembler program. The last two state-

ments (lines 32-33) place the return ad-

dress back on the stack and execute the

rts (return from subroutine) instruction.

The last parameter Personal Pascal

pushes on the stack is the return ad-

dress. The assembler routine must be

able to pass control of the program back

to the original calling program.

If you're using DevpacST, you must

have the COMMENT PASCAL line at the

top of your program, then assemble it to

DR1 format. The resulting hie is linked

via the additional link files in Personal

Pascal. The XDEF or globl commands

are used to make symbols accessible

from the high level language.

Wrap Up

1 have always been intimidated by as-

sembler language. If you feel the same

way, now's the time to get over that pho-

bia! There are a lot of advantages to

knowing assembler. I think the best ap-

proach is to code in a high level lan-

guage and use assembler for small rou-

tines, like I did in this program. A big

advantage of having a library of assem-

bler routines is that they're as fast as

possible and should not be hard to link

with almost any high-level language.

Bruce Wiebe lives in Winnipeg, Mani-

toba, Canada and is a systems analyst

with Manitoba Hydro, This is his first

article in START
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MatchCtuizST

The shallowest Great Lake is:
A) Erie BJ Huron C) Ontario

D) Michigan ^£) Superior

(a ^

Let'sface it: learning can sometimes be, well, boring. The tedium a

child endures through hours ofseemingly useless math and spelling

drills doesn't make the educational experience any better. In Match

Quiz ST, STARTpresents a wayfor your son or daughter to learn

easily and painlessly. In fact, Match Quiz is so muchfun you might

want to give it a try yourself A color monitor is required.

Hey, buddy, gotta match? File

MATCH.ARC on your START disk.

When my daughter entered the first

grade she had to practice her addition

and subtraction tables and her new pi-

ano lessons constantly, none of which

exactly drew raves from her. She would

much rather play Matchboxes, a com-

puter game based on Concentration, the

old game show in which images on a

grid had to be matched by answering

questions correctly. I thought that if
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Match Quiz

there were only a way to combine the

fun of Matchbox with the educational

benefits of math and piano drills, 1

could make my daughter's learning ex-

perience more enjoyable The result was

Match Quiz ST.

To run Match Quiz ST, copy the

files MATCH.ARC and ARCX.TTP onto

a blank, formatted disk and un-ARC

MATCH.ARC following the Disk In-

structions elsewhere in this issue The

files CL1P.DAT, CLEFDAT, LBJ.SND,

MATCH.MUS and PLAYSCRN.PI1 must

be in the same directory. The game was

written in GFA BASIC and runs in low

resolution only.

Getting Started

At the Match Quiz game screen, an alert

box will ask you to type in the name of

the first player Type in the name and

press Return. A second alert box will

appear that will ask you for the name of

the second player. Type in that name

and press Return.

After the game knows the names of

both players, an alert box asks you to

choose the type of game you wish to

play. You have three choices: Math

Quiz, Word Quiz and Music Quiz.

If you choose the Math Quiz, you're

then asked for the maximum and mini-

mum value of your problems, that is,

the highest and lowest numbers you

wish to be quizzed on. For example, if

you choose 10 as your highest number

then no problem you're given will have

a number higher than 10 as the answer

If you choose the Word Quiz from

the game choices, a file-select box will

appear that gives you a choice of sam-

ple quizzes Word Quizzes can be

true/false, hll-in-the-blank, multiple

choice or question-and-answer. I've in-

cluded three sample quizzes for you to

try out: STWRD, TRIV1A.WRD and

DEIDREWRD.

Your third choice is the Music Quiz

where you're required to correctly iden-

tify notes on the Grand Staff.

After you choose the type of quiz

you wish to run, an alert box will ask

each player the difficulty level at which

they wish to play. Your choices here are

Easy, Normal and Hard. Not only does

your choice determine the difficulty of

the questions, it also determines the

Match Quiz ST is

based on

Concentration, the

old game show.

amount of time each player will be

given to answer a question. The easier

the level, the longer the time After both

players enter their choices the game

begins.

Playing Match Quiz ST

The players' names are shown in the

upper right-hand comer of the game

screen. An asterisk indicates whose

turn it is. The game is played like

Matchboxes, which in turn is played

like the old TV show Concentration.

There are 32 boxes on the screen with

16 different pictures behind them, two

of each. The object of the game is to

find the most matching pairs.

To select a box, point and click on it

with the left mouse button. This calls

up an alert box with a question. Match

Quiz ST checks your answer as you

type it, so you cannot use the Back-

space key to correct a mistake and you

don't need to press Return to enter your

answer. You'll type your answer over the

question marks; the number of question

marks tells you the number of charac-

ters in the correct response. Match Quiz

ST is not case-sensitve

If you enter the correct answer

within the allotted time, the picture in

that box is shown and the you may se-

lect another box. If you answer correctly

again and both pictures match, you win

a point and can pick additional boxes

until you either answer a question in-

correctly or don't match two images.

There are two wildcard images in the

game that will match with any other

picture To stop the game in the middle

and start over or return to the Desktop,

click the right mouse button.

During gameplay, press the Help key

to get a hint for an especially tough

question. Keep in mind, however, that

every time you press the Help key, it

leaves less time to answer the question.

Create Your Own Quizzes

At the Desktop, click on QUIZ-

MAKE. PRG to create your own word

quizzes. (You must be in medium or

high resolution.) A word quiz has three

parts: the correct answer, the displayed

question and an optional hint. A quiz

file can hold up to 50 questions.

The quiz-creator program is an adap-

tation of the Generalized Input Routines

by Michael Hepner in the December

1988 issue of START. The program has

many alternatives in the use of drop-

down menus, function keys and mouse

"point-and-click," so you should find it

easy to use. Many keys (such as Escape,

Insert, Delete, Clr Home, Tab, Up Arrow

and Down Arrow) are functional. You

can refer to that article or the comments

in the listing for a further description of

how the program works. Experimenting

will not harm any of the files because

you can always Quit or Reload File to

wipe out any errors. I suggest you prac-

tice first by editing the sample quiz

files.

Program Details

Match Quiz ST was written in GFA BA-

SIC. To look at the source code, double-

click on MATCH.LST and click on Show

or Print. To load the file into GFA BA-

SIC, run GFA and click on Merge, then

select MATCH.LST

The pictures were all drawn with

DEGAS Elite. A GFA BASIC program
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was used to "clip" the smaller pictures

and combine them into a single file on

disk. The original pictures are in the file

ALLPI1. The main display is an un-

touched DEGAS picture. The music file

was designed just for this program.

Each byte of a song contains both a

note value for the Sound command and

a duration. The ST timer is used to

monitor when the note ends. The

Get_key and Playsong routines work

together to keep the music going while

checking for keyboard input from the

player. The title song, "Little Brownjug,"

is played by the XBIOS(32) routine as

described in The GFA BASIC Book. The

song was created using the Elsie pro-

gram from that book.

The three sample quizzes are called

from a common routine called Quiz. If

you want to add your own, it only has

to interface with the game at this point.

Your routine can also call Get_key to

wait for input. To play a song, Wnote

(Which note) must be set to a specific

note and Wsong (Which song) to a val-

ue from one to 20 to choose which

song is played. I play songs numbered

17-20 while waiting for keyboard en-

tries. They're written to gain tempo

rapidly as time runs out in order to

pressure players into answering a ques-

tion quickly.

Matching Up

I have found Match Quiz ST to be a use-

ful aid in my daughter's educational de-

velopment. The more she plays, the

more she leams and if she has fun

while she's learning, then all the

better

Jon Rick is an Atari enthusiast currently

living in the Far East. This is his first

program for START
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you see mentioned in a START arti- and drop it in the mailbox. The

cle or advertised in START, it's easy advertisers will send the informa-

to do. tion you want directly to you.

Simply circle the number listed It's that easy!



SCREEN
WRITING

withWord Perfect on the ST

BY MICHAEL PERRY

The road to writing riches these days seems

to lead to Hollywood. Ifyou 're good enough

to write that next blockbuster screenplay and

lucky enough to get it read by the right

people, you just might take home a tidy six-

figure bundle by the time it's on the screen.

Butfirst you have to write it—and write it

right. With WordPerfect and the macros on

the START disk that accompany this article,

you '11 have a leg up. The rest is up to you.

Why create those WordPerfect

screenwriting macros yourself?

We'll do it for you. File

WPMACROS.ARC on your START
disk.

Before every great movie, there was a

great screenplay. You'd never know it

from the way that directors and actors

like to put their names above the title,

but in the beginning, there was the

word. And more recently, the word

processor.

The rewards for selling a screenplay

can be substantial; some first-time

writers reap $300,000 or more their

first time out. Although production

companies are always on the \ookout

for next year's hit, they often are deluged

with thousands of submissions. It costs
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from S40 to $400 to have a script read

by a professional story analyst, so com-

panies look for ways to eliminate obvi-

ous "losers" that can be sent back

unread

When a screenwriter doesn't have an

agent or an uncle in the business, he or

she has to make sure the script looks

thoroughly professional if he or she

wants it to be read. A gripping story and

likeable characters are the most impor-

tant elements, but the fact remains that

an improperly typed screenplay gets the

same reaction as architectural drawings

done in purple crayon: Its simply not

taken seriously.

There are a hundred little rules that

need to be obeyed in the typing of a

screenplay; they describe what is capi-

talized, how to break pages, how to in-

troduce new characters, etc. To list thsnv

all is beyond the scope of this article, \

but the aspiring screenwriter should

consult the excellent reference work en-

titled Complete Guide to Standard Screen-

play Formats, Part I: The Screenplay.

Doing It on the ST

For screenwriting on the ST, one of the

best word processors available is Word-

Perfect. There are constant margin

changes throughout a screenplay, as well

as specific formats for the "fly page" and

first page of a script. WordPerfect is up

to the task, because of its "macro" fea-

ture. Macros allow the writer to consoli-

date a series of keystrokes and mouse

movements that are frequently used

into one single keystroke. WordPerfect

files can also be moved onto an IBM or

Macintosh computer without being

reformatted.

On the START disk this month in the

file MAGROS.ARC are WordPerfect mac-

ros for use in screenwriting that will set

tabs, margins, and page lengths, plus

some handy macros for frequently used

terms. There is also a sample layout of a

fly page, set up so the writer can be sure

his fly page looks proper

To use the macros, un-ARC

MACROS.ARC following the Disk In-

structions elsewhere in this issue. Then

place them in your WordPerfect default
,_

directory. The following instructions

will get you through the creation of your

hit screenplay.
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Screenplay Rules and Tips

Fly Page: The fly page is the first

thing seen in a screenplay when you

open the cover Simply load the docu-

ment FLYPAGE.WP into Word Perfect,

and replace the information such as ti-

tle, name, production company name (if

there is one) and so on, with the infor-

mation for your screenplay

Page One: At the top of your first

file, load the macro PAGEONE.MAC by

pressing Alt-FlO, and then type in

PAGEONE.MAC This will set the mar-

gins, tabs, etc. and correctly locate the

title and "FADE IN" on the page. The

first page of a screenplay does not have

a page number. (This isn't a single

stroke macro because you only need to

A Day In The Life Of An ST At A Film Production Company

At C U Productions, we have used

the Atari ST for nearly three years

and it's proven to be an excellent

choice for a film and video produc-

tion company in large part because

of its ability to interface with other

brands of computers.

C U currently uses a Mega ST2

with a monochrome monitor, a self-

built 5!4-inch drive and 45-meg

hard disk, Avatex 1200 modem and

a Spectre 128 cartridge. We've used

WordPerfect since beta-testing days,

and pc-ditto for about a year, as well

as a variety of other business soft-

ware, both ST and Macintosh. Our

laser printer is actually hooked up to

an IBM clone that we have access to

as a part of our co-op office rental

agreement.

A recent example of the strength

of the ST came when we were pre-

producing a promotional film for a

Japanese car company. The clients

writer had generated his script on a

Macintosh and lived 45 miles away.

We had to do a production break-

down on the script and if we had

any other computer, we might have

had to re-key from page one.

Instead, the writer sent us his

draft of the script via modem, which

we captured in the Macintosh parti-

tion of the hard drive using Spectre

128 and a public domain Mac termi-

nal program. We then moved his file

to the Atari ST partition using the

Transverter, and then loaded it into

Atari WordPerfect to add our changes

and comments.

We saved the file onto a 514-inch

disk and walked down the hall,

loaded it up into IBM Word Perfect

on the office co-op computer and

printed it out on the laser printer.

In the time that it might have

taken to drive to the writer's house

and back, we had our completed

shooting script ready and printed

out and met with the client that af-

ternoon. The ST also saved us the

time it might have taken to re-key

the document.

This example is not an exception;

it's part of doing business. When
working for clients, a production

company can save a lot of time,

money and anguish by being flexible

enough to communicate with a vari-

ety of computer systems. We've re-

ceived working documents, scripts

and budgets in Mac, IBM and Atari

formats and digested all of them. The

ST's capacity to emulate other com-

puters has saved us the expense of

having two more computers in the

office

use it once per screenplay.)

Page Two and Beyond: At the bot-

tom of page one of the screenplay, put a

hard page break by pressing Control-

Return. At the very top of page two, load

the macro PAGE2UP.MAC by pressing

Alt-FlO again, and this time entering

PAGE2UP.MAC Margins, tabs, etc. are

set again and the running header which

contains the page number is added.

Breaking Up Files: It's not a good

idea to put all 120 or so pages of a

screenplay in a single file while writing

it. Most screenwriters break up a

screenplay into blocks of approximately

20 pages. When you start a new file

midway through your screenplay, put

the PAGE2URMAC at the head of the

file, then insert the new page number by

pressing Alt-F8, choosing "New Page

Number" on the menu, and entering

the next page number. If your last file

ended on page 56, start the new file on

page 57.

Setting Action, Dialogue, and Per-

sonal Direction Margins: As you go

through your screenplay, you will have

to change the margins several times per

page These macros are used more than

any others, so they are single-stroke

macros. They're called by holding down

Alternate and then pressing the indi-

cated key.

To set dialogue margins, press Alt-D.

To set action margins, press Alt-A.

To set personal direction margins,

press Alt-P Personal direction is the

parenthetical comment following a

character name but before his dialogue

begins.

Tabs: Tabs have been set for personal

direction, character names, and opticals

(CUT TO: or DISSOLVE TO:).

Some additional features are (Alt-Ul

for "CUT TO:", [Alt-I] for "INT." (In-

terior) and [Alt-EI for "EXT." (Exterior).

Personalizing Your Macros

Suppose you have a character named

Fitzsimmons, who appears throughout

your script. In order to spell his name



This is a typical page of a

screenplay with oil of its

components labeled. You

may hear other nan
some of them, but these

names are generally ac-

cepted in the industry.

consistently throughout, it's helpful to

write a macro. (The WordPerfect man-

ual has an excellent tutorial on creating

and using macros.) Simply press

Control-FlO, choose a name for the

macro (for FITZSIMMONS, a good

choice might be Alt-F), type FITZSIM-

MONS and press Control-FlO again.

Now, every time you press Alt-F, his

name will appear.

The macro described above will only

be good for names in dialogue calls -

character names within dialog or scene

descriptions are only capitalized the

first time they appear in a script. It's a

good idea to make a second macro for

character names mentioned in the de-

scription portions of your screenplay.

(Dialogue references and the character's

first appearance should be "FITZSIM-

MONS", all subsequent references in the

action portion should be "Fitzsimmons".)

Finishing Your Screenplay

When completing a draft of a screen-

play, most screenwriters assemble all of

the components into one huge file to

correct the pagination. Simply load in

the first file, go to the bottom of the file

by pressing the Clr/Home key twice

and then the Down Arrow, load in the

next file, and repeat till you have the

whole script in one huge file (usually

about 175K for a typical screenplay).

Then, remove all the hard page

breaks except between page one and

two, using search and replace. Next, go

manually from page to page using Con-

trol and Down Arrow, and put the

breaks where you would like them,

consulting your script style manual, of

course.

When breaking a scene in the mid-

dle, place the cursor where you'd like to

put the break, and use the macro (Alt-

B). It will automatically place the correct

(CONTINUED) at the bottom of the

first page, put in a hard page break, and

put CONTINUED: at the top of the next

page.

Also, remove the "new page num-

bers" from the middle of the script, that

were inserted during your early drafts. If

you don't, you may end up with

skipped or repeated page numbers. The

macro REMVPGN.MAC will do this.
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General Rules

The margins, tabs, page lengths and

running headers are set correctly in the

macros. One thing that is not included,

but is important, is the print pitch, be-

cause of the variety of printers in use.

SCREENWRITING

MACROS:

A SUMMARY

PAGEONEMAC-Sets up first

page. Used only once, at top of

first page.

PAGE2UPMAC-Sets up margins

for pages 2 and up. Should be

used once at the top of each file.

REMVPGN.MAC- Used once, after

entire file has been assembled.

Removes "new page numbers"

control codes.

(ALT1 A-Action margins.

IALTI B-For breaking page mid-

scene. Adds (CONTINUED) at the

bottom of the first page, followed

by a hard page break and CON-

TINUED: at the top of the next

page.

[ALT] D-Dialogue margins.

IALTI E- EXT (Exterior)

IALTI I -INT. (Interior)

IALTI P-Personal direction

margins.

IALTI U- CUT TO:

FLYPAGE.WP-Noi a macro, but a

file correctly laid out as the first

page of a screenplay

Screenplays should be printed 10 char-

acters to the inch (pica), non-propor-

tional and ragged right with no italics or

underlining. Use of unusual fonts or

fanciful Desktop Publishing layouts are

frowned upon. Dot matrix is just barely

acceptable. Letter quality or laser print-

ing is best.

Print your screenplay on plain white

paper and do not include pictures, bud-

gets, letters, or anything else other than

the screenplay. Bind it in heavy card-

board with brads. This is what million-

dollar screenplays look like. Fancier

bindings are considered amateur and

arc a "red flag" that gets screenplays

returned unread.

Practical notes: While it is tempting

to use "block protects" to keep charac-

ter names attached to dialogue, my ex-

perience in trying this is that hundreds

of block protects in a single file tend to

make WordPerlect choke and crash.

Therefore, set your page breaks manu-

ally. Since page breaks are only put in

once, just before your final printout, it is

not too taxing to do by hand. Anyway, it

presents a good opportunity for final

proofing.

There are a few mysteries yet un-

solved in WordPerfect and my ex-

perience in composing a 120-page

screenplay is that I have a "bombs

across the screen" crash about once a

week or so. As Murphy's Law would in-

dicate, these seem to occur most fre-

quently when 1 haven't backed up my

file recently.

A Word of Warning—And Some Tips

These WordPerfect macros will help get

you through the first draft of a feature

film. Certain elements that you may

have seen on professional screenplays

that have been omitted include scene

numbers and lists of characters after the

title page. These things are never put in

by the screenwriter- they are added

once a script has gone into production.

"Published" screenplays, which are

bound like novels ant: sold in hook-

stores, are often formatted like stage

plays. Do not trust or imitate that

layout- it is only for the consumption

of the general public and a screenplay

submitted in that style indicates an in-

experienced writer.

Making these macros available is a

little dangerous; the temptation of the

first time screenwriter is to believe the

rules are flexible and that it "doesn't

really matter" But if you want your

screenplay to be read, here are a few

more tips:

1. Just tell the story. Try to avoid

stepping on the director's toes. Calling

camera moves or angles, such as

"ZOOM IN" or "HIGH ANGLE" is a

sure way to exile a script to the bottom

of the stack. Putting personal directions

such as (intensely.) or (wistfully) after ev-

er)' bit of dialogue is also considered

hackneyed, and directors resent it.

2. Make sure that character names

are consistent throughout. If a character

is called James in the first 20 pages and

Jim in the next 100, it's confusing and

amateurish.

3. Double- and triple-check the

spelling. If you have WordPerfect, there

is absolutely no excuse for spelling er-

rors, which are as annoying to produc-

ers as missing teeth on a star.

4. Print it, mail it out, and sell it for

hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Michael Perry is the head ofC U
Productions in Hollywood He has

produced over \00 music and industrial

videos.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

WordPerfect for the
ST, $329. WordPerfect

Corp., 155 North Technol-

ogy Way, Orem, UT 84057,
(801|222-4010.

CIRCLE I5B0N READER SERVICE HRD

Complete Guide to
Standard Screenplay
Formats, Part I: The
Screenplay, $16.95. By

Hil Cole and Judy Haag
(1988, CMC Publishing).



For The

Horizontal Scrolling &
Looking For Love

In this issue START'S venerable editor

cakes a look at the long-awaited sequel

to one of the all-time great graphic ad-

ventures from Sierra On-Line. Also, vet-

eran game reviewer David Plotkin exa-

mines the similarities and differences of

three arcade shoot-em-ups that do

something not often seen in the com-

puter gaming world: they scroll

horizontally.

LEISURE SUIT LARRY

GOES LOOKING FOR LOVE

(IN SEVERAL WRONG PLACES)

Reviewed by Andrew Reese

The delightfully demented Al Lowe is

back. Who's Al Lowe? He's the designer

and author of 1987's hit graphics ad-

venture, Leisure Suit Larry in the Land

of the Lounge Lizards. And the hero of

that twisted tale, "Leisure Suit" Larry

Lafler is also back in a new adventure

that takes up where the first left off: Lei-

sure Suit Larry Goes Looking for Love

(In Several Wrong Places).

Al has a wild sense of humor that

permeates his computer creations. If

you haven't played a Leisure Suit Larry

game, then you're in for a treat. But be

sure that you have a high tolerance for

lewd, crude and hilarious humor-Larry

11 is full of it.

In this concluding

scene from Leisure

Suit Larry goes

Looking for Love (In

Several Wrong
Places), Larry and
his new bride,

Kalalau, are hud-

dled together (for

warmth, I'm sure)

on the beach of

Notoonyt Island.

The evil Dr.

Nonookee has been

vanquished!

Larry II is a 3D-graphics adventure

in which you move your animated alter

ego around the screen and occasionally

type in commands to make him take

specific actions, such as "Put the airsick

bag in the hair rejuvenator bottle." This

makes for a varied and interesting game,

especially since the built-in responses

are seldom what you expect, but always

good for a chuckle.

Music, Hardware and Manuals

Sierra has added a sophisticated musi-

cal score to this game. They've been

working with Roland to implement an

MT-32 music board for the IBM PC and

their efforts have carried over to the ST

You can either enjoy the sound track

through the monitor speaker or, if you

have an MT-32 or a Casio CZ-101 syn-

thesizer, the game music can be played

through it. I tried the synth option with

my son's Yamaha PSS-480 and the re-

sults, although much better than

through the monitor, were not quite

what I'd hoped. 1 think the Yamaha's

channel assignments for the various in-

struments must be different from the

Casio.

This game is big, and it makes some
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special demands on your system. You

muse have at least one double-sided

disk drive, as it's shipped on three D5

disks. There is no physical disk copy-

protection, so you can make backups

easily or install it on a hard disk (the

best solution). Some of the animated se-

quences (particularly the last few) take

more than a minute to load, even from a

hard disk. But it's worth it.

Larry U uses a manual form of copy-

protection, in which you must match an

image of one of your "girlfriends" to a

picture in the game manual. There are

variations in hair and dress color, hair

style, jewelry and dress style, so you

have to look closely. Once you type in

the last four digits of her "phone num-

ber," you can proceed with the game.

In Larry I, you had to answer five

questions about the 1950s to prove you

were old enough to play the game. Larry

II has no such restriction and includes

a control to adjust the "filth level" of

the game. At the filthiest level (where I

set it), the game uses some fairly foul

language, but nothing worse than is

heart! around the START offices at dead-

And Now, On to Our Story . . .

The story? Well, it begins with Larry

being dumped by the love of his life

from the first game. But if you succeed

through the first part of the game, Larry

wins a sea cruise on the Love Tub with

the beautiful Barbara Bimbo and a

million-dollar-per-year lottery prize. But

that's just the "bare" beginning.

Later episodes involve onklunks,

KGB agents, maitre d's, barber shops,

witch doctors, piranhas, cross-dressing,

bombs, bimbos and bikinis. If you man-

age to make it all the way through the

game, Larry will wind up broke but

happy on a tropical beach on Notoonyt

Island with his new (and lovely) island

bride. 1 finally defeated the evil Dr.

Nonookee and finished the game, but

only after some help from the Sierra

On-Line Hint Line and their BBS. It's

good to know that they're there to help,

but the game is well set up to bring out

a laugh when you take a wrong turn.

Making mistakes is sometimes more fun

that doing it right.

Larry II uses Sierra's new Creative

Interpreter, which provides a fairly

sophisticated parser and excellent

gameplay. Almost every screen has

some clever animation in it and Larry

himself has never been better drawn

(complete with shading and bald spot),

nor more easily controlled. You can use

Leisure Suit lurry II

includes u control to

adjust the "filth

level" of the

game.

the mouse, arrow keys, joystick or key-

pad to move Larry and generally I found

that the keypad was the best. [ usually

kept Larry moving at the highest speed

available, because the animation tends

to slow his movement down. In some

sequences, however (such as crossing

the quicksand), I slowed him way, way

down for precise control.

The graphics are easily the best yet

from Sierra On-Line. Larry 11 runs in

low resolution with just a 16-color pal-

ette, but you'd swear that there's more.

(It will also run on a monochrome sys-

tem, but you lose a lot.) Kudos to the

artists and designers.

Quibbles and Bits

I suppose there are always quibbles in

every game. Twice, it crashed on me

with a message to call Sierra On-Line's

Customer Service, but since I was never

able to repeat the crashes, I didn't. Also,

this is a very linear game; you must add

every conceivable item to your inven-

tory when you can, because it may be-

come vital much, much later in the

game. And if you dont have the item (or

didn't do the right thing with it at the

right time), all you can do is restore or

restart the game and try again.

A good example of the problem with

linear games is the bikini top. It's on the

cruise ship (I won't tell you where), but

you can spend an hour playing the

game after leaving the ship before it be-

comes a necessity. When 1 was stuck

without it, 1 had to restore a position on

the cruise ship and then find the top.

Then, to continue, I had to go all the

way through that portion of the game I'd

just completed. And since there's a very

slow piece of animation that repeats five

times in between, I became quite ir-

ritated.

At least it's easy to save and restore

game positions. But there's been a

change in the save/restore routines from

the first game, and 1 don't think it's en-

tirely positive. Previously, you could

choose which game save file to over-

write and thus keep their number down

to a manageable level. Now, you can

only overwrite a file if your disk is full

or if you don't mind saving a game with

the exact same title as another. 1 ended

up with 20 save-game positions on my

hard disk, over 800K of files! I finally

had to move another folder onto a

different partition to make more room-

a quirk in the save-game function

wouldn't let me overwrite an existing

file, because it had been saved at a

much earlier position and was several K

smaller

Overall, however, I loved the game.

My wife loved the game. My kids loved

to watch the game. The START staff

loved the game. It's a kick. If you want to

spend a few days laughing and don't

mind a little locker room humor, then

Larry II is definitely for you. Oh, and Al

Lowe says to remind you that everyone

should take a little reading material with

them on a long flight.



HORIZONTALLY SCROLLING GAMES:

ZYNAPS, MENACE AND HYPERDOME

R£\'iewe.d by David Plotkin

Games that scroll the screen horizon-

tally have never been as plentiful as

those that scroll the screen vertically.

Recently, however, three horizontally

scrolling games for the ST have ap-

peared on the market: Zynaps from

Hewson, Hyperdome from Exocet and

Menace from Psygnosis.

Zynaps from Hewson

In Zynaps you man a large, not espe-

cially maneuverable fighter as it flies

through a cavern with some very tight

spaces. The landscape is very nicely

done, with shading to give a highly

realistic effect.

Besides the hazards of running into

the walls of the caverns, there are the

enemies. They come in a variety of bob-

bing, weaving airborne vehicles, that not

only try to collide with you, but also

launch missiles. These aren't too hard to

avoid, unless three or four are released

at once. Then, watch out!

Other hazards include ground bases

that can launch tracking missiles, com-

mand ships (heavily armed and vicious),

and mother ships (a command ship,

only more so). The command ships

tend to show up on levels of their own,

and are almost impossible to destroy.

When you begin your journey, your

ship is slow, and mounts some pretty

feeble lasers, capable of only two shots

at a time. It'll take some pretty fancy

flying to stay alive in this part of the

game, because if you miss with your

lasers, you have to wait until the beams

leave the screen before you can fire

again.

To increase your weaponry, you must

destroy whole waves of enemies. If you

do, they leave behind pellets, which you

can grab by flying over them with the

fire button held down. Each time you

grab a pellet, the icon on your control

panel, representing extra weapons for

the ship, changes. When it shows the

weapon you wish to use, you must fly

over a pellet to engage that weapon.

Some of the extras available include

more maneuverability (four levels),

more powerful lasers, plasma bombs,

homing missiles and seeker missiles.

The plasma bombs and the two types of

missiles replace each other—you can

only have one of these three active at

any time.

Zynaps are quite good, with an excellent

musical soundtrack, which, mercifully,

does not play during the game. The

game lets you enter the high score, but

does not store it to disk.

I also encountered a few bugs. Peri-

odically, my copy of the game crashes

with a row of bombs reaching clear

across the screen. Also on my copy, the

pause and quit functions don't work, so
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Hewson's Zynaps.

The game has you

rge.

pecially n

able fighter as it

flies through o cav-

ern with some very

tight spaces. Nice

graphics and effec-

tive scrolling make
this on excellent

arcade-type

shoot-em-up.

The lasers have four power settings;

each time you enhance them they can

fire faster and you can get more blasts

on the screen at once. The plasma

bombs are great for ships that are close

or for ground targets- they just bounce

around until they hit something.

The homing missiles bring up a cur-

sor on the screen which doesn't appear

to be under your control. At any rate,

these missiles home in on enemy targets

and destroy them. You can have one or

two of these missiles on the screen at a

time if you select the homing missile

icon twice. The seeker missiles are more

efficient at finding targets than homing

missiles, and can destroy multiple ene-

mies before being destroyed themselves.

You can also have a maximum of two of

these at a time.

Some Conclusions

The graphics, sound and animation of

there's no way to stop when the phone

rings.

Finally the programmer simply

wasn't up to the task required by this

game. There is a considerable change in

speed when more objects appear on the

screen. As the joystick response gets

more and more sluggish, you tend to

overcompensate, and then run into a

wall or enemy when the action sudden-

ly speeds up. This effect is not fatal to

the game, but it does tend to shorten it.

Overall, I like Zynaps. It has a con-

siderable learning curve, and is quite

frustrating at first, due in part to some-

what inadequate documentation

(though better than many European im-

ports). But once you figure out how it

works, it's fun and the element of

strategy is a welcome change-if you

can find the time to glance at the con-

trol panel while fighting off all those
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For [he Fun of It

Hyperdome from

Exocet (distributed

in the U.S. by Scor-

pion), has you pilot

o small spacecraft

across a horizon-

tally scrolling

screen, strewn with

various obstacles

and inhabited with

hostile aliens.

Hyperdome from Exocet

Hyperdome is another ^me where half

the "fun" is figuring out how everything

works. In the box is the disk and a sin-

gle sheet of paper that purports to show

what various areas of the screen are

used for That's it-no instruction man-

ual, not even a warranty card.

In Hyperdome you pilot a small

spacecraft across a horizontally scroll-

ing, obstacle-strewn screen. Much the

same as in Zynaps, your ship is slow

and feeble when you start out. Facing it

are enemy craft (singly and in waves)

and various gun emplacements. Interest-

ingly, the first level is the hardest, be-

cause the the gun emplacements look

just like the walls of the cavern, and you

must watch to see what shoots at you.

You must also figure out where holes

can be made with your guns in the

seemingly-solid wall approaching head-

on. The graphics in other levels change,

and moving obstacles, such as elevators

(called lifts) are also added.

To increase your ship's capabilities,

you must blast gun emplacements and

then run over the glowing marker left

behind (anything here sound familiar?).

As each marker is accumulated, an indi-

cator moves down eight boxes on the

right side of the screen. These boxes are

each labeled with an icon and represent

the increased weaponary available:

speedup, more powerful guns, double

firing rate, missiles, homing missiles,

spread, droid (follows your ship and

shoots when you do) and shields.

When the box that indicates the

weapon you want is active, you must let

go of the joystick and press the Space-

bar. This gives your ship the extra capa-

bility, resets the indicator, and often

means you run into something because

you had to let go of the joystick. Run-

ning into anything except a glowing

marker costs you a life and gives you

back your slow, feeble ship-a distinct

problem if you're facing one of the large

"mother ships" in the intermediate

levels!

There are some problems with

Hyperdome. First of all, not all the

weapons seem to work. "Spread" did

not work consistently, and the homing

missiles didn't seem to work at all.

There is also no way to abort or pause a

game. Finally, the game had to reload

each time, even if I had not gotten off

the first level. Unlike Zynaps, however,

the scrolling was smooth and there

were no speed variations.

Menace from Psygnosis

The object of Menace is to destroy the

planet Draconia, which consists of six

levels. Each level is populated by gro-

tesque alien lifeforms, which you must

blast with your lasers.

The large, detailed graphics and

smooth controls of Menace make it easy

to play. There are two difficulty levels-

in Novice Level, running into the cavern

walls doesn't deplete your ship's shields,

while in Expert Level, scores are dou-

bled, but you must avoid ail obstacles.

As with the other games, Menace

gives you a way to enhance the initially

inadequate weaponery of your ship. If

you manage to obliterate a complete

wave of alien attackers, a block comes

Boating toward you. Running over the

block adds 1,000 points to your score,

but each time you shoot the block five

times, it changes to a different enhanced

There are two diffi-

culty levels in Psyg-

nosis's Menace. In

Novice Level, run-

ning into the cavern

walls won't deplete

your ship's shields.

In Expert Level,

scores are doubled,

but you must avoid

all obstacles.



weapon. When the block attains the

icon representing the weapon you wish

to add, you then run over it to add that

capability to your ship. However, it's not

as easy as it sounds. First of all, some of

the aliens are very tough to kill, so

knocking out the whole wave is quite a

chore. Then, you must shoot the block

and run over it before it scrolls off the

screen. Often, you take whatever weapon

you can get because there isn't time to

shoot the block enough times to achieve

the weapon you want.

The extra capabilities you can add to

your ship include added maneuverabil-

ity (speedup), cannons, lasers, outriders

and shields. Speedups add up to seven

Ihe large, detailed

graphics and smooth

controls of Menace

make it easy to play.

times the ship's original maneuvering

speed. When you add either cannons

(short range) or lasers (long range) to

your ship, you must run over another

icon to full arm them. The cannons and

lasers do not last indefinitely. They're

depleted as they're used; energy bars on

the screen show the current status of

the cannons and lasers.

You can add up to two outriders to

your ship. These are small, short-range

weapons that fire in a direction that you

control by the motion of the ship (iner-

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

tia-controlled). It takes a little time to

get the hang of it, but these outriders

can be very handy against enemies who

approach from the rear. Shields make

your ship immune to damage for a short

period of time

Wrap-Up

Menace is an extremely difficult game.

It doesn't feature smoothly increasing

levels of difficulty, instead, it starts out

fairly easy, then suddenly gets nearly

impossible, then gets easy again.

At the end of each level is the Guard-

ian. This creature is huge, and shoots

large numbers of indestructible projec-

tiles at you. There isn't a clue in the

manual on how to kill one of these beasts,

even going up against it with cannons,

lasers, and a full energy charge doesn't

seem to work. What this means, unfor-

tunately, is that many gamers will never

see beyond level one! You only get one

life-when your shields are depleted,

the game is over

In the Final Analysis

The games here-Zynaps, Hyperdome

and Menace-have obvious similarities.

At the end of each level is a Mother

Ship, Guardian, etc. Each also has a way

to increase ship weaponery, and each is

a pretty good game in its own right.

They're not really different enough to

buy more than one-and with all its

bugs and slowdown/speedup problems,

Zynaps is still the most playable of all

three games.

Andrew Reese is Editor of START! David

Plotkin is a chemical engineerfor Chev-

ron U.S.A. and a contributing editorfor

START.

Leisure Suit Larry
Goes Looking For Love
(In Several Wrong
Places), S49.95. Sierra

On-Line, Inc., P.O. Box 485,
Coarsegold, CA 93614, For

orders only, call (800)

344-7448.

tlSmmtMKEM)EP.5EIWICE(ARD

Hyperdome(Exocet Soft-

ware], $34.95; Zynaps
(Hewson Consultants),

$34.95; Both gomes are dis-

tributed in the U.S. by Scor-

pion Software, 19 Harbor

Drive, Lake Hopatcong, NJ
07849, (201)663-0202.
CIRCIE 17! ON READER SERVICE CARD

Menace, $29.95. Psygno-
sis, Ltd., distributed in the

U.S. by Computer Software
Service, 2150 Executive

Drive, Addison, IL, 60101,

(800)669-4912.
CIRCLE 173 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Megatouch
Keyboard Stiffeners

Firm your Atari 520 or 1 040 ST
computer keyboard to feel like

a Mega ST! Megatouch solves
the mushy feeling, only $11 .95.

ent
Hnamaa
P.O. Box 14628

Long Beach, CA 90803-1208 USA
(213) 439-9664 • FAX (213) 434-2310

CIRCLE 039 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CHICAGO'S
LARGEST ATARI
ST DEALER!

BIGGEST SOFTWARE
SELECTION INCLUDING

IMPORT TITLES & MAGAZINES
3 STORES TO SERVE YOU

SOFTWARE PLUS
COMPUTERS

WHEELING 520-1717

CHICAGO 338-6100

HANOVER PK 837-6900

CIRCLE 056 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Business

Doing Spreadsheets

On The ST
BY CHRISTOPHER L. HERD

Get started in the world of spread-
sheets with FiGLS.ARC on your

START disk.

Spreadsheets are marvelous tools with

uses limited by your imagination alone.

In this column and the ones that follow,

I'm going to take you on a guided tour

through the fascinating world of spread-

sheets. What I cover will hopefully give

you some insight into the "black magic"

of spreadsheet template writing. And

when I'm finished you'll have an entire

spreadsheet ready for use and

modification.

I used LDW Power to write the tem-

plates, but they'll be generic enough to

transfer to your favorite spreadsheet

program. If you're serious about learn-

ing spreadsheets, however, I recommend

that you buy one of the Lotus 1-2-3

clones, LDW Power or VIP Professional.

Youll find this month's spreadsheet

template on your START disk in the file

FIGLS.ARC. Copy this file to a blank,

formatted disk and then un-ARC it fol-

lowing the Disk Instructions elsewhere

in this issue. You'll need either LDW
Power or VIP Professional to load this

template. Follow the program's direc-

tions for loading a template file and

load in FIGLSWKS-it's m Lotus 1-2-3

version 1.0 format

All Misconceptions Aside

Let's first clear the air of some of the ba-

sic misconceptions about spreadsheets.

The first misconception is that spread-

sheets are monstrous things maintained

by huge accounting departments. Not

so-several of the templates I'll be

presenting here will be small enough to

fit onto one screen, and they'll be plenty

useful for your personal finances or

small business.

The second misconception is that

you must use a spreadsheet to balance

your checkbook. This normally causes

uninitiated skeptics to respond with

something like "I balance my check-

book a lot faster with my pocket calcu-

lator, thank you." Yes, you can balance

your checkbook with a spreadsheet

template, but you can also do a whole

lot more. And that takes us to the sub-

ject of this column.

The Gain/Loss Statement

Before you can run, you should first

learn to walk. So, before we delve into

business spreadsheets, we'll start with a

basic template that you can use at

home. I call this one-page template my

"Financed Investment Gain/Loss State-

ment." As you work with it, it will give

you some insight into the functions and

flexibility of spreadsheets.

Here's the situation: Have you ever

wondered how much you could realize

if you sold your house? The template, as

set up, is applicable to any financed in-

vestment that either appreciates or

depreciates.

The Defoils

Now, let's discuss some of the more im-

portant details of our template. The

numbers you must input are the pur-

chase price, financing interest rate,

financing term, appreciation, the date of

first payment and the date of the most

recent payment. From these last two

dates and the entry in the monthly pay-

ment schedule, the present age of the

property will be calculated. If your pro-

gram doesn't have the date functions

necessary to perform this calculation

(both VIP Professional and LDW Power

do), you may omit lines nine and 10

and input the age of the property in

months into the current cell CI 2.

Similarly, the entry in cell E12 is just

a reminder of the mortgage's age-in-

months; it can be input manually as a

label if you don't have the proper date

function.

Another product of this spreadsheet

is the exact amount of the payment in

the top right corner of the output sec-

tion. Like the rest of these numbers, it's
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calculated by the worksheet. Note the

combined use of the IF function and

the very handy payment (PMTJ and

present value (PV) functions. This helps

to preclude spurious results.

Analyzing the Results

Assume that you bought the house for

$84,600, financed it at 10 percent for

30 years, expect the property to ap-

preciate at four percent per year and

you've just made the January 1989

payment.

Your property is now worth $89,524.00,

according to your appreciation rate. You

still owe $83,919.53 on the $84,600

loan. The difference, presumably, is

what you'd net (without considering

closing costs or commissions) if you

sold the house now for the market value

and paid off the loan. This is your

"Cash-Back Value."

Of course, that amount isn't straight

profit. Over the last 17 months, you've

been paying a horrendous amount of

interest and not much toward equity. In

fact, the interest payments alone

amounted to $11,940.76, the "Accum

Interest Value" as noted on the spread-

sheet. So, to gain a cash-back value of

$5,604.47, you spent 511,940.76 m
interest payments, which means that

your net gain is ($6,336.30), the spread-

sheet's way of telling you minus

$6,336.30!

Now, look at the last line Your

56,336.30 loss, distributed over the 17

months you've been making payments,

comes to only $372.72 per month

(compare this to $400-per-month rent

payment for a two-bedroom apart-

ment). Without even factoring in the in-

come tax savings for this mortgage inter-

est deduction, you still came out ahead

under these assumptions.

Try a Little Experimenting

As an experiment, see what happens if

the house appreciates at only two per-

cent per year or how fast you can build

up equity by getting an 8.5 percent

mortgage for 15 years with 30 percent

down (just multiply the purchase price

by 0.7).

The template I've prepared is even

more flexible than that. Maybe you

don't own a house. Just plug in the pur-

chase price of your new (or old) car, the

finance rate and its age in the payment

schedule. For appreciation, try -20 per-

cent or -25 percent.

Christopher L. Herd lives and works in

Colorado Springs, Colorado. This is his

first article in START
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LDW Power, $149.95.

logical Design Works, Inc.,

780 Montague Expressway,

Suite 403, San Jose, CA
95131,(408)435-1445.
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VIP Professional,
$149.95. ISD Marketing,

2651 John Street, Unit 3,

Markham, Onatario L3R

2W5, (416)479-1880.
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By Charles F. Johnson

UNLIMITED DESK ACCESSORY POWER FOR THE ATARI ST

• Load and immediately use any standard ST desk accessory
at any time.. .even while a program is running!

- Install as many accessories as memory will allow.. .using only

one drop-down menu slot!

• Load groups of up to 32 desk accessories with a click of the

mouse button, or automatically at bootup!
Run desk accessories as if they were programs! $29.95

By John Eidsvoog and Charles F. Johnson

A POWERFUL AND COMPLETE REPLACEMENT FOR GDOS

Totally compatible with GDOS, and all current programs that

use GDOS.
• Load fonts and device drivers without rebooting.
• Solid polyline mode speeds up all solid line drawing by 25%!
• Absolutely no system slowdown.
• Automatically load the correct ASSIGN files for each program

you use.
$34 _95

Also available!

CodeHead Utilities FatBack
A collection of programs and An intelligent (and /as/) hard
desk accessories, for all kinds disk backup program.
of purposes! $29.95 $34.95

Call us lor Visa, Mastercard, CodeHead Software
AmEx. and COD order;.

send a check or money order
for the amount indicated plus

$2.00 shipping. CA residents

please add 6.5% sales tax.

P.O. Box 4336
N. Hollywood, CA 91607 ffiffi

Tel: (213)386-5735 W?
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Itcntiiifi Software,

(DB
Five veal** ago,

we were ahead of

our time.

Haven't You

Cauolit lln Yet?

- Inside Texas

WEDGWOOD RENTAL
5316 Woodway Drive

Fort Worth, Texas 76133
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BY CHARLES L. BAILY

PINOCHLE
Pinochle is one ofthe mostpopular card

games ever played, yet it has been all but ig-

nored by the computer industry. In a market

overflowing with poker, bridge and blackjack

simulations, Charles Baily's Pinochlefor the

ST is a breath offresh air, A color monitor

is required.

It's your bid! File PINOCHLE.ARC
on your START disk.

Check any catalog of entertainment soft-

ware and you'll find all the card games

you ever wanted, right? Wrong. I've

perused both commercial and public

domain lists and found enough poker,

blackjack, cribbage, rummy, solitaire

and bridge games to keep me happy

well into the next century. But one card

game is conspicuously lacking from all

those lists: pinochle. Since this is the

game 1 want to play the most, 1 decided

to write one on my own.

To see the results, copy

PINOCHLE.ARC and ARCX.TTP onto

a blank, formatted disk and un-ARC

PINOCHLE.ARC following the Disk In-

structions elsewhere in this issue.
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Double-click on PINOCHLE.PRG. ST Pi-

nochle was written in GFA BASIC 2.0

and runs in low resolution only.

Pasteboard Pinochle

Within the card-playing world,

pinochle stands out. It uses its own spe-

cial deck, can be played with one or

two decks and in teams or singly (cut-

throat). The pinochle deck has four

suits, like a standard deck, but has two

each of the cards from nine to ace and

no card lower than a nine. (Double-

deck pinochle uses two decks and no

nines; that still meansJour of each card

in the game.)

As the game begins, each player is

dealt between 12 and 16 cards (de-

pending on the type of game). Each

player then counts up the possible

points he or she can make in a combi-

nation of meld and play. Based on these

points, the players then bid in an auc-

tion for the priveledge to name the

trump suit and, thereby, maximize his

or her meld and play points If you bid

higher than you're able to make from

your meld and play points, you "go

down" and your bid is subtracted from

your score. If you make your bid, all of

your meld and play points are scored.

ST Pinochle is played to a set maxi-

mum number of points; in the com-

puter version, you can choose the

maximum-see below.

Once the bidding is completed, the

successful bidder names the trump suit

and all players lay down their meld.

Once the meld is scored, the players

pick up the cards and the play begins.

The successful bidder leads the first

card (which must be a trump). The play

continues until all cards have been played.

Some special rules for pinochle: You

must follow suit, and if you have a card

in your hand that can beat the highest

card already played in that trick, you

must play it. Also, if you are out of a

suit, you must play a trump if you have

one.

In pinochle, as in most games, the

highest trump or the highest card of the

led suit wins the trick. The cards rank a

bit differently in pinochle than you may

be used to: the top card is the ace, fol-

lowed by the ten, king, queen, jack and

nine



Play points are scored by taking

tricks with point cards in them. The

point cards are the aces, tens and kings.

Also, one point is scored For taking the

last trick.

ST Pinochle

In ST Pinochle, the computer plays two

hands, counts meld (if you want it to),

bids for the two computer players and

keeps score. The bidding is "one bid

and did," instead of by auction. The

program will also count your meld and

suggest a trump, if you want it to.

Then there is the play of hands. The

computer plays two hands, making the

most of each. All this is being done

while it checks each card to be sure that

there are no deviations from house

rules.

ST Pinochle has its own house rules,

but they can be modified if you wish.

At the title screen click on the right

mouse button to call up the Menu Bar.

Under Options you can click on any of

the rules you wish change. Here you can

determine the dealers bid, the mini-

mum bid, whether double pinochle is

worth eight or thirty and the maximum

score to win. You can also change the

speed of the game and choose whether

to count your own meld or have the

computer do it for you. The names of

the player(s) with the high score(s) are

highlighted as is their bid.

Gameplay

At Pinochle's title screen, click on

the left mouse button to begin the game.

This will take you to the bid screen

where you can either make your bid or

pass. Your cards have already been dealt

and are at the bottom of the screen for

your scrutiny. To bid, you can either

click on a number from the grid or click

on Other and type in your own bid.

Click on Pass if you don't wish to make

a bid at all.

After the highest bidder chooses

trump, click the left mouse button to get

a meld count from each player Click

again to go to the final screen before

gameplay. This screen gives you the

statistics of the game you're about to

play. It lists the lead player's bid, what

that player's meld count is, what the

trump is and what the lead player needs

to score in order to make his or her bid.

(See the sidebar for a breakdown of

how melds are scored.)

Now click on Continue and the

game begins. To choose a card, click on

its number or letter. Play until all your

cards are used. To exit the game, click

on Quit. When your game is played out,

you'll be given a rundown of the game's

results. Click the left mouse button to

continue play.

Wrap Up

I hope you find the ST version of pi-

nochle as relaxing and enjoyable as I

ST Pinochle's game
screen. As you can

see this is three-

handed pinochle;

the computer deter

mines your two op-

ponents. At your

turn, choose a care

by clicking on eithe

its number or letter.

have. And, if you play the game as much

as I do, you'll be amazed at the money

you'll save not having to buy a new

deck of cards every couple of

months.

Card-game enthusiast Charles L. Baily

is professional programmer who lives in

Easton, Pennsylvania. This is his first

program for START

These are the meld values of

Pinochle hands:

Aces around -10

An ace in every suit.

Double aces around- 100

Two aces in every suit.

Kings around-8

A king in every suit.

Double kings around- 80

Two kings in every suit.

Queens around-6

A queen in every suit.

Double queens around-60

Two queens in every suit.

Jacks around-4

A jack in every suit.

Double jacks around— 40

Two jacks in every suit.

Run- 15

Ace, ten, king, queen and jack of

trump.

Double run-150

Two aces, tens, kings, queens and

jacks of trump.

Nine of trump -1

Nine of trump.

Pinochle— 4

Queen of spades and the jack of

diamonds.

Double pinochle-30

Two queens of spades and two

jacks of diamonds.

Marriage-

2

A king and queen in the same suit.

Royal marriage-4
A king and queen in trump (you

don't get additional points for this

if you have a run).
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Unleash the Power
ofyour ATARI 5LM804 Printer with

TM

AT LAST,

you can add PostScript® Printing Capabilities

to your Desktop Publishing System
• UPGRADE YOUR ATARI MEGA 2

AND MEGA 4 PERSONAL COMPUTER
SYSTEM WITH POSTSCRIPT
LANGUAGE PRINTING CAPABILITIES

• ACCESS A WIDE VARIETY OF
POSTSCRIPT APPLICATIONS
WITH ULTRASCRIPT ST

• ACHIEVE THE PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET LOOK YOU WANT BY
CHOOSING FROM THE SAME
TYPEFACES OFFERED IN MOST
POPULAR POSTSCRIPT PRINTERS

• ADD POSTSCRIPT COMPATIBLE
FONTS AS YOU NEED THEM

IMAGEN Corporation, a QMS company, has teamed
up with ATARI to bring you UltraScript ST on the

Atari Mega 2 and Mega 4 Personal Computer Systems.

• BREAK THE POSTSCRIPT PRICE
BARRIER; ULTRASCRIPT ST IS

AVAILABLE FOR JUST $229.95

Available at your local Atari

dealer or order direct from:

IMAGEN Corporation
P.O. Box SSI 01
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8101

Or call 800/635 3997
or 408/986-9400
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uture of Programming:

iSoft BASIC and HiSoft BASIC Professional

The BASICsdesigned with the user In mind.
They're incrediblyfast and work from iheeasy,
interactiveGEM editor in all resolutions. Unlike

interpreted languages, HiSoft BASICs compile
automatically, no additional steps are needed

to get the lightning speed you want in your

programs.

HiSoft BASICs give you access to all GEM,
AES and VDI routines, as well as BIOS, XBIOS,

and GEMDOS. Now you can write programs
that fully utilize the GEM environment. Built in

functions are provided forthemouse, joysticks,

sound, and MIDI ports.

HiSoft BASICs ajtejdestined to become the

standard by which others will be judged. They
are compatible with Microsoft QuickBASIC! 1 "

on the PC, which is widely recognized as the

premier BASIC language. They also compile

ST BASIC VI programs. Instructions are

provided on how to convert other BASIC
programs to run under HiSoft BASIC.

A version of HiSoft BASIC is all you need to

start programming efficiently on your Atari ST.

Unlike other BASICs, you can even use HiSoft

BASIC Professional to create desk accessories.

These advanced BASIC languages allow total

accesstoyourmachtnesoperating system-yet
they're still Incredibly last.

The two variations of this fabulous BASIC
are HiSoft BASIC, the fundamental version,

which is priced at only $79.95, and HiSoft

BASIC Professional, with many advanced
features, which is just $159.95! Call NOW to

order your copy!
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